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Mahuru 2020      Pukapuka: Rua Tekau Ma Whitu     

E kore tētahi ki tō rite. 
Te tangata hūmarie, te tangata 

whakakatakata.
Whakatau wairua, āio.

Ko koe te tau pūmau pūrotu o Te 
Tairāwhiti whānui, o te motu
Ō iwi, ō hapū, whānau hoki

Ahakoa taumaha, māmā ana tō āhua.
Kua maioha mai tō Atua

Whakatā, okioki mai 
Kua ea. 

Ko Tāmanuhiri tōku tipuna
Ko Hinenui tōku tipuna wahine

Ka puta tēnei whakatauaki “Taku hē ki te 
huatea nō muri ko te huari”

 I te tau 1933 i te pānui taku pāpā a Ihaka 
Ngarangioue i te nūpepa i ngā kōrero 
mo tētahi tohunga arā a Ratana. I taua 
wā ono tekau ma whā te pakeke o taku 
pāpā, ana rima tekau ma waru te pakeke o 
taku wahine a Mahara Ngarangioue, nō te 
whānau O’keefe. Kotahi tonu tā rāua tama 
ko Dave engari e ngākaunui ana mo ētahi 
i tua atu.

He tino pai rawa atu te motuka ō ana 
mātua ka haere rāua ki a Ratana. I taua 
wā he kāinga tupu noa. I tō rāua taenga 
atu ka whakarārangi te huhua o te tangata 
e tātari ana kia kite, kia āwhinatia rātou e 
te koroua rā.  I te taenga mai ki a rāua ka 
ui atu te koroua he tō rāua raru. Ka kii atu 
te pāpā o Temepara   

“No raruraru, engari e inoi atu ana kia whai 
tamariki māua.” Ka kii atu a Ratana, kia 
hoki ki te kāinga inā iwa marama ka puta 
he tama ki a rāua, ana whānau mai ana me 
tapa ko ‘Te Temepara o ngā Ratana’. I te 
whānautanga mai o Temepara, he nui tonu 
ngā wāhine whakawhānau. Ara, ko Whare 
Ngaio Stone te wahine whakawhānau i te 
taha o tana māmā i tana whānautanga mai. 

Ko tana pūmanawa, ko te mōhio kei Te Kuri 
a-Paoa e tāpuke ana tana pito, ana māmā 
noa iho tana piki i taua puke i ēnei rā. 

I taku tīmatanga ki te haere ki te kura i Te 
Muriwai, tauhou ana hoki. Ko taku reo tuatahi 
ko te reo Māori, ana e maumahara te nuinga 
o taua wā ki ngā āhuatanga ki te kōrero Māori 
koe. Ka patua koe. Nā tēra tūāhua, tere tonu 
taku ako i te reo pākehā kia kore ai ahau e 
patua. 

Mahia ngā mahi e tamariki ana, te retireti, 
te pikipiki i tana maunga, Te Kuri a-Pāoa. 
I tētahi rā, kāre ā rātou ‘irecrackers’ i 
te wā pakanga, engari he karahīni te hinu 
whakamuramura engari i te tahunatanga atu 
ka pahū ka hunuhunutia ana makawe, ka 
huri pākākā te tae. Waimarie ko ana makawe 
anake i wera, i muri mai ka tapahia kia tino 
poto ana makawe. Tōna whakamā!.

Nōu ngā hāhi katoa.

Ahakoa he Ringatū te pāpā o Temple, he 
Katorika tana māmā, i pakeke ake ia i te 
hāhi Ringatū me te hāhi Rātana engari e 
maumahara ana ia ki te ātaahuatanga o te 
hononga ki ngā Mihinare me ngā Mōmona. 
Kore rawa ia i whakahē ahakoa he aha te 
hāhi.

Nō tēnei marama i whakanuia ai a Temepara 
Isaacs me tana hoa rangatira a Olive e ngā 
Pirihimana o Te Tairāwhiti mo te hiatau, arā 
toru tekau mā toru, i whakapaungia e rāua 
ki te āwhina i a rātou, arā tō rātou minita, 
kaitohutohu, kaiārahi, kaiwhakawātea, 
kaiwhakatau wairua i waenga i ngā mahi 
pirihimana. 

E ai ki a Olive, tino whakahirahira rawa atu 
tēnei huinga i te marae o Te Poho o-Rāwiri. 
He rangi tino whakamīharo mo te katoa i tuku 
mihinui ki a Temepara. Me mihi ki a Sam me 
ngā Pirihimana mo tēnei whakanui ātaahua. 
Tino whakamihi ana a Temepara rāua ko 
Olive mo tēnei hōnore nui.

I te huinga nui ka whakamārama a Te 
Kaiwhakahaere Matua o ngā Pirihimana i te 
āhuatanga whakauru atu o Temepara hei 
minita mo ngā Pirihimana. 

“Ko te Olive te kaiwhakahaere i te 
Whakamauorangatanga ki ngā Mauhere i 
ngā tau waru tekau (80’s), tautokohia ana e 
Temepara te Āpiha takawaenga.

I kite te Kaiwhakahaere Pirihimana a 
Rana Waitai i a rāua e mahi ana i te 
whareherehere, ka karanga atu ki a 
Temepara ki tana tari.

Maumahara tonu ana a Temepara ki taua 
rā. Ko te kii atu a Rana ki a ia,‘gidday bro, 
would you like to be my police chaplin?’ 
koira te tīmatanga.

1989  ka whakataungia a Temple hei 
National Police Chaplain mo ngā Pirihimana 
e Police Commissioner Robbie Robinson. 

I tū hei kaumātua mo 59 tau mo Tairāwhiti 
Māori Women’s Welfare League. 

Ko ia te heamana, te kaumātua mo te 
Marae o Rangiwaho, mo te marae o Muriwai 
Marae, mo Tāmanuhiri Tūtū Poroporo 
Trust, mo Tūranga Health me te tīmatanga 
mai o Te Rūnanga o Tūranganui ā Kiwa.

He Rūnanga Kāhui Kaumātua, he kaumātua, 
he māngai mo Tūranga Ararau rāua ko 
Olive. Mahi tahi tonu rāua ki te hāpai i a 
Hemi Taumaunu te Kaiwhakawa tautoko i 
Te Kooti Rangatahi i Te Poho o-Rāwiri me 
Tūranga Ararau, me Te Ara Tika Gambling 
Service.

 He tangata whakaata –The taiaha and the 
testament, he tangata haka- Te kapa haka 
o Waihirere, he tangata purei tēnehi, he 
kaimanaaki, tautoko i te mauhere me ō 
rātou whānau. PARS. (Prisoners Aide and 
Rehabilitation Society) Ahakoa nā Olive 
tēnei mahi, i whakauru atu ia ki te āwhina. 
Ko te ātaahuatanga, ōrite tonu tā rāua 
āwhina, tautoko i a rāua anō.

Ka kata ana a Temepara, ka kata te katoa. 
E kore e taea te kore. He koi te hinengaro, 
he kaingākau, he pono, he tangata mātanga 
hoki. Koinei ētahi kupu āhua  whakarite i te 
kaumātua nei i a Temepara Isaacs. Hāwhe 
hāora ahau e noho ana i tana taha, kii ana 
taku kete i ana kōrero, i ana pūrākau hoki.

Hei whakamutunga, kore rawa he mutunga 
mai o tana whakamihi ki a Olive, te tau o 
tana ate, tana arohanui ki a ia mō tōna 
pūmau mutunga kore. “He wahine, he 
taonga, ka raru te tangata”.  

by Sophie Rishworth

A TRAUMATIC brain injury when she was 58 
wiped out Carolyn Pere’s past.

“Apparently I was a midwife and registered 
nurse. For 40 years,” she said.

Now four years later, Carolyn is one of three 
mentors in Tairawhiti who will help others who 
have suffered a traumatic brain injury (TBI).

It is part of a peer-mentor pilot programme 
being trialled here, in Kaitaia and Auckland, to 
fill a gap for people with a brain injury after they 
have been discharged from hospital.

The programme will match mentors, who are 
further along in their recovery, to people who 
have recently suffered a TBI.

Anyone who would like to be mentored, up to a 
year post-injury, is being asked to come forward 
so they can be matched with a mentor.

The woman behind the pilot is former Gisborne 
woman Nicola Kayes, whose passion was always 
to bring her research and what she does back to 

help her home town.
Ms Kayes is the professor of Rehabilitation, 

and director for the Centre for Person Centred 
Research, at the Auckland University of 
Technology (AUT).

People with a TBI feel very isolated for years 
after they have been discharged back into the 
community, she said.

“That’s the gap. How can we better support 
people once they’ve been discharged to enhance 
outcomes once back in the community.

“So they can live their lives again with a brain 
injury.”

Carolyn has lived it herself. She believes this 
programme will be the “best thing” to happen in 
the TBI arena.

“I hope ACC support it.
“The first year after a TBI it’s like you’re 

travelling blind, in a dark tunnel, there’s no one 
to tell you if it’s going to get better or when. 

Filling the 
gaps after 
traumatic 
head injury

FEATURE INSIDE TODAY

FIRE TERROR 

AT OHAU
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SUPER-CHARGED

Peer-mentor trial pilot in Tairawhiti

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Cousins Thomas Lima, 9, and Lazarus Rangihuna, 4, got a buzz out of meeting members of Team Kiwi Racing and their Bathurst 
race car yesterday. As part of TKR’s 20th anniversary since its debut as New Zealand’s first Kiwi V8 Supercar team at Bathurst, 
the team are doing a tour throughout New Zealand to say thank you to all Kiwis who have supported the All Kiwi team over the 
last two decades. They stopped off at Mitre 10 Gisborne yesterday with one of the team’s 2020 Holden ZB Commodore cars, as 
well as two Bathurst Simulator machines.  Picture by Liam Clayton
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MUSIC BY THE 
RIVER: The arts 
market Marina 
Park rocked to 
the sound of Sixth 
Sense, Smoke free 
Kaitangata Beats 
2020 East Coast, 
regional winners. 
The band is made up 
of Jenae Kerisome 
(left), Alyssa Herbert, 
Johelonn Toroa-Taare, 
Becky Devine and 
Sivannah Marsh.

Picture by Paul Rickard

AROMATIC: Melissa Campagna (right) from Argentina browses 
fragrant products displayed at the art market by Dee Grice of 
Blissful Bath and Beauty. Picture by Paul Rickard

TUNED IN: Brooklyn Te Runa (left), Taylor Hills, Jordan Tibble and Kaea Berry enjoy the entertainment 
and East Coast sunshine at Saturday’s art market at the Te Tairawhiti Arts Festival hub at Marina Park.
 Picture by Paul Rickard

Painting the township red
It was all about whanau getting out and active at Ruatoria’s colour run on Saturday, for a day of fun in the sun. Around 150 participants took part in the event 
organised by Sport Gisborne Tairawhiti. CEO Stefan Pishief said the whole community got in behind the event, with a huge number of local volunteers and 
sponsors who “made it happen”.  Picture supplied
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“If I’d had a peer mentor it would have 
been hugely beneficial,” said Carolyn.“If 
I can share what I know and how I 
recovered, it will offer experience, 
strength and hope from another person 
who understands, and just knows.”

A misdiagnosis in 2017 of a migraine 
and an earache meant Carolyn was sent 
home by the hospital only to return hours 
later in a critical condition. with bacterial 
meningitis and septicaemia.

Carolyn was transferred to Waikato 
Hospital where she stayed for nine 
months in ICU, and HDU. It was while in 
HDU Carolyn suffered a fall which led to 
her TBI.

Carolyn then suffered a stroke. 
It was life-changing.
“I’ve been her, then there’s me with the 

injury.”
What did flow through was her 

determination, courage and strength.
“It is quite miraculous and phenomenal 

what I can do now.”
In November, Carolyn will compete in 

the Iron Maori triathlon being held in 
Napier.

She runs two to three hours every day 
to train. The high level of fitness is not 
something she would recommend but 
exercise was crucial to her recovery. 

“Just walking is a good start for 
anyone.”  

Carolyn had to learn to walk 
again, and has been unable to live 
independently since her TBI.

“I had no perception of safety, I would 
walk in front of cars and left the gas on.”

She lives in her home with a caregiver, 
beside her friend Jenine who has been a 
huge part of her recovery.

Micaiah Baker, 23, from Tokomaru 
Bay is another mentor in the pilot 
programme. 

At 17 she was in a car accident with 
her brother and sister, which left her 
with a TBI after a blood clot put pressure 
on her brain.

“Although grateful for the services I did 
receive, living in a rural town somewhat 
off the beaten track means the services 
available to us are very limited. 

“As much as my whanau played a huge 
part in my recovery, I do believe it would 
have been great to have a mentor or 
role model who knew what I was going 

through and who was living proof that 
life doesn’t just stop once you’ve had a 
brain injury. 

“Quite early in to my rehabilitation at 
ABI (the intensive brain injury service 
in Auckland) I was fortunate enough 
to make friends with other patients —
patients from all different walks of life, 
different ages and all. 

“Having had a TBI in common meant 
so much more than I can explain.”

Micaiah said this pilot programme 
offered an opportunity to give back 
and help TBI survivors and their 
families better understand it from lived 
experiences.

It was also an opportunity to keep her 
mind moving and grow intellectually. 

Ms Kayes said giving mentors a chance 
to contribute and do something positive, 
with what otherwise had been a really 
traumatic experience for them, had a 
positive impact.

It created paid employment for them, 
gave them back a sense of purpose and 
they were contributing to society. 

Things were lost when people were out 
of work, or dependent on others, said Ms 
Kayes.

If this programme could provide the 
evidence that peer support worked in 
recovery, then they could present that 
to ACC, get the service funded and out 
there to the people who need it now.

“We already undertook some feasibility 
work and the findings were really 
positive. We now have a grant from the 
Health Research Council to undertake 
the full trial and so the Tairawhiti 
service is part of that bigger trial.”

Ms Kayes has seen how people get 
“wooshed out of their home and familiar 
structures after a brain injury, and into a 
world of hospitals.

However, even though TBI patients 
were dislocated from their home and 
families they did have the benefit of 
specialists, and high quality care.

But when they got discharged back 
into their community, there were no 
specialist brain injury services in New 
Zealand outside the large centres like 
Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch.

Which is why having this programme 
piloted in communities like Tairawhiti 
and Kaitaia reached those who felt most 
isolated.

“The key thing was to talk to someone 

who had the same experiences as you, 
learn from them and foster a sense of 
hope,” said Ms Kayes.

“These mentors have been where they 
were and were able to move beyond that 
to another space.”

The third mentor is a 69-year-old 
Gisborne man who did not want to be 
named.

He suffered a TBI when he and a mate 
were struck by a car in a hit and run by 
the Olympic Pool 18 months ago,

“I was run over at 67, woke up at 68, 
and I’m 69 now.”

“This brain injury has impacted 
everything.

“It’s been a bit of a journey I’ll tell you.
“We’re fortunate to be breathing.“
All his life he had been heavily 

involved in sport as a player, coach and 
personal trainer.

“I don’t travel anywhere now because I 
never know how the day is going to pan 

out.”
Describing what it was like to other 

people was “awkward”, he said.
“Whatever is going on between our 

ears is pretty hard to explain, It really is.
“Some days I feel OK. Then for the 

next so many days, for whatever reason, 
you just feel absolutely terrible. 

“It’s not a muscular injury where you 
can see a physio and a doctor and do this 
and it will come right in six weeks.”

He said he was never sure if the 
information he was passing on was what 
people wanted to hear.

“It’s very confusing.
“I’m very interested if I can help 

somebody. 
“I know I have improved. I haven’t 

quite got there as such but I know I’m 
close.”

Exercise had helped hugely. He had to 
learn to walk again post-TBI and now 
walked 30-40 minutes a day.

Ms Kayes said it was important to get 
to know and understand what it was 
like for people after significant injury or 
illness.

Speaking to people with traumatic 
brain injuries, they’ve told her services 
are clustered at that early time post-
injury.

But back in the community, especially 
in isolated places like Gisborne, TBI 
patients got a raw deal with far fewer, if 
any, services to help.

Ms Kayes studied health psychology in 
Auckland. In 2005 she was appointed as 
a researcher at AUT.

“My real passion is how to apply 
what I know from health psychology 
to a rehabilitation context following 
diagnosis.”

Ms Kayes was inspired to pursue her 
brain injury research after an aunt was 
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. 

■  If you would like to take part in this 
pilot programme please contact Gisborne 
service coordinator Kathy Gott on 021 
205 1948, or e-mail her at kathy.gott@
aut.ac.nz 

Anyone who has had a moderate to 
severe brain injury in the past year can 
apply.

   ■ This is a link to videos created for 
people who might be interested in taking 
part so they can get a sense of what it 
involves: https://tinyurl.com/yyrso6qo 

Fostering a sense of hope
FROM PAGE 1

EARLY VOTERS: Labour East Coast candidate Kiri Allan and supporters headed to the polling booth at Treble Court on 
Saturday, when advance voting for the 2020 General Election began. The Electoral Commission says advance voting could 
account for as much as 60 percent in this election. Latest voting numbers will be made available from 2pm today.   
 Picture by Paul Rickard 

HELPING HER HOME TOWN: Former 
Gisborne woman Nicola Kayes says she 
always wanted to bring her research 
and knowledge home to help those in 
Tairawhiti. 

Picture supplied

TAIRAWHITI pharmaceutical company 
Rua Bioscience Limited opened its priority 
and broker firm offers today, ahead of the 
company listing on the New Zealand Stock 
Exchange later this month. 

The priority offer will close on October 
13 and the broker firm offer will close on 
October 16. 

Up to $20 million in new capital is 
being sought to fund Rua’s next stage of 
development, support the achievement 
of sustainable revenue and accelerate 
growth.

The medicinal cannabis company’s 
market capitalisation of $70 million 
assumes the offer of 40 million shares, 
at the offer price of 50 cents per share, is 
fully subscribed.

The priority offer is open from today 
until October 13 (by when any priority offer 
shares will need to be paid for). 

If the priority offer is over-subscribed, 
there will be a scaling process but all 
eligible subscriptions will receive shares. 

Any over-payments for shares 
subscribed for that are not allocated will 
be refunded to the subscribers. 

There is no public pool of shares 
available in the offer, and members of the 
public who do not meet the priority criteria 
are encouraged to contact a broker.

Rua expect their first trading day on the 
NZX will be October 22.

Seeking $20m  
in new capital
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Waipaoa stopbank upgrade under way
DIGGING IN: Earthwork Solutions working on the Waipaoa Stopbank 
Work near Matawhero Train Bridge. Picture by Liam Clayton

GISBORNE district 
councillors have agreed to 
allocate $11 million of a 
government Three Waters 
infrastructure programme to 
rural townships and to speeding 
up work on the wastewater 
treatment plant.

Councillors approved 
spending the $11.04m allocation 
from the first tranche of the 
Government’s Three Waters 
Reform Programme, but having 
received $5.52m so far, made it 
subject to receiving the other 
half of the allocation ($5.52m).

The council has signed 
a memorandum with the 
Government to qualify for 
$5.52m in funding, and stands 
to gain another $5.52m if an 
agreement can be reached with 
regional chief executives from 
Hawke’s Bay and Bay of Plenty 
on funding and prioritising 
work.

Council lifelines director 
David Wilson told councillors 
prioritising drinking water and 
wastewater ahead of stormwater 
was the staff recommendation.

The allocation approved by 
councillors was:

•$7.5mtowardsthe
Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Upgrade

•$250kfordevelopingoptions
for water amalgamation and 
governance structures.

•$3.29moptionforrural
townships and implementation 
of Ruatoria physical works and 
Muriwai top-up supply.

Mr Wilson said the Ruatoria 

work, which included securing 
the water supply and providing 
a top-up service people could 
connect to, could be done 
quickly.

The improvements had long 
been wanted in Ruatoria.

The work at Muriwai would 
be similar to Manutuke where 
there was a top-up system, but 
no mains pressure piping.

The council was also looking 
at other communities.

Mayor Rehette Stoltz said she 
was in active communication 
with other regional mayors and 
the chief executives would meet 
shortly to discuss the remainder 
of the allocation.

The other $5.52m “will 
probably be coming our way 
because we have shown we have 
reached out” to Bay of Plenty 
and Hawke’s Bay.

GDC chief executive Nedine 
Thatcher Swann said that after 
inter-regional discussions a 
letter would be sent to the local 
government minister about a 
joint work programme.

Councillor Josh Wharehinga 
said he was passionate about 
getting more funding for the 
wastewater treatment plant and 
supplying water to rural areas.

He wanted to go a step 
further beyond a top-up system 
in the future.

Mr Wharehinga said the 
Three Waters policy paper 
before councillors was correct in 
saying providing water supply 
at Muriwai had long been an 
aspiration for Ngai Tamanuhiri 

who were mana whenua for 
Waingake where the council’s 
water supply lakes are located.

That paper said Maori were 
over-represented in areas where 
drinking water was of poor 
quality.

There were alternative 
delivery mechanisms such as 
private water property tanks, 
top-up point supply and the 
Ruatoria spring which all had 
potential for Maori. 

Cr Burdett said he had long 
advocated for the Ruatoria 
spring which was a council 
asset.

It needed money spent on it.
Cr Kerry Worsnop said she 

was happy to see the work go 
ahead.

She was concerned that 
council could over-promise and 
under-deliver.

The Government’s Three 
Water programme was a three 
year programme with additional 
funding as the programme 
rolled out.

Cr Worshop said that pre-
determined the reforms were a 
foregone conclusion.

“We have not talked to the 
community about that.”

The Three Waters Programme 
is designed to minimise the 
economic and social impact 
ofCovid-19andthestimulus
funding must be spent within 16 
months.

The government has allocated 
$751mbutcouncilsdecide
where to spend the money 
within their own municipality.

$11m for water  
infrastructure 

MAKORORI Beach is a “jewel 
in the Crown” but by-laws against 
speeding drivers and motorbike 
riders must be enforced so 
everyone can enjoy the area safely, 
say residents. 

Robyn Busby, Kay Bermingham 
and Richard Rogers expressed 
their concerns at a Gisborne 
District Council meeting.

Residents previously met 
Councillor Pat Seymour and Mayor 
Rehette Stoltz at the beachside 
suburb and discussed speeding 
vehicles and the threat they 
present to the dunes and the nests 
of dotterel birds.

Mrs Bermingham told councillors 
that speeding vehicles threatened 
children and families on the beach, 
and were “wrecking the dunes”.

“It’s just shocking.”
Makorori Beach attracted visitors 

from around the world.
Mr Rogers said there were 

similar issues at other beaches. 
The problem was that the area 

was classified as a road.

“They come back us at with ‘it’s 
a road, we can do whatever we 
want’.”

The residents said they had been 
abused by speedsters.

The police were “really good” but 
they had other things to do.

Cr Larry Foster said there were 
similar issues at Kaiti Beach where 
many unregistered vehicles were 
driven dangerously by drivers who 
had no intention of keeping within 
speed limits.

Cr Andy Cranston said the legal 
road at Makorori Beach was based 
on the old coach road.

The northern area, or from the 
carpark, had not been part of the 
coach road.

That could provide flexibility and 
some ability to enforce bylaws, he 
said.

Cr Seymour said council staff 
were working with Waka Kotahi  
New Zealand Transport Agency and 
the Department of Conservation.

She was happy to ensure the 
issue was “kept moving”.

Makorori residents 
pursue beach 
speedsters issue

MORRISON, Nita
(nee Traue). — On 29
September 2020, at
Reeve House, Mary
Doyle Lifecare, aged
98. Loved wife and
soulmate of the late Bill
Morrison, and deeply
loved mother and
mother-in-law of Kevin
and Louella, Bryan and
Heather, Jan Morrison
and Tony Lane. Adored
and Loving Nana of
Sara, Sean, Rebecca,
Sarah, James and Blair.
Special Great-Nana to
Liam, Patrick, Matthew,
Joshua, Bowie and
Astrid. A wonderful
sister, sister-in-law,
aunt, great-aunt, and
friend to many.
Forever in our hearts.
Special thanks to the
team at Reeve House
for their friendship and
many kindnesses to
Nita.
   A celebration of
Nita’s life has been
held. There will be a
memorial service and
celebration in Gisborne
when travel restrictions
are lifted and overseas
family can attend.
No flowers by request.
Messages to The
Morrison Family, C/o
PO Box 8424, Have-
lock North 4157.

FAMILY NOTICES

Deaths

THE occupants of a car that left 
State Highway 2 on a sweeping bend 
south of Te Karaka yesterday afternoon 
were taken to Gisborne Hospital.

Firefighters from Te Karaka and 
Gisborne, the St John ambulance from 
Gisborne and police were called to the 
crash shortly before 4pm yesterday.

“The two women in the vehicle were 
out of the car when we arrived,” said Te 

Karaka fire chief Jamie Simpson.
“Their car had veered across the 

road near Pitchers Road and struck the 
roadside barrier.”

CFO Simpson said the women 
had moderate injuries, and were 
transported to hospital by ambulance.

A 36-year-old woman and a 
40-year-old-woman were treated and 
discharged after the accident.

Injuries in crash on SH2

CONSTRUCTION works 
have resumed to upgrade 
the section of the Waipaoa 
River Flood Control Scheme 
between the railway bridge 
and the rivermouth near the 
end of Dunstan Road.

The work involves 
significant excavation to 
upgrade the stopbank on the 
eastern side of the Waipaoa 
River at that location.

“The stopbank 
improvements are designed 
to cater for a 100-year rain 
event, accounting for climate 
change out to 2090,” said 
senior project engineer Joss 
Ruifrok.

“The existing stopbank is 
being raised and widened to 
provide for climate change 
effects and to improve flood 
resilience.” 

The overall scheme 
comprises 64km of stopbanks 
and has been regarded as 
one of the council’s most 
valuable assets.

“It protects approximately 

10,000 hectares of fertile 
floodplain and has increased 
the amount of land 
being used for high yield 
horticulture.”

Approximately 6km 
of stopbanks have been 
upgraded to date.

In August this year, 
the council was awarded 
$7.5 million of funding 
support under the Crown 
Infrastructure Partners to 
accelerate the project delivery 
phase.

A Gisborne District Council 
spokeswoman confirmed 
that would pay for 75 percent 
of the section under way, 
under a 75%/25% co-funding 
agreement.

Local contractors 
Earthwork Solutions Limited 
will carry out the work, with 
this latest stage due for 
completion by December.

The council has apologised 
for any inconvenience this 
work may cause to residents 
and road users in the 
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by Andrew Ashton

SPACE company Rocket Lab says it 
expects a second Mahia launch pad to be 
complete by the end of summer, bringing 
more new jobs and economic benefits to 
the region.

The company’s latest Corporate 
Social Responsibility Report detailed 
the financial and community impacts 
it has had on the Wairoa district, since 
the establishment of the world’s first 
privately-owned rocket launch complex at 
Onenui Station in 2017.

To date Rocket Lab employs more 
than 27 local team members at Launch 
Complex 1 and has pumped more than 
$20m into local economies around both 
the Mahia launch complex and LC2 in 
Wallops Virginia.

The report stated that through direct 
employment and a “vast network” of 
local suppliers Rocket Lab had become 
a significant contributor to the local 
economy.

Progress on a second Mahia launchpad 
is also expected to bring further 
community benefits to Mahia.

 “The build of Rocket Lab’s new launch 
pad is progressing well, with much of 
the foundational work completed by local 
contractors this winter,” a spokeswoman 
said.

“Next up will be the delivery and 
installation of the steel erector and 
launch mount for the Electron rocket. 
By replicating the layout and systems of 
the current existing pad for this new one, 
and building it within the existing area 
already leased by Rocket 
Lab from Onenui Station, 
no additional land or new 
buildings are required as 
part of the development. 

“Many new jobs will be 
created to support launches 
from both pads in the new 
year, with Pad B expected 
to become operational by 
the end of summer. Jobs 
available now in Mahia 
with Rocket Lab include three technician 
roles at the launch site responsible 
for maintenance, and electrical and 
mechanical work in support of launch 
operations.”

The report also pointed to Rocket Lab’s 
operations on the Mahia Peninsula as 
a contributing factor in New Zealand 

Government’s Provincial Growth Fund 
committing $8.3m to improve more than 
20km of Mahia East Coast Road. This 
year the road will be sealed for the first 
time, “creating a safer and more reliable 
road that better connects the Mahia 
Peninsula with all those who rely on it.”

Besides the road improvements the 
PGF money also looks to 
redevelop Wairoa town 
centre, with the inclusion of 
a Space education centre.

The redevelopment 
project (Te Wairoa e 
Whanake) includes room 
for a Space Discovery 
Centre showcasing a 
cultural and celestial 
experience from early 
astronomy and Polynesian 

voyaging through to today celebrating 
aerospace company Rocket Lab’s Electron 
rocket launches from Mahia.

External funding will need to be 
sourced to ensure the centre goes ahead.

Rocket Lab is also committed to 
community outreach programmes. 

“Funding efforts and sponsorships 

include the annual Rocket Rush fun 
run held May 26 (the anniversary of 
Rocket Lab’s first launch) with funds 
going to the QEII Trust to maintain 
the  Mokotahi Hill track; sponsorship of 
Rongomaiwahine teams competing at the 
national Maori Basketball Tournament; 
sponsorship of the Wairoa Maori Film 
Festival; and a significant donation 
towards the community effort led by 
Rongomaiwahine during the national 
Covid-19 lockdown in March, during 
which care packages were distributed 
locally for those in need.”

Rocket Lab also supports further 
education with its Rocket Lab 
Scholarship, awarded annually to a 
student studying science, technology, 
engineering, or maths (STEM) subjects 
after high school, worth up to $20,000 for 
each student.

Rocket Lab, which 3D prints the 
Rutherford engines for its Electron 
rockets, has also supplied 3D printers 
and teacher training to give students at 
Nuhaka and Te Mahia Schools a taste for 
the possibilities of what 3D printing can 
do.

Second launch pad ready by summer

DOUBLE BARREL: A mock-up of how Rocket Lab’s Launch Complex 1 will look 
once a second launch pad is complete. Image supplied

FINAL COUNTDOWN: Work is progressing on a second launch pad 
at Mahia, which should be operational by the end of summer.  
 Picture supplied by Rocket Lab

‘ Many new jobs 
will be created to 
support launches 
from both pads in 
the new year. ’   
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An important message  
from Three Rivers Medical

To maintain social distancing, we are 
mainly using telephone consultations in 
the irst instance.  All doctor and nurse 
consults are now by appointment only.

You can ring and book your appointments 
as usual, and then a GP or nurse will 
call you back at the agreed time. Normal 
weekday and weekend charges apply for 
phone consultations and prescriptions.

Most services including nurse 
services, cervical screening, childhood 
immunisations and cardiovascular 
disease risk assessment checks have 
resumed but by appointment only.

Our revised opening hours are weekdays 
9am-8pm and weekends 9am-1pm then 
2pm-6pm. We appreciate your patience 
during this time.

www.3rivers.co.nz

Three Rivers Medical
Weekdays 9am-8pm. Weekends and Public 

Holidays 9am-1pm then 2pm-6pm. 

75 Customhouse Street

(white building opposite The Warehouse) 
P (06) 867 7411 or 0508 3RIVERS
F (06) 867 4773 After hours call 
Healthline 0800 611 116

Services available:

Doctors, Practice Nurses, Pharmacy, 
Radiology, Healthy Steps Podiatry,  
Gains@Geneva Healthcare Services, 
Peter Stiven General Surgeon, MoleMap, 
Gisborne Ear Clear, Gisborne Counselling 
& Psychological Services 

2
9
4
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AUCKLAND — Today the 
Government will decide whether 
Auckland will move to alert level 
1 at 11.59pm on Wednesday and, 
while experts say it is safe to do so, 
they also hope people will remain 
vigilant about keeping the virus out 
of the country.

The Government has already 
agreed, in principle, to move 
Auckand down to Level 1.

It has been nine days since the 
last reported community case 
of coronavirus; therefore, health 
experts are expecting Auckland’s 
alert level to be moved down.

Auckland Mayor Phil Goff said 
he was ready for restrictions to be 
eased — if it was deemed safe to 
do so.

“We’ve had many days of no 
community transmission, and I 
hope that that will be sufficient to 
regain all of the freedoms that we 
enjoy at Level 1,” he said.

“Particularly on the part of the 
businesses that have suffered 
because they can’t operate as 
normal . . . we’re hoping this will 
give them a chance to get back on 
their feet.”

CBD business association Heart 
of the City chief executive Viv Beck 
said Level 1 could not come soon 
enough for some businesses.

“Certainly, the ones I’ve been 
speaking to most recently are 
raring to go for Level 1. It will 
make a difference (to the amount 
people are spending).”

Covid-19 modeller Shaun Hendy 
said his data showed a 95 percent 
chance that we had eliminated the 
August cluster from the community.

“That’s really good news and that 

does mean we can look to move 
down from Level 2.”

He said it was always difficult to 
model the risks of re-entry through 
the border.

“We do think we’re still at risk 
of new cases coming through the 
border, so we can’t completely rule 
that out.

Epidemiologist Michael Baker 
agreed there was a high likelihood 
the virus has been eliminated, but 
that did not mean people should 
now be complacent.

Prof Baker recently proposed 
moving to Level 1.5.

“Part of that (reasoning) is 
because there is still risk of 
undetected cases out there, and we 

suggest this level (Level 1.5) should 
encourage us to keep up some of 
the good habits we have already 
established, such as mask use on 
public transport and aircraft and in 
some residential care facilities.

“When we look internationally, 
the countries that have been the 
best risk managers — like Taiwan, 
which hasn’t had a case for over 
four months. They passed a law 
requiring mask use on public 
transport because they really 
believe in using a multi-barrier 
approach.”

He said the focus now should be 
on the border and mitigating the 
risk of infected people coming into 
New Zealand. — RNZ

Decision on Level 1 imminent

AUCKLAND — After an 
extraordinary period when 
immigration soared to new 
records in New Zealand, the 
numbers have now petered out.

“There was even a day 
when nobody left the country 
and no-one came in,” said 
RNZ immigration reporter, Gill 
Bonnett yesterday. 

That is what lockdown and 
closed borders did.

Before this, we had had a 
record high 12 months to June 
when there was a net gain of 
79,400 migrants, which was 
described by Ms Bonnett as 
“monumental”.

Even though all was 
currently quiet on the border, 
Massey University sociologist, 
Distinguished Professor Paul 
Spoonley, said we needed to 
have conversations now about 
our immigration policy.

“One of the difficulties that 
the new Government is going 
to face is that they’re going 
to have people hammering 
on their door; universities, 
such as my own, want to see 
a resumption of international 
students, or employers who are 
going to say, ‘look, we can’t get 
moving again unless we have 
immigrants’.”

Even with all that Covid 
had thrown at us this year, 
unemployed New Zealanders 
would go nowhere near to 
alleviating the skills shortage 
that we would face.

“Immigration in some form is 
going to have to be part of our 
re-build.”

But Prof Spoonley also 
warned that without proper 
population planning and at least 
a discussion about immigration, 
the economy would be badly 
hurt — towns that were 
stagnating or shrinking would 
lose more people; industries 
that were heavily dependent on 
migrant labour, including aged 
care and horticulture, would 
suffer.  

Ms Bonnett said the policies 
and campaigning around 
immigration were muted 
compared with 2017. 

Both Labour’s and National’s 
policies were currently centred 
on the border, the Greens 
wanted fairer treatment of 
immigrants, Act wanted to 
attract “extraordinarily skilled 
people, investors and other 
productive individuals” to NZ. 
Only New Zealand First was 
saying it was time for a reset.

 — The Detail, RNZ

Immigration —  the 
political cold potato

WHAT A YEAR IT’S BEEN: 
Fireworks explode off the 
Auckland Skytower for the 2020 
New Year celebrations. 1 January 
2020. Sin e then, the City of Sails 
has been through two lockdowns. 
 NZ Herald file picture
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AUCKLAND — New 
Zealand had five new cases 
of Covid yesterday — none of 
them in the community — as 
the Government prepared to 
make its latest decision on the 
country’s alert levels.

There was no media 
conference held yesterday. 

In a statement, the Health 
Ministry said five earlier cases 
were now recovered, meaning 
the number of active cases 
remained at 41, which included 
just seven community cases.

The Ministry said the five 
new cases included two who 
had arrived from Switzerland 
via the United Arab Emirates 
and Malaysia on September 29.

Regarding the other three, 
one person had come from 
Russia via the United Arab 
Emirates on September 21, one 
had arrived from Ukraine on 
September 29, and one traveller 
had come from Australia on 
September 30.

Two of the returnees were in 
managed isolation in Auckland, 
while the three other returnees 
were in managed isolation 
in Rotorua but would also be 
transferred to an Auckland 
quarantine facility.

The total number of 
confirmed cases of the 
coronavirus in New Zealand is 
1498.

There was still no-one in 
hospital with Covid-19 in New 
Zealand.

The Ministry said 3616 tests 
were processed on Saturday.

And New Zealand’s 
laboratories processed a total 
of 5728 tests on Friday, but no 
new cases of Covid-19 were 
reported on that day.

There was one new case 
of the coronavirus in New 
Zealand in managed isolation 
on Saturday. It has been more 
than a week since the last 
community case was reported.

Auckland was currently at 
Alert Level 2, while the rest of 
the country is at Level 1.

The Government was 

expected to make a decision 
about Auckland moving to Level 
1 today. 

If it went ahead with a move 
to Level 1, it would take effect 
from Thursday morning of this 
week.

■  If you have symptoms of 
the coronavirus, call the NZ 
Covid Healthline on 0800 
358 5453 (+64 9 358 5453 for 
international SIMs) or call your 
GP — please do not just show 
up at a medical centre.

 — RNZ

Five new cases of 
coronavirus in NZ

TESTING, TESTING: The Ministry of Health said 3616 tests for 
Covid-19 were processed in NZ on Saturday. AFP picture

Party leaders among advance 
voters on first polling weekend

WELLINGTON — Advance 
voting has been increasingly 
popular in recent elections, 
accounting for 47 percent of 
votes at the last election, and 
that was expected to rise to 
about 60 percent this year, 
partly driven by the threat of 
another lockdown.

Polls opened on Saturday, 
and will be available for 
two weeks of voting up until 
election day on October 17.

Most big policies from the 
two major parties in particular 
have been announced, so the 
remaining two weeks will be 
about the race to the finish line.

The Electoral Commission 
will confirm just how many 
people turned out for the first 
weekend of advance voting at 
2pm, but two of the first voters 
through the door were Labour 
leader Jacinda Ardern and 
Green Party co-leader James 
Shaw.

National’s Judith Collins 
and ACT’s David Seymour cast 
their vote yesterday, with New 
Zealand First’s Winston Peters 
saying he would not vote until 
election day.

Ardern voted two ticks for 
Labour; however, she did not 
reveal her vote on the cannabis 
referendum.

“I’ve advance voted in the 
past, and the reason for me 
personally is just to signal to 
New Zealanders that the polls 
are open,” she said.

“What we really want 
to encourage this year is 

for people to vote early, it 
will reduce any potential 
congestion, but if you’re leaving 
it to the last minute, you won’t 
miss out on your opportunity 
to vote. It’s just a matter of 
ensuring that people have a 
very simple experience at the 
voting booth.”

Collins and her husband, 
David Wong-Tung, cast their 
advance votes at a polling 
station at St Thomas Church 
in the Tamaki electorate in 
Auckland yesterday.

Along with a “very easy” two 
ticks National, she also voted in 
favour of the End of Life Choice 
Bill and against the legislation 
of cannabis.

Collins, whose references 
to her religion have notably 
increased in recent weeks, 
readily took the priest’s 
suggestion of a quick prayer 
beforehand.

With her party languishing 
behind Labour in recent polls. 
she might be forgiven for 
beseeching an election miracle, 
but she kept the subject of her 
confab with the almighty under 
wraps. Perhaps she spied a risk 
— with the New Conservatives 
starting to feature in opinion 
polls — or an opportunity,with 
37 percent of New Zealanders 
identifying as Christian at the 
2018 census. 

It was a surprise to New 
Zealand First leader Winston 
Peters, however,, who said he 
did not know until recently 
that she was religious. — RNZ

LADY IN RED CASTS HER VOTES: Labour leader and current prime minister, 
Jacinda Ardern was one of the first through the door when polls opened on Saturday.
 RNZ picture byJo Moir
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PRINTED PENS – SPECIAL

Promote your brand and attract customers 
by choosing what works for you

62 Peel Street • 06 869 004035021-01

Many more options and colours available!
Other promo items avaiable…USB sticks, Key rings,

Notebooks, Drink bottles, Cofee cups , Bags, Confectionery and
more – veiw our catalogue today.

Contact Maia today to discuss your needs on  06 869 0047 or maia@opdgisborne.co.nz

JOHN & CO PLUMBING  

123 ABC STREET - GISBORNE

CLEO PEN - Code 107060
Retractable plastic and metal ball pen with a sot touch grip  
and shiny chrome trim
500 pens  for $0.77 each +GST

ARIA PEN - Code 106162
Retractable aluminium ball pen with a matt anodised barrel  
and shiny chrome accents. It has a black reill with 800 metres  
of writing ink and the barrell laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
500 pens  for $1.67 each +GST

DAYTONA PEN - Code 104330 
500 pens  for $2.35 each +GST

JOHN & CO PLUMBING  

123 ABC STREET - GISBORNE

JOHN & CO PLUMBING  

123 ABC STREET - GISBORNE



OHAU, Waitaki District — Fire 
crews had a busy night, working 
to protect homes at Lake Ohau 
village as flare-ups continued to 
risk further damage to the area. 

The fire roared through Lake 
Ohau village in the early hours 
of yesterday morning, spreading 
into nearby conservation land, 
farms and mountainsides.

Terrified families bundled 
into cars in the dead of night. 
fleeing for their lives. Hundreds 
of affected people gathered at an 
evacuation centre in Twizel.

Late last night, it had been 
estimated that some 20 houses 
had been damaged or destroyed 
in the fire. However, estimates 
this morning were much higher, 
with Waitaki District Mayor 
Gary Kircher saying that he 
thought most of the houses had 
been destroyed.

Mayor Kircher told First Up it 
was lucky residents had managed 
to get out when they did. 

“It is a minor miracle that 
no-one has been harmed — if it 
had been another 15-20 minutes, 
it would have been a very 
different story.”

He said he had not yet had 
confirmation on how many 
houses in the area had been 
destroyed by the fire, but he 
believed the “majority” of the 
60-70 homes in Ohau were 
“gone”.

Mayor Kircher said it was 
hoped that residents would be 
able to get to the village at some 
stage today to assess the damage 
to their properties.

Civil Defence Minister Peeni 
Henare would visit Ohau today 

to meet with affected residents 
and fire crews.

The blaze, which yesterday 
stretched across as much as 1600 
hectares, gave Lake Ohau Village 
residents just minutes to get up 
and get out of the idyllic lakeside 
Waitaki District town.

Civil Defence scrambled to 
supply essentials for the people 
registered with the evacuation 
centre in Twizel, while offers of 
accommodation flooded in from 
locals. At least 300 sheep and 
lambs were killed in the fire.

Firefighting teams were  
battling to stop the blaze from 
damaging critical infrastructure, 
including the main power lines 
servicing Queenstown and 

Wanaka.
Fire and Emergency’s Incident 

Commander Steve Jones said 
crews were protecting the 
remaining homes in Lake Ohau 
Village and two other crews were 
working in the Quailburn area.

Crews used a drone overnight 
and found a significant number 
of hotspots, which would be 
targeted by helicopters and 
ground crews today. 

Eleven helicopters and nine 
ground crews would continue to 
battle the fire today, with four 
crews continuing structure-
protection work.

Mr Jones said conditions were 
expected to remain challenging 
today, with high winds forecast 

throughout the day.

Ungrazed land a ‘hazard to life’

Hamish Smith, a farmer in 
the area, said yesterday that 
the Department of Conservation 
(DoC) reserve had posed a 
significant risk to the area for 
some time.

“The trouble is you’ve got all 
this dry fuel on country that is 
not being grazed anymore, and 
the only way you get rid of that 
dry rubbish is fire, and this is 
what’s happening, it’s full of dry 
and dead fuel, dead tussock, dead 
grass, cut-down tree slash, and 
it’s a nightmare for those of us on 
neighbouring properties.

Fellow farmer Grant Murray, 
who borders the DoC land on 
Quailburn Road, said the fire had 
been an inevitability.

“With the land that’s been 
shut up on our boundary, it was 
always going to happen sooner or 
later.” 

North Otago Federated 
Farmers high country chairman 
Simon Williamson said the 
retired land the fire was 
spreading through was a 
“huge risk” that had not been 
addressed. “All this ground that’s 
been locked up and hasn’t been 
grazed is becoming a hazard to 
life.” — RNZ, NZ Herald

 See also page 9

Fire roars through Lake Ohau

HOTSPOTS REMAIN: Above, a helicopter drops monsoon buckets of water on to 
the blaze late yesterday morning. Eleven helicopters and nine ground crews would 
be battling the fire again today, with four crews continuing structure-protection work. 
Below, the remains of one of the many lakeside homes destroyed by the huge blaze 
at Lake Ohau.  Picture above by Shellie Evans Photography, picture below supplied

TERROR IN THE NIGHT: Dunedin man Andy 
Winneke caught sight of the blaze from where he 
was camping at about 4.30 yesterday morning. 
 Picture supplied by Andy Winneke
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OHAU — There is no other 
way to put it.

A Lake Ohau Bed and 
Breakfast owner says he has 
lost his home, business and 
loving memories after a fire 
tore through Lake Ohau villiage 
over the weekend, in a “crap” 
year in which a pandemic has 
also wrecked havoc on local 
businesses and economies — 
throughout New Zealand and 
much of the world.

According to Waitaki Mayor 
Gary Kircher, the majority of 
properties in Lake Ohau village 
have been destroyed by the fire.

Owner of Barn at Killin Bed 
and Breakfast, Hugh Spiers, 
described the events as surreal.

“You can’t imagine the fear, 
the worry, the panic of escaping 
a bushfire . . . a horrible fire,” he 
told Morning Report.

“It’s all still a blur.”
Mr Spiers said he was awoken 

during the night to a phone call 
telling him and his guests to get 
out — as quickly as possible.

Still in his pyjamas, he threw 
on his gumboots, woke up his 
guests and rescued his dogs, 
before all of them began fleeing.

“We see these scenes on 
television of the forest fires in 
Australia, the bushfires, and 
what’s happening in California 
— it’s just horrific, horrible. My 
God, it was like that (some of the 
devastating fires overseas) — 

the noise, the heat, the sparks, 
the smell of smoke, the taste 
of smoke in your mouth. It was 
horrific.

“It was like a scene from Gone 
with the Wind . . . because it (the 
fire) was definitely going with 
the wind.

“We were driving to get out 

of our place, we have to drive 
through a wooded area, but 
there was fire on both sides of 
us, so we had to do a u-turn.”

Mr Spiers said the situation 
became more frightening when 
his guests ran into trouble 
trying to escape behind them in 
their car.

“We went down towards Lake 
Middleton (which is adjacent 
to Lake Ohau), to get round 
into the camping area. We got 
through in our four-wheel-drive 
but our guests got stuck in the 
bog right on the lake, so we 
couldn’t even push them out, it 
was just horrible.

“They jumped in our car and 
we just got the hell out of there 
as quick as we could. I think 
their car is half submerged in 
the shores of Lake Middleton — 
it appeared to be okay but the 
bush, or the paddock, around it 
is just charred.”

Mr Spiers said he had lost 
four generations of memories, 
happiness and love, which have 
all gone along with his home and 
business.

“You can replace those things, 
you know? But we’ve just lost 
everything.

“We’ve been overwhelmed 
though by the love from all 
around the world and our lovely 
community of Lake Ohau village, 
we’re strong together. 

The wider community, the 
Twizel area and Omarama have 
just given us so much love and 
support, cups of tea and food.

“We’ve had a crappy year. This 
year is total crap . . . so we’ve 
just got to embrace all the love 
that surrounds us and go with 
it. We’re not going to go through 
this alone. 

“And we’re lucky that no-one 
has been hurt.”

Fire crews were still battling 
the blaze this morning, which 
Fire and Emergency’s Incident 
Commander Steve Jones said 
was contained, although there 
were still hotspots that required 
putting out. — RNZ

DESTRUCTIVE: At Lake Ohau in the Mackenzie Basin, a helicopter targets hotspots that are still 
raging in the area by using a monsoon bucket.  RNZ picture by Tess Brunton

This year has been ‘total crap’
Lake Ohau business owner loses home, business 

AUCKLAND — Eighteen fire 
engines and dozens of fire crews were 
this morning also dealing with a fire in 
an Auckland CBD office building.

The blaze broke out in the downtown 
Fanshawe Street building just after 
8am.

The fire is understood to have been 
located in the first floor and was, at 
the time of going to press this morning, 
reported to be under control and 
almost out.

Auckland Transport said the section 
of Fanshawe Street — between Albert 
and Hobson Streets — was closed, and 
commuters were told to expect more 
traffic delays in the area. — RNZ

Firefighters also 
battle blaze in 
downtown Akld

by Georgina Campbell,       
New Zealand Herald

WELLINGTON — Work 
to repair Wellington’s 
Ngaio Gorge slip had to be 
rescheduled so that sleepy 
lizards could be rehomed in an 
appropriate season.

The landside came down 
on the key transport route in 
2017, forcing Wellington City 
Council to build a shipping 
container wall filled with 
concrete blocks to act as a 
barrier.

Work on the permanent 
solution to finally strengthen 
and stabilise the slip will start 
next Monday, October 12, at a 
cost of $11 million.

The cost to repair the 
stretch of SH1 leading in 
and out of the capital will 
be equally shared between 
the council and New Zealand 
Transport Agency (NZTA).

Work was originally 
scheduled to be completed in 
March but was delayed due to 
the Covid-19 lockdown.

It then had to be 
rescheduled until October 
12 to manage the lizard 
relocation process, which must 
be carried out in a dry season.

Council transport 
infrastructure portfolio 
leader councillor, Jenny 
Condie, said the first job for 
the construction team would 
be to remove lizards along 
the banks of Ngaio Gorge 
and rehome them in nearby 
Trelissick Park.

“We’ve been waiting for 
the lizards to come out of 
hibernation.

“Now that they are awake, 
we can start to move them out 

of harm’s way before we start 
on this critical project,”  Ms 
Condie said.

“Working with the 
Department of Conservation, 
we’ve implemented a Lizard 
Management Plan that will 
involve checking all the 
vegetation on the work site for 
lizards. 

“Each lizard will be 
captured individually in a 
breathable cloth bag and 
transferred across the road to 
their new home in Trelissick 
Park.

The inspection and any 
lizard relocation was expected 
to take three to four days to 
complete.

The two-lane road would 

revert to one lane at the slip 
site, which would be controlled 
by traffic signals.

Wellington Mayor Andy 
Foster said the work would 
take up to two years.

“I know this work will 
at times be inconvenient 
for drivers, cyclists and 
pedestrians, who need to 
travel on Ngaio Gorge Road. 

“However, I ask people to be 
patient, and if possible to use 
Ngauranga Gorge or Onslow 
Road or public transport to 
help ease congestion, while we 
deliver this long-term solution 
for this vital arterial road.

“Construction will initially 
involve building three 
retaining walls to widen and 

realign the road.
“This is expected to take 

about a year to complete.
“Once that is finished, 

stabilisation (which involves 
securing the area’s rock bluffs) 
of the lower and upper slip 
sites will be completed and the 
concrete barriers and shipping 
containers will be removed.”

Ngaio Gorge is considered 
a primary access road to 
Wellington City as well 
as being a critical route 
if Ngauranga Gorge ever 
becomes blocked to traffic.

■  Construction crews will 
work in Ngaio Gorge between 
7am and 6pm, Monday to 
Saturday, from Monday 12 
October until October 2022.

Hibernating lizards delay Ngaio Gorge slip repair

KEY TRANSPORT ROUTE: A large slip fell on Ngaio Gorge Road in 2017. Work to repair the 
slip was scheduled to be completed in March of this year, but was delayed due to the Covid-19 
lockdown. Picture supplied

SLEEPY LIZARDS DELAY WORK: 
Native to New Zealand, the copper skink 
(pictured) is one of the lizard species that 
can be found in Ngaio Gorge. Work to 
repair a 2017 slip on Ngaio Gorge Road 
has been rescheduled in order to relocate 
hibernating lizards. 
 Picture via https://wellington.govt.nz/
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WELLINGTON — Labour, 
New Zealand First, National 
and Green Party members 
gathered for an electrifying 
tautotohe at the RNZ-Pacific 
Media Network Te Kowhiringa 
2020, where for an hour they 
tried to convince Maori voters 
that they were worthy of their 
support.

The Maori economy, job 
support, housing, Treaty 
partnerships, mana motuhake 
and Ihumatao were just some 
of the issues canvassed.

Willie Jackson, list MP 
and senior strategist for the 
Labour Party’s Maori caucus, 
was made to defend what the 
government of Jacinda Ardern 
had achieved for Maori.

The party holds all seven 
Maori seats, and in all polls 
for this election so far, looks 
likely to command a majority 
of support in party votes. But 
the other parties contended 
that Labour had done little to 
pay back the support given to 
them last election.

“Are you the Government 
of ‘not good enough, not 
quick enough, not fast 
enough’?” host Julian Wilcox 
asked Willie Jackson about 
the Government’s housing 
promises.

“OK, it was a bit of a slow 
start,” Jackson conceded to 
jeers. “We were restricted in 
a number of areas, as you are 
in a coalition government, but 
I know that the next three 
years, things could be quite 
different.”

Covid-19, which has further 
exposed deep inequalities in 
the health system, was one of 
the other main topics. 

Maori health providers 
have complained of having 
to fight to be heard during 
the pandemic, while they are 
forced to live off crumbs.

“Look at the Epidemic 
Response Committee, who 
put on the table ‘what are the 
testing rates for Maori?’ It 
was us,” said Dr Shane Reti, 
the National Party’s health 
spokesman.

“Our policies are that we 
will pass through an equality 
filter all health policy going 
forward,” he said.

The debate then lurched 
to the pandemic-induced 
recession that Aotearoa now 
found itself in. 

It was the third once-in-a-
generation economic disaster 
in little more than a decade 
which, once again, Maori were 
forecast to bear the brunt of.

“It is women, particularly 

Maori, Pacific and brown 
women, who are bearing 
the majority of the Covid-
19 job losses,” said Marama 
Davidson, co-leader of the 
Green Party.

Maori were also increasingly 
being priced out of the housing 
market. Social-housing wait 
lists had ballooned, as had 
prices and rents, which had 
nudged poorer families — 
many of whom were Maori — 
out of the market.

“Generations of people 
struggling with housing is 
immoral and expensive,” 
Davidson said.

Winston Peters, the leader 
of NZ First, believed a return 
to the past was what was 
required.

“The Department of Maori 
Affairs in the ’50s and ’60s 
was building far more homes 
on the Maori ratio than we are 

now,” he said.
“You don’t need to go down 

all those new-fangled tracks 
— just go back to doing what 
we used to do. Build houses 
ourselves.”

Jackson spoke of Labour’s 
work on papakainga and state 
houses, while trying to move 
on quickly from the botched 
KiwiBuild programme. 

On Ihumatao, Davidson, 
who has been a regular visitor 
to the whenua, said it should 
have been resolved long ago, 
while Jackson said a deal was 
imminent, although would not 
be drawn on a date.

Reti and Peters were 
completely opposed to a 
resolution.

The Maori Party had been 
invited and were due to attend 
until they had to withdraw at 
the last minute, while the ACT 
Party declined to take part.

Debate canvasses Maori 
economy, health, housing

TE KOWHIRINGA 2020: From left, Green Party co-leader Marama Davidson, Labour MP Willie 
Jackson, National Party health spokesperson Shane Reti and NZ First leader Winston Peters.  
 Picture by Jogai Bhatt

Opinion by  Claire Trevett, NZ Herald 
senior politics writer

THE least-startling news National Party 
leader Judith Collins delivered on the Mike 
Hosking Newstalk ZB Leaders Breakfast was 
that she struggled to “suck up” to people.

She said towards the end of the show: “I 
just say what I think.” She had indeed just said 
what she thought for two hours.

Collins turned up half an hour late this 
morning, which meant for the first segment, 
the video livestream shot just an empty 
microphone while Collins’ disembodied voice 
spoke from a phone somewhere.

When she did arrive, she did at least bring 
content — and it was content that was relevant 
to her hold-up: an announcement that National 
would review the Auckland Council, a decade 
after the Super City was set up.

Collins said an Auckland Council review 
would consider “what’s gone wrong and what’s 
gone right”. Collins then added she suspected 
more had gone wrong than right.

She had clearly done her own little internal 
review — reeling off a list of her own bugbears.

Top of that list was Auckland Transport, 
which she claimed was arrogant and obsessed 
with walkways and cycleways, to the detriment 
of people trying to get their children or 
shopping home.

Collins’ list of bugbears is exactly why it 
amounts to a good election campaign policy: 
everyone else in Auckland will also have their 
gripes with the council. It is a “water cooler” 
policy, one people in Auckland can talk about.

There will still be some on the verges of 
the Super City who have long resented being 
included in the Super City boundaries, who 
might see a review as a chance of escape.

Collins may also well be right that is timely 
to review the Super City, 10 years after its 
introduction. However, she also needs to be 
clear what the scope of any remedial action 
might be, including whether Collins would 
entertain dismantling the Super City.

The Newstalk ZB Leaders Breakfast is a 
two-hour-long stretch covering a wide range 
of topics and something of a test of a leaders’ 
grasp on their own policy.

It also gives a fairly decent broad view of 
the differences in the parties’ policies, from 
housing and education to tax and relations 
with China, and a leader’s idiosyncrasies.

Collins certainly did not pussy-foot around 
or do much to endear herself to the left-wing 
populace of New Zealand.

During her two hours, Collins discussed 
Reserve Bank Governor Adrian Orr’s embrace 
of “wokeness” and the “busybody-type 
people” who interfered under the Resource 
Management Act.

She said there were too many “woke 
subjects” at secondary schools, and once 
again spoke of her belief that property values 
needed to drop in some areas — and would 
drop, saying it was inevitable given ongoing 
increases at a time of almost zero immigration.

She said National would bring back offshore 
oil and gas exploration and mining, and even 
described New Zealand as potentially the 
“North Sea” of the Pacific.

She chose Sir Roger Douglas as the person 
who had contributed most to New Zealand.

She said National was likely to stand 
candidates in the Maori electorates in 2023 — 
despite its long-standing policy to get rid of 
those seats. That policy was put on ice when 
National was in government with the Maori 
Party but has never been scotched altogether.

Collins said she would welcome foreign 
buyers back, provided they also contributed to 
investment and job creation.

The session began with a prayer — or at 
least a discussion about a prayer: Hosking 
asked Collins about her visit to St Thomas’s 
to pray when she went to cast her vote on the 
weekend. She revealed she tended to ask for 
“general guidance” rather than issue a specific 
wish list to God.

Google Maps might have been a better 
option for guidance on Monday morning, for 
guidance in how to avoid getting stuck in 
traffic.

Collins no 
‘suck-up’? 
No kidding

by Audrey Young, NZ Herald 
political editor

JACINDA Ardern is holding her 
last scheduled Cabinet meeting 
tomorrow in the term of this 
Government.

If and when she comes to choose 
the next Cabinet, she has four big 
questions.

The first will be Minister of 
Health, the second Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, the third what to do 
about Phil Twyford and then which 
backbench MPs to bring into the 
ministry.

The health question is crucial, as 
are all front-facing Covid portfolios.

Her aim would be to maintain 
as much stability as possible and 
where changes had to be made, to 
ensure it was a proven Minister.

Ardern’s dilemma is down to 
Chris Hipkins. 

Few would dispute he has done 
an outstanding job in Health after 
being thrown into the job when 
David Clark resigned in early July, 
getting to grips quickly with detail 
and getting a better performance 
out of the Ministry of Health.

But it is an open secret that his 
first love is Education and that if he 
had to make a choice, he would go 
for Education.

Health next term will require 
a strong and competent Minister 
to see through the reforms in the 
Simpson review.

It is possible that Ardern insists 
that Hipkins stay in Health for 
the sake of continuity. It is her 

prerogative. But given he is one of 
her top Ministers, his view is likely 
to count for a lot.

Although he has been able to do 
both portfolios competently under 
Covid conditions, keeping him in 
both Health and Education is not 
an option. Giving one person two of 
the biggest jobs would suggest that 
there was not enough talent in the 
Cabinet — and there isn’t an over-
supply.

Ardern’s other options would 
most likely be Megan Woods and 
David Parker, with Parker the 
more likely to get it. He is a details 
person, has a huge capacity for 
work, and is a good communicator, 
if occasionally irascible.

Megan Woods is close to Ardern 
and has become a dependable 
trouble-shooter. She could get 
Transport, which would be a critical 
portfolio in getting the massive 
infrastructure projects under way.

If Parker got Health, he would 
also need to hold on to environment 
because he is uniquely placed to 
see through complex RMA reforms.

Assuming that Winston Peters’ 
NZ First Party does not form part of 
a Labour-led government after the 
election, the coveted job of Foreign 
Minister would be vacant.

Finance Minister Grant Robertson 
is a former diplomat and would 
probably jump at it in another era. 
But not in the time of Covid.

The two main contenders would 
be former Labour leader Andrew 
Little and current Trade Minister 
David Parker.

Little would be better placed 
to get it and Phil Goff, a former 
Labour leader, showed in the 
Clark government that Justice 
and Foreign Affairs could both be 
managed.

Little would be bound to keep 
Treaty Negotiations because some 
of the difficult settlements are at a 
crucial stage.

One of the most vexing issues 
for a second-term Ardern Cabinet 
would be what to do about Phil 
Twyford, currently ranked No.5 in 
the Cabinet.

The two choices are either to 
demote him down the Cabinet 
rankings and give him something 
unimportant, or to leave him 
out altogether because the very 
name Phil Twyford has become 
synonymous with non-delivery.

There may be many factors why 
light rail to the airport and KiwiBuild 
have failed to fly, but there is only 
one reason in the public’s mind.

Leaving Twyford out altogether 
would be the most simple solution 
— and would please those caucus 
colleagues who want more 
ministerial posts available to them.

One controversial former Minister, 
David Clark, is certain to be 
reappointed a Minister and another, 
Meka Whaitiri, is also a possibility. 
Keeping a third controversial 
Minister would be more difficult for 
Ardern to justify politically.

Revenue Minister Stuart Nash is 
seen to have been a well-performing 
Minister this year in responding to 
Covid and could expect some bigger 

responsibilities in a second term — 
but building on his experience with 
small business.

The newcomers to ministerial 
portfolios would likely be Labour’s 
chief whip and Mt Roskill MP 
Michael Wood, Kieran McAnulty, 
a Wairarapa-based list MP, and 
Kiritapu Alan, a Gisbone-based list 
MP. McAnulty and Allan are seen 
as potential associate ministers in 
primary industries.

Tauranga-based list MP and 
former school principal Jan Tinetti 
is also considered a possible 
contender. The Cabinet usually 
numbers 20 members and in this 
term, Labour’s coalition partner, NZ 
First, had four places.

If Labour formed a majority 
Government it could still have 
Green Party MPs as Ministers 
outside Cabinet under a confidence 
and supply agreement; and that 
would leave six vacancies in the 
Cabinet for Labour — the four NZ 
First places, Iain Lees-Galloway’s 
position and Phil Twyford’s.

But if it formed a coalition 
government with the Greens, there 
would almost certainly be several 
Greens in the Cabinet, including the 
two co-leaders, James Shaw and 
Marama Davidson.

Just how many would depend on 
how many MPs were elected and 
how many it needed to function 
as a parliamentary party with non-
executive members. But in the 
end, it would be the Green Party’s 
decision on who to put forward, not 
Ardern’s.

Who would Ardern choose for next Cabinet?
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by Sam Hurley, NZ Herald

WELLINGTON — More than 
600,000 Kiwi companies risk 
losing limited liability protection 
unless they are more cautious 
when facing financial difficulty, 
say the lawyers who acted in a 
landmark Supreme Court case.

The litigation, which focused 
on Debut Homes Limited and the 
actions of its director Leonard 
Cooper, is the first time the 
country’s top court has squarely 
considered directors’ duties.

The Supreme Court found 
that if a company reaches the 
point where it is clearly not 
salvageable and continued 
trading will result in a shortfall 
to creditors, directors should 
immediately close or at least 
ensure creditors fully understand 
the risks.

The judgement, delivered 
late last month, may have 
implications for directors who 
face economic difficulties because 
of Covid-19.

It could also have a major 
impact on other proceedings, 
including the forthcoming Court 
of Appeal decision in Mainzeal 

v Yan, which involves former 
Prime Minister Jenny Shipley, 
the lawyers who succeeded in the 
Debut case said.

Nick Malarao and Phil 
Shackleton of Meredith Connell, 
who acted for Debut’s liquidators, 
said directors for all of the 
country’s more than 600,000 
companies need to realise the 
implications of the judgement.

“If your business is in trouble, 
the judgement means you need 
to carefully consider whether 
you should keep on going, and 
who (this decision) may affect, 
including the IRD, your bank and 
others you owe money to,” the tax 
and company law specialist said. 

“Unless creditors know 
what is going on and support 
you, you cannot keep trading 
without risking being in breach 
of reckless trading and other 
provisions of the Companies 
Act — and if you breach these 
provisions, you risk losing limited 
liability protection.”

Malarao, who was a member 
of the Tax Working Group, added 
the decision has become even 
more relevant for directors after 
the Government’s Covid-19 “Safe 

Harbour” protections ended on 
September 30.

Shackleton, who acts in 
banking, finance, and insolvency 
cases, said the guidance provided 
by the Supreme Court will 
help directors and creditors 
navigate the challenges faced 
by businesses in the Covid-19 
era. “The judgement encourages 
collaboration with creditors, and 
such collaboration should result 
in fewer companies getting into 
really serious trouble,” he said.

In 2012, Cooper, a residential 
property developer, decided 
to wind-down Debut Homes’ 
operations because of financial 
issues.

While existing developments 
would be completed, no new 
developments would be 
undertaken.

When this decision was made, 
it was forecasted there would be 
a deficit of more than $300,000 
in GST once the wind-down 
was completed. Debut was then 
placed in liquidation in March 
2014 on the application of Inland 
Revenue.

When the case hit the courts, 
the main issue was whether 

Cooper had breached his 
directors’ duties under the 
Companies Act 1993. There was 
also a debate about whether 
a general security agreement 
securing advances by Cooper’s 
family trust should be partially 
set aside.

In 2018, the High Court 
initially found he had breached 
his duties and rejected a defence 
of reliance on professional advice. 
It ordered Cooper to contribute 
$280,000 towards the assets of 
Debut and set aside the general 
security agreement. However, 
Cooper challenged the ruling and 
won, with the Court of Appeal 
quashing the High Court’s 
orders.

This case was then appealed 
by Debut’s liquidators to the 
Supreme Court with a hearing 
held in October last year, before a 
ruling was issued on September 
24 this year.

The bench of Chief Justice 
Helen Winkelmann, and Justices 
Joe Williams, Susan Glazebrook, 
Mark O’Regan, Ellen France 
unanimously restored the High 
Court orders.

Cooper was also ordered to pay 

costs of $25,000.
“Debut was insolvent by the 

beginning of November 2012. It 
was unable to pay its debts and 
continued trading was projected 
to result in a shortfall of GST of 
at least $300,000,” the judgement 
reads.

“It should have stopped trading 
at that point unless a viable 
formal or informal mechanism 
was found.”

The course of action taken 
by Cooper, the judges found, 
meant he was in breach of his 
obligations under the law.

“This is because there was 
a certainty of a loss of at least 
$300,000 to Inland Revenue.”

Cooper failed to consider the 
interests of all creditors and the 
breach was also exacerbated by 
his conflict of interest, the court 
said.

Looking at the wider picture 
of directors’ duties, the judges 
said if a company reaches the 
point where continued trading 
will result in a shortfall to 
creditors and the company is 
not salvageable, then continued 
trading will be in breach of s135 
of the Companies Act.

Liability alert for company owners
Supreme Court sends strong message to 600,000 Kiwi businesses

AUCKLAND — Fonterra has agreed 
to sell its China farms for a total 
of $555 million to Inner Mongolia 
Natural Dairy Company, a subsidiary 
of China Youran Dairy Group.

Separately, Fonterra said it had 
agreed to sell its 85 percent interest 
in its Hangu farm to Beijing Sanyuan 
Venture Capital Co for $42m.

Sanyuan has a 15 percent minority 
shareholding in the farm and 
exercised its right of first refusal to 
purchase Fonterra’s interest.

Fonterra expects to use the cash 
proceeds from the two transactions 
to pay down debt, as part of its 
previously announced overall debt 
reduction programme.

Chief executive Miles Hurrell said 
in building the farms, Fonterra had 
demonstrated its commitment to the 
development of the Chinese dairy 
industry. 

“We’ve worked closely with local 
players, sharing our expertise in 
farming techniques and animal 
husbandry, and contributed to the 
growth of the industry,” he said in a 
statement.

Fonterra has for the last 18 months 
been reviewing its business “to ensure 
our assets and investments meet the 
needs of the co-op today”.

“Selling the farms is in line with 
our decision to focus on our New 
Zealand farmers’ milk,” he said.

Over the last 10 years Fonterra 
has invested about $1 billion in 
establishing China farms.

Last year, the co-operative said 
it would write down the value of 
several of its businesses in China, 
Brazil, Venezuela, Australia and New 
Zealand by $820m-$860m, including 
$200m related to China Farms.

In today’s statement, Fonterra 
said it had worked closely with 
local players, shared its expertise 
in farming techniques and animal 
husbandry, and contributed to the 
growth of the industry.

“We don’t shy away from the fact 
that establishing farms from scratch 
in China has been challenging, but 
our team has successfully developed 
productive model farms, supplying 
high quality fresh milk to the local 
consumer market,” Hurrell said.

“It’s now time to pass the baton to 
Youran and Sanyuan to continue the 
development of these farms,” he said.

Hurrell says the sale of the farms 
will allow the Co-op to prioritise the 
areas of its business where it has 
competitive advantages.

“China remains one of Fonterra’s 
most important strategic markets, 
receiving around a quarter of our 
production. Selling the farms will 
allow us to focus even more on 
strengthening our Foodservice, 
Consumer Brands and Ingredients 
businesses in China,” he said.

Completion of the sale, which is 
subject to anti-trust clearance and 
other regulatory approvals in China, 
is expected to occur within this 
financial year. — NZ Herald

Fonterra sells China farms 
for $555m to pay down debt

AUCKLAND — A local company has 
secured $3.3m in private funding to 
steam ahead with a Covid-19 vaccine 
made with Kiwi technology.

The Covid-19 Vaccine Corporation 
(CVC), set up in May, has formed 
collaborations with the University of 
Auckland, Callaghan Innovation, and 
research institute Scion, its bid to 
independently develop a homegrown 
coronavirus agent.

The company aims to complete its first 
human trial of the new vaccine by the 
end of next year, which will cost around 
$8 million.

“We are not aiming to be the first 
vaccine on the market,” said its chief 
executive officer, Dr Robert Feldman.

“Our mission is to produce a superior 
vaccine that unlike those first off the 
block, is not created in a rush to reach 
the market.

“We are taking painstaking measures 
that are designed to make our vaccine 
generate an improved response rate 
while being cost-efficient to produce.”

CVC’s intended vaccine differs from 
other vaccine candidates for its unique 
biobead technology that it licensed from 
New Zealand company Polybatics.

It’s currently working towards making 
small volumes of these vaccine-producing 
bacteria at the University of Auckland.

Its method includes making biobeads 
coated with carefully chosen components 
of the SARS-Cov-2 virus.

The biobeads and coating are 
simultaneously manufactured inside 
bacteria which is an efficient method 
of production for a vaccine that the 
company expects to be both safe while 
offering broad immune coverage in 
humans.

These biobeads are grown at scale and 
purified at Scion’s specialised facility, 
where they will be produced as a test 
vaccine suitable for various testing 
purposes.

CVC’s investor group is led by software 
entrepreneurs Guy and Susie Haddleton, 
and includes Dr Stephen Strother, the 
Markon Trust, the CJ and JS Reeve 
Family Trust and Takapuna Investments.

“The backing we have from our 
investors is just extraordinary and so 
very much appreciated,” Feldman said.

“We could not achieve anything 
without the cash that is required to 
progress our Covid-19 vaccine work. I 
feel the investors are very much part of 
our team.”

The Government has meanwhile 
earmarked hundreds of millions of 
dollars — it won’t disclose precisely how 
much, for commercial reasons — to get 
Kiwis and our Pacific neighbours as far 
up the line as possible.

That involves making their own 
batches here. 

Around $3m of that funding will go to 
Kiwi biotech company Biocell to upgrade 
its facilities so it can roll out 100 million 
doses.

It’s been suggested New Zealand 
might piggy-back off Australia’s just-
signed deal with AstraZeneca, the global 
company behind a front-runner vaccine 
candidate.

Dubbed ChAdOx1-S, it’s already been 
shown to prompt the one-two hit of a 
T-cell and antibody response within a 
month of inoculation, and is now well 
into the critical and final Phase III stage.

Another Kiwi consortium has been 
exploring their own potential homemade 
candidates — such as an inactivated 
vaccine approach led by Otago 
University’s Professor Miguel Quiñones-
Mateu, and a recombinant spike protein 
vaccine being developed in Dr Davide 
Comoletti’s Victoria University lab — for 
the past few months. — NZ Herald

NZ company secures $3.3m for 
homegrown coronavirus vaccine

VACCINE RACE: The Covid-19 Vaccine 
Company led by Dr Robert Feldman aims 
to complete its first human trial of the new 
vaccine by the end of next year, which will 
cost around $8 million.  Picture supplied

CLEARING 
DEBTS: Fonterra 
expects to use 
the cash proceeds 
from the two 
transactions 
to pay down 
debt, as part of 
its previously 
announced overall 
debt reduction 
programme.  
 File picture
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EDITORIAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

A year of extreme turmoil in 
American politics has reached an 
unexpected climax with the news 
that President Donald Trump has 
Covid-19, tipping election scenarios 
on their head just a month before 
the polls close on November 3.

The President was flown from 
the White House to the Walter 
Reed medical centre in what was 
described as a precautionary move. 
His medical adviser said he was 
satisfied with his condition, but he 
needed oxygen at one point and is 
trying an experimental drug. There 
are reports he may be released on 
Monday (US time) but he will have to 
self-isolate for 14 days, so there are 
doubts now about how big a role he 
can play in the campaign.

This could not have come at 
a worse time as Trump, who is 
behind in the polls, had planned 
a series of campaign meetings 
in key battleground states in the 
next fortnight. These have been a 
lifeblood for Trump, who is at his 
best for the campaign when in front 
of a horde of cheering supporters.

He has turned to Twitter, and no 
doubt will be busy there, but he 
will miss the campaign events. The 
next presidential debate, scheduled 
for October 15, is also in doubt. In 
another twist, the US Senate has 
postponed any legislature until 
October 19 after three senators 
tested positive for the virus.

Many see it as ironic that Trump, 
who repeatedly declined to wear 
a face mask and criticised the 
Democratic candidate Joe Biden for 
doing so, contracted the virus.

But Biden and the Democrats 
will need to avoid any signs of 
schadenfreude or pleasure from 
Trump’s misfortune, which would not 
go down well with a large sector of 
the public. Biden’s only statement 
so far is that he is praying for Trump 
and his family.

The Republicans will now be 
hampered in two key goals they 
hoped to achieve before November 
3 — getting agreement on a new 
Covid-19 relief package and the 
confirmation of Amy Coney Barrett 
to replace Ruth Bader Ginsburg on 
the Supreme Court.

It is now possible the vote on 
Barrett’s confirmation might not be 
held until after the election, when 
the make-up of the Senate could 
be different with the Democrats 
possibly in charge.

Getting the Conservative mother 
of seven on to the court was a 
major objective for the Republicans 
because it would have secured a 
conservative majority for at least a 
decade. It all adds up to something 
of a perfect storm for the President 
and his party, and all the signs are 
unfavourable at present.

■  The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
■  Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
■  Always include full name and contact details.
■  If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
■  Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz   

Covid diagnosis a 
disaster for Trump

WHAT’S ON IN COUNCIL 
THIS WEEK 
by Shannon Dowsing

NEARLY a year has 
passed since our local 
elections and it seems 
we are busier than ever, 
however this week is 
a rare break from scheduled council 
meetings and I’m sure both the staff 
and the councillors are happy to take a 
break from the reports that consume our 
time. Personally, I am excited to be able 
to attend some of the Tairawhiti Arts 
Festival events and take my daughter to 
the fabulous light installation in Marina 
and Kelvin Parks.

Fortunately, we are not short of 
political entertainment with the general 
election in full swing and a well-contested 
by-election running simultaneously. Both 

will have an impact on our council’s 
decision-making, with various policies 
to be implemented by whoever is 
successful in leading the country and 
a new colleague who will change the 
dynamic in chambers, add insight from 
their communities and bring personal 
experience.

I’ve been surprised at the number 
of lobbying groups involved in the 
referendums, something that is less 
familiar in New Zealand where we don’t 
see this level of money invested to try to 
swing a decision one way or the other. I’m 
not in favour of a big marketing budget 
influencing decision-making, so hope that 
everyone takes the opportunity to seek 
independent information on these issues, 
I hear Karen from Facebook knows all 
about it, or you could try referendums.
govt.nz

I took some time out this weekend and 

met with friends on Waiheke Island, an 
unusual experience in 2020, travelling 
and gathering. It gave me an opportunity 
to reflect as I considered the surgical 
masks we all wore and the QR codes 
hanging everywhere. It seems a long time 
ago now that we were discussing the 
potential of 2020, it was being referred 
to as “the year of perfect vision”, we 
certainly did not get what we expected. 
I think “2020, you won’t see this coming” 
would be closer to the year we have had.

With my additional role on Trust 
Tairawhiti, a business to run and 
tonnes of exciting events to attend, I 
cannot wait to get started on the week 
ahead. I truly hope everyone takes the 
opportunity to enjoy the arts festival — 
running until the 11th, there is truly 
something for everyone so jump on 
tetairawhitiartsfestival.nz and check out 
the line-up.

Not short of political entertainment

To Kiri Allan:
Your advertisements say “We 

have achieved a lot in the past three 
years . . . but there is still more to 
do.” There sure is!

“Investing over $300m into 
Gisborne’s roads” is fine, but why 
couldn’t you invest $35m into 
Gisborne’s railway? The answer is 
that you could, but you have allowed 
KiwiRail to dictate the contrary.

The trouble is that “rail” has 
been seen as the sole province 
of KiwiRail which, as an SOE, is 
required to operate a profitable 
business. As it now comes under 
the auspices of the National Land 
Transport Fund, there is no further 
excuse. Rail is a resource and an 
amenity and should be available to 
other operators, just as roads are.

Clearly, KiwiRail is not convinced 
that it can operate profitably on 
the Gisborne line; that’s fine, they 
don’t have to, but they should not 
prevent other actual or potential 
operators from utilising this 
strategic resource, both for freight 
and tourism.

When the line was damaged 
by the March 2012 weather event 
it should have been promptly 
repaired (the estimated cost was 

only around $4m at the time). One 
can only presume that it was seen 
by KiwiRail (and others) as an 
excuse for ridding themselves of an 
inconvenient obligation.

Several Gisborne Herald webpolls 
have shown overwhelming support 
for reopening the line; local 
producers want it; Tairawhiti Rail Ltd 
wishes to provide freight services 
on it; heritage rail operators would 
run excursions to Gisborne; even 
the return of a railcar passenger 
service is possible.

The Green Party’s transport 
policy includes scheduled 
reopening, with a passenger service 
to Wellington, some time after 2027, 
but the route is needed now (it has 
been needed for the past eight 
years). Labour promised to restore 
the line if there was evidence of its 
sustainability; BERL produced that 
evidence, together with a detailed 
analysis of the work to be done, and 
its cost. The coalition government 
has failed to act on that promise; 
now is the time to pledge that the 
incoming government will remedy 
that omission during the next term.

Will you support that 
undertaking?

PETER WOODING

Open letter to Kiri Allan

To the fishermen who 
cleaned their day’s catch out 
at Tatapouri on Sunday, it’s 
not a good look to dispose of 
your fish frames off the side of 
the boat ramp as you did. In 
fact, it’s bloody disgraceful.

As the tide went out the 
frames were left high and dry, 
which was unsightly for other 
ramp users and for people 
walking along the beach. The 
very least you could have done 
was taken them back out and 
dumped them away from the 

ramp, or surely some family 
would have appreciated a good 
feed of fish heads. 

Next time, and this goes 
for anybody else, have some 
consideration for others who 
use the area before disposing 
of your fish frames back to 
the water’s edge. The fishing 
club does have cameras that 
monitor what goes on in the 
vicinity of the boat ramp, so 
you will be seen.

CRAIG MILLER

Fish frames left high and dry

The airport is the 
perfect place for one of the 
Endeavour models, and some 
international flags would 
give a friendly welcome for 
overseas visitors.

Unfortunately when seated 
in the terminal the planes are 
not easily seen owing to the 

opaque band in the glass, very 
annoying. I realise it is for the 
safety of children but if it had 
been placed lower it would 
satisfy all.

The spacious cafe is a 
welcome refuge.

MAIRE OVERBYE

Arriving to flags, Endeavour

Re: Move to the 
right needed, October 
3 letter.

I think the left vs 
right narrative is 
dangerous, but the 
stories of Jesus seem 
to fit with him being 
a bit of a social justice 
warrior — healing the 
sick and feeding the 
hungry.

RUSSELL McLEOD

Social 
justice 
warrior

Re: Still no word, October 1.
Ron Taylor has been stewing 

away waiting for the return of his 
beloved plastic boats that represent 
to and remind tangata whenua of 
their being conquered, deprived of 
their lands and economic base and 
reduced to poverty, poor health, 
incarceration and all the other 
conditions at the lower extremities 
of the social order. Ron wants that 
reminder put back, to remind him of 
the glory of that colonising feat. He 
is unaware or he does not care that 
he is displaying his racism which 

is defined in the Oxford dictionary 
as: “prejudice, discrimination or 
antagonism directed against a 
person or people on the basis of 
their membership of a particular 
racial or ethnic group, typically one 
that is a minority or marginalised”.

Or a Cambridge dictionary 
definition of racism as “policies, 
behaviours, rules etc that result in 
an unfair advantage to some people 
and unfair treatment of others based 
on race”. When will these attacks 
end?

JOE NADEN

Reminder of colonising feat

Re: Honoured with life membership, Sept 
24 story.

Well done Alain, that tuna is a wee bit 
bigger than the eel that I pulled out of the 
goldfish pond in your back yard on the end of 
my finger many years ago.

ADRIAN STANAWAY, Whakatane

A bigger fish . . .

Re: Core principles drive Hughes’ 
bid for seat, Sept 30 story.

Wonderful. So pleased a young 
person of your calibre is standing.

COLENE HERBERT

Pleased to know
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BETHESDA, Md. — President 
Donald Trump’s blood oxygen 
level dropped suddenly twice 
in recent days, his doctors 
revealed on Sunday (local time)
as they continued to evade 
basic questions about his health 
during treatment for Covid-19. 
Still, they said he “continued to 
improve” and suggested he could 
be discharged as early as today.

Speaking on the steps of the 
military hospital where Trump 
spent a third day, his doctors 
again sidestepped questions, 
including the timing of his 
second dip in oxygen, which they 
neglected to mention in multiple 
statements the day before, or 
whether lung scans showed any 
damage.

It was the second straight 
day of obfuscation from a 
White House already suffering 
from a credibility crisis. And it 
raised serious questions about 
whether the doctors treating the 
president can be trusted to share 
accurate, timely information with 
the American public.

Pressed about conflicting 
information he and the White 
House released on Saturday, 
Navy Cmdr. Dr Sean Conley 
acknowledged that he had tried 
to present a rosy description of 
of the president’s 
condition.

“I was trying 
to reflect the 
upbeat attitude 
of the team, that 
the president, 
that his course 
of illness has 
had. Didn’t 
want to give any 
information that might steer 
the course of illness in another 
direction,” Conley said. “And 
in doing so, came off like we’re 
trying to hide something, which 
wasn’t necessarily true. The fact 
of the matter is that he’s doing 
really well.”

The briefing outside the Walter 
Reed National Military Medical 
Centre lasted just 10 minutes.

Before walking away, Conley 
said the president had a “high 
fever” and a blood oxygen level 
below 94 percent on Friday 
and during “another episode” 
on Saturday. He was evasive 

about the timing (“It was over 
the course of the day, yeah, 
yesterday morning,” he said) and 
when asked whether Trump’s 
level had dropped below 90 oe 
(“We don’t have any recordings 
here on that.”) But he revealed 
that Trump was given a dose of 
the steroid dexamethasone in 
response.

Trump’s blood oxygen level 
currently stands at 98 percent, 
Trump’s medical team said.

Blood oxygen saturation is 
a key health marker for Covid 
patients. A normal reading is 
between 95 and 100. A drop 
below 90 is concerning.

The doctors also declined to 
say what they had found in scans 
of the president’s lungs.

“There’s some expected 
findings, but nothing of any 
major clinical concern,” Conley 
said. He declined to outline those 
“expected findings”. 

Trump offered his own 
assessment of his status the 
night before in a video from his 
hospital suite, saying he was 
beginning to feel better and 
hoped to “be back soon”. And he 
was back on social media early 
on Sunday morning, sharing a 
video of flag-waving supporters, 
most not wearing masks, 

gathered outside 
Walter Reed 
National Military 
Medical Centre.

Trump has 
been eager to 
return home 
and hates the 
image of himself 
at the hospital, 
according to 

people familiar with his mood. 
He has also been struggling 
to come to grips with the 
uncertainty of how long his 
illness will last and when he 
might be able to return to the 
campaign, with just weeks to go 
before the November 3 election.

Trump’s Democratic 
challenger, Joe Biden, pulled 
his attack ads off the air during 
Trump’s hospitalisation, and on 
Sunday, he dispatched senior 
aides to deliver a largely friendly 
message.

“We are sincerely hoping that 
the president makes a very 

quick recovery, and we can see 
him back out on the campaign 
trail very soon,” Biden adviser 
Symone Sanders said on CNN’s 
“State of the Union”.

She added: “This is a glaring 
reminder that the virus is real.”

Biden was at home in 
Wilmington, Delaware, on 
Sunday with no plans for 
in-person campaigning or other 
public appearances. Having 
already tested negative, he is 
expected to release the results 
of a new coronavirus test later 
in the day. His campaign has 
pledged to disclose those results 
and all other future test results 
for the 77-year-old candidate.

On Saturday, White House 
chief of staff Mark Meadows 
contradicted the rosy picture 
painted by Trump’s doctors when 
he told reporters outside the 
hospital, “We’re still not on a 
clear path yet to a full recovery.” 
Conley moments earlier had 
refused to say whether the 
president had ever required 
supplemental oxygen, before it 
was reported he indeed had.

In an update Saturday night, 
Trump’s chief doctor expressed 
cautious optimism but added 

that the president was “not yet 
out of the woods”.

On Sunday, Conley’s 
assessment was more positive, 
even while he acknowledged for 
the first time a second sudden 
drop in Trump’s blood oxygen 
level on Saturday.

Another member of the 
president’s medical team, Dr. 
Brian Garibaldi, said Trump 
on Sunday “has been up and 
around” and “feels well”.

“Our plan for today is to have 
him eat and drink, to be up out 
of bed as much as possible, to 
be mobile,” Garibaldi said. “And 
if he continues to look and feel 
as well as he does today, our 
hope is that we can plan for a 
discharge as early as tomorrow 
to the White House where he can 
continue his treatment course.”

Trump’s treatment with 
the steroid dexamethasone 
is in addition to the single 
dose he was given on Friday 
of an experimental drug from 
Regeneron Pharmaceuticals 
Inc. that supplies antibodies 
to help the immune system 
fight the virus. Trump on 
Friday also began a five-day 
course of remdesivir, a Gilead 

Sciences drug currently used 
for moderately and severely 
ill patients. The drugs work in 
different ways — the antibodies 
help the immune system rid the 
body of virus, and remdesivir 
curbs the virus’ ability to 
multiply.

Garibaldi, a specialist in 
pulmonary critical care, said the 
president was not showing any 
side effects of the drugs “that we 
can tell.”

First lady Melania Trump has 
remained at the White House as 
she recovers from her own bout 
with the virus. 

Trump’s administration has 
been less than transparent 
with the public throughout the 
pandemic about the president’s 
health and the spread of the 
virus inside the White House. 
Several White House officials 
this weekend expressed 
frustration with the way things 
have been handled.

They were particularly 
upset by the whiplash between 
Conley’s rosy assessment 
Saturday and Meadows’ 
more concerned outlook. They 
privately acknowledge that 
the administration has little 
credibility on Covid-19 and 
that they have unnecessarily 
squandered what remains of it 
with the lack of clear, accurate 
updates on Trump’s condition.

Most of that frustration 
appears to be directed at Trump 
himself, with aides believing that 
he has restricted what Conley 
can say or that Conley has tried 
to appease the president by 
presenting an optimistic outlook. 
They also blame Meadows for 
not establishing clear lines of 
communication and for making 
the situation worse on Saturday.

At the same time, the White 
House has been working to trace 
a flurry of new infections of close 
Trump aides and allies including 
adviser Hope Hicks, former 
New Jersey Gov Chris Christie, 
former White House counsellor 
Kellyanne Conway, and several 
Republican lawmakers. The 
president’s campaign manager, 
Bill Stepien, and the head of the 
Republican National Committee, 
Ronna McDaniel, have also 
tested positive. — AP

Trump’s docs paint ‘rosy picture’
Says President’s health improving, could be discharged today

WISHING TRUMP A SPEEDY RECOVERY: Flowers and balloons 
left by supporters of President Donald Trump at the entrance to 
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center (background) in 
Bethesda, Maryland.  AP picture

‘ There’s some 
expected findings, but 
nothing of any major 
clinical concern. ’  — Dr Sean Conley 

BAKU, Azerbaijan — The 
fighting between Armenian 
and Azerbaijani forces 
continued on Sunday over 
the separatist territory of 
Nagorno-Karabakh, with 
Azerbaijan’s second-largest 
city coming under attack and 
Azerbaijan claiming to have 
seized a town and several 
villages. 

The clashes erupted on 
September 27 and have killed 
dozens, marking the biggest 
escalation in the decades-old 
conflict over the region, which 
lies within Azerbaijan but is 
controlled by local ethnic 
Armenian forces backed by 
Armenia.

Azerbaijani President 
Ilkham Aliyev tweeted on 
Sunday that the country’s 
troops “liberated from 
occupation the city of Jabrayil 
and several surrounding 
villages.” Nagorno-Karabakh’s 

officials rejected the claim as 
untrue, saying the territory’s 
army “is controlling the 
situation in all directions.” 

Azerbaijani officials 
said earlier on Sunday that 
Armenian forces attacked 
Ganja, the country’s 
second-largest city. Hikmet 
Hajiyev, Aliyev’s aide to the 
Azerbaijani president, tweeted 
a video depicting damaged 
buildings, and called it the 
result of “Armenia’s massive 
missile attacks against dense 
residential areas” in Ganja. 

It wasn’t immediately 
possible to verify the 
authenticity of the video. 
Hajiyev said in another tweet 
that attacks on Ganja and 
other areas in Azerbaijan were 
launched “from territory of 
Armenia”. 

Armenia’s Defence Ministry 
said that “no fire of any 
kind is being opened from 

the territory of Armenia in 
Azerbaijan’s direction”. But 
Nagorno-Karabakh’s leader, 
Arayik Harutyunyan, said on 
Facebook that he ordered 
“rocket attacks to neutralise 
military objects” in Ganja, 
but later told his forces to 
stop firing to avoid civilian 
casualties. 

Azerbaijani officials denied 
that any military objects had 
been hit, but said the attack 
caused damage to civilian 
infrastructure. One civilian 
has been killed, and 32 others 
sustained injuries, authorities 
said. 

“Opening fire on the 
territory of Azerbaijan from 
the territory of Armenia 
is clearly provocative 
and expands the zone of 
hostilities,” Azerbaijani 
Defence Minister Zakir 
Hasanov said in a statement 
Sunday. 

As the fighting resumed on 
Sunday morning, Armenian 
officials accused Azerbaijan 
of carrying out strikes on 
Stepanakert and targeting 
the civilian population there. 
Nagorno-Karabakh’s leader 
Harutyunyan said that in 
response, his forces would 
target “military facilities 
permanently located in major 
cities of Azerbaijan.”

In a statement issued 
later on Sunday, Azerbaijan’s 
Defence Ministry rejected 
accusations of targeting 
civilians and civilian 
infrastructure. 

Nagorno-Karabakh 
officials have said nearly 200 
servicemen on their side have 
died in the clashes so far. 

Azerbaijani authorities 
haven’t given details on their 
military casualties, but said 24 
civilians were killed and 111 
others were wounded.  — AP 

CONFLICT SPREADS: A building of a residential area burns 
after night shelling by Azerbaijan’s artillery during a military 
conflict in self-proclaimed Republic of Nagorno-Karabakh, 
Stepanakert, Azerbaijan, early on Sunday.  AP picture

Azerbaijan’s second city attacked as fighting escalates
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PARIS — French authorities deployed 
about 1000 firefighters, four military 
helicopters and troops to search for at 
least 20 people who were missing after 
devastating floods hit a mountainous 
border region with Italy, where at least 
four people were killed.

Emergency workers in Italy recovered 
two corpses on Sunday in northern 
Liguria that they feared may have 
been washed away as a result of the 
storms that killed two other people on 
Saturday.

Floods washed away houses 
and destroyed roads and bridges 
surrounding the city of Nice on the 
French Riviera after almost a year’s 
average rainfall fell in less than 12 
hours. Nice Mayor Christian Estrosi 
said over 100 homes were destroyed or 
severely damaged.

Rescuers on Sunday were also 
providing emergency assistance, 
including food and water, to residents 
living in isolated villages. 

The missing include two French 
firefighters whose vehicle was carried 
away by a torrent when a road 
collapsed south of the village of Saint-
Martin-Vesubie. Authorities fear more 

victims as many families couldn’t reach 
out to relatives due to cellphone service 
being down.

French Prime Minister Jean Castex, 
who flew over the area in a helicopter, 
expressed “grave concern” over the toll 
of the flooding.

About 10,500 homes were left without 
electricity on Sunday, French energy 
company Enedis said. 

In Italy, the body of one person 
reported missing on Saturday — a 
French citizen of Italian origin — was 
found in the Roia River, the ANSA 
and LaPresse news agencies reported. 
The second one washed up closer 
to where the Roia empties into the 
Mediterranean along Italy’s border with 
France.

An Italian firefighter was killed on 
Saturday during a rescue operation in 
the mountainous northern region of 
Val d’Aosta. A search team also found a 
body in the Piedmont region’s Vercelli 
province, where a man had been swept 
away by floodwaters.

Italian firefighters also rescued 25 
people trapped on the French side of a 
high mountain pass due to the flooding. 
 — AP/BBC

Storm Alex hits France and Italy

RESCUE MISSION ON: Above, 
people wear waders as they 

observe St. Mark’s Square during 
an expected high water, in Venice, 

northern Italy.  
Right, a building is toppled over 

by the Cervo river in spate due to 
heavy rains in Biella, northern Italy. 
 
 Picture by LaPresse/Firefighter Vigili 

del Fuoco via AP
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Market-place

32796-01

35355-01

116 Gladstone Road 

Gisborne 867 7339 

Get ready for 
show day at 

Treble Court, Peel Street

P 021 0908 7800
34629-01

Made in New Zealand

Possum 

merino

GiFTs

Post overseas 

early to avoid 

disappointment

10% oFF

HERNIA
REPAIR

•  Competitive rates.
•  ACC, Maternity and Southern 

Cross afiliated.
•  Referrals welcome from GP’s, 

Midwives, Specialists and 
Physiotherapists.

HERNIA
REPAIR
- MESH FREE

•  Competitive rates.
•  ACC, Maternity and Southern 

Cross afiliated.
•  Referrals welcome from GP’s, 

Midwives, Specialists and 
Physiotherapists.

REPAIR
- MESH FREE

•  Competitive rates.
•  ACC, Maternity and Southern 

Cross afiliated.
•  Referrals welcome from GP’s, 

Midwives, Specialists and 
Physiotherapists.

•  Competitive rates.
•  ACC, Maternity and Southern 

Cross afiliated.
•  Referrals welcome from GP’s, 

Midwives, Specialists and 
Physiotherapists.

To contact us -

Phone (06) 281 2797

www.unityclinic.co.nz

102 Queen St East, Hastings 4122

UNITY SPECIALISTS

AND ULTRASOUND LTD

If you have a hernia that is bothering you 

give us a call and ask our friendly team for 

details, costings and availability.
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This week at the Dome

Poverty Bay Club

The Dome Bar is open for your favourite 
tipple, sweet treats and pizza during every fi lm. 

Film reviews and screening times at www.domecinema.co.nz

38 Childers Road
sally@domecinema.co.nz
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Tuesday 6 October Poverty Bay Blues Club
 Doors open at 7pm, music from 8pm
 $5 cash on the door

Wednesday 7 October Dining from 5pm
 6.30pm Cut Throat City (R16)

Thursday 8 October Dining from 5pm
 7pm Dead (M) NEW

Friday 9 October Dining from 5pm
 7pm Romantic Road – FINAL

Saturday 10 October Dining from 5pm
 7pm SHOW ME SHORTS + Daddy’s Girl (Kotiro)

Sunday 11 October Pizza from 5pm
 6.30pm Two of Us (M) FINAL

32770-05

Ten Talents 

Charitable Trust  

is an outlet  

for the craft  

people of 

Gisborne.  

A perfect 

handmade  

gift shop  

with all the  

profits going  

back to the 

community.

Open Mon to Fri from 10am - 4pm and Sat from 10am - 3pm  

35 Ormond Road, Gisborne Ph: 06 868 8301

109 Main Rd, Makaraka, Ph 06 868 8479

www.eastoutdoors.co.nz
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Absorbine 

ShowSheen 
grooming products. 

Everything you 
need is instore.

GET READY FOR THE SHOW NOW

33537-03

733 Aberdeen Road, Gisborne 
Ph 867 5307 or 021 195 5500 • Mon-Thurs 8am-5pm

Come and see me for a free 
denture consultation

Guaranteed 
expertise

• Full denture 
• Denture repairs
• Partial denture 
• Denture reline
• Mouth guard 
• Night guard

32
43
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HONOLULU — Zan Timtim doesn’t 
think it’s safe for her eighth-grade 
daughter to return to school in person 
during the coronavirus pandemic 
but also doesn’t want her exposed 
to a remote learning programme that 
misspelled and mispronounced the 
name of Queen Lili‘uokalani, the last 
monarch to rule the Hawaiian Kingdom. 

Timtim’s daughter is Native Hawaiian 
and speaks Hawaiian fluently, “so to 
see that inaccuracy with the Hawaiian 
history side was really upsetting,” she 
said.

Even before the school year started, 
Timtim said she heard from other 
parents about racist, sexist and other 
concerning content on Acellus, an 
online programme some students use 
to learn from home.

Parents have called out “towelban” 
as a multiple-choice answer for a 
question about a terrorist group and 
Grumpy from “Snow White and the 
Seven Dwarfs” described as a “woman 
hater.” Some also say the programme 

isn’t as rigorous as it should be.
As parents help their children 

navigate remote classes, they’re more 
aware of what’s being taught, and 
it’s often not simply coming from an 
educator on Zoom. Some schools have 
turned to programmes like Acellus to 
supplement online classes by teachers, 
while others use it for students 
who choose to learn from home as 
campuses reopen. And because of 
the scramble to keep classes running 
during a health crisis, vetting the 
curriculum may not have been as 
thorough as it should have been, 
experts say.

Thousands of schools nationwide 
use Acellus, according to the company, 
and parents’ complaints are leading 
some districts to reconsider or stop 
using the programme.  “We wouldn’t 
have had this visibility if it weren’t for 
all of us at home, often sitting side by 
side and making sure: ‘Is this working 
for you?’” said Adrienne Robillard, who 
withdrew her seventh-grade daughter 

from Kailua Intermediate School after 
concluding Acellus lacked substance 
and featured racist content.

When school officials said her 
daughter could do distance learning 
without Acellus, Robillard re-enrolled 
her. 

Acellus officials didn’t respond to 
multiple calls from The Associated 
Press seeking comment. In an online 
message to parents, founder Roger 
Billings called the controversy “an 
organised attack” and said “they have 
not found anything in our content 
that is really racist or sexist.” An 
automated closed-captioning system 
misinterpreted some words, he said. 

Kansas City, Missouri-based Acellus 
was created in 2001, according to its 
website, which says it “delivers online 
instruction, compliant with the latest 
standards, through high-definition video 
lessons made more engaging with 
multimedia and animation.”

In a video on his website, Billings 
responds to criticism about his 

credentials by saying he earned a 
bachelor’s degree in “composite fields” 
of chemistry, physics, engineering and 
other subjects from a university he 
doesn’t name. He says he started a 
company focused on hydrogen energy 
technology and that he later earned a 
“doctor of research and innovation” 
degree at the International Academy 
of Science, the nonprofit that develops 
Acellus courses.

Hawaii selected Acellus based on an 
“implementation timeline” as well as 
“cost effectiveness” and other factors, 
Superintendent Christina Kishimoto 
said in a memo. 

“I don’t think it’s unreasonable to 
think that price was the main factor,” 
said Charles Lang, visiting assistant 
professor of learning analytics at 
Columbia University’s Teachers College 
in New York City. “And to some extent, 
you do get what you pay for in terms of 
content.” 

Vetting educational programmes 
takes time, but with the pandemic, 

districts needed to quickly find remote 
learning platforms, said Eric Hirsch, 
executive director of EdReports, which 
helps schools review instructional 
materials. “So this spring, we saw a 
scramble, a dash,” he said.

And evaluating curriculum is like the 
“Wild West” — it varies across school 
systems, Lang said. 

“We were in some serious situations 
with the pandemic, and we had to 
figure something out,” Hawaii school 
board member Kili Namau‘u said at a 
recent meeting. “And I think schools 
made some pretty quick decisions. 
Maybe they weren’t the most accurate 
decisions.”

She later said in an interview that 
it would be more problematic to pull 
Acellus in the middle of the quarter.

But as a Native Hawaiian, she 
wants to ensure Acellus has corrected 
“appalling” and inaccurate information 
about Hawaiian history: “I’m particularly 
dismayed with that particular module.” 
 — AP

Online learning programme has racist, sexist content say parents

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia — A very small, 
limited number of people on Sunday 
donned the white terrycloth garment 
symbolic of the Muslim pilgrimage and 
circled Islam’s holiest site in Mecca, 
after Saudi Arabia lifted coronavirus 
restrictions that had been in place for 
months.

The kingdom had taken the rare step 
in early March of suspending the smaller 
“umrah” pilgrimage, which can be taken 
at any time of the year and draws millions 
from across the world, as the coronavirus 
morphed into a global pandemic and 
prompted countries to impose lockdowns 
and curfews to slow down transmission. 

But as nations begin to ease those 
restrictions, the Saudi government on 
Sunday started allowing a maximum 
of 6000 pilgrims a day to enter the 
sprawling Grand Mosque in Mecca. Only 
Saudi citizens and residents will be 
permitted to enter the mosque during this 
first phase of reopening, and each person 
has up to three hours to complete the 
pilgrimage. 

The Grand Mosque, which is being 
sterilised and cleaned multiple times a 
day, houses the cube-shaped Kaaba that 
observant Muslims pray toward five times 
a day.

Before visitors can enter the mosque to 
pray or perform the umrah, they have to 
apply and reserve a specific time and date 
through an online application to avoid 
crowding and maintain social distancing. 

Visitors can also select their means of 
transportation and meeting points via the 
app.

State TV showed on Sunday what 
appeared to be fewer than 50 people 

circling the Kaaba at the same time 
and walking several metres apart. 
Typically, the mosque would be packed 
with worshippers from around the world 
crowded shoulder-to-shoulder at all times 
of the day and night. 

The second phase for loosening 
restrictions at the Grand Mosque comes 
into effect on October 18, allowing a 
maximum of 15,000 pilgrims and 40,000 
for prayer from among residents and 
citizens based on allocated times via the 
app. Muslim travellers from outside Saudi 
Arabia could be allowed to perform the 
umrah pilgrimage as early as November 
1, the Interior Ministry has said. Saudi 
Arabia recently began easing some 
restrictions on international flights for the 
first time since March.

The kingdom held a dramatically 
downsized, symbolic hajj pilgrimage in 
July due to concerns that it could easily 
have become a global super-spreader 
event for the virus. Pilgrims were selected 
after applying through an online portal 
and all were residents or citizens of Saudi 
Arabia. Rather than the more than two 
million pilgrims the kingdom hosts for 
the annual event, as little as 1000 took 
part after being tested for the virus and 
quarantined. — AP 

Pilgrims return to Mecca as Saudi eases virus restrictions

LONDON — British Prime Minister 
Boris Johnson defended his handling of 
the coronavirus pandemic on Sunday 
despite weeks of rising infections, but 
warned that the country faced a “bumpy” 
winter ahead. 

Britain has Europe’s highest 
coronavirus death toll, at more than 
42,400, and Johnson’s Conservative 
government is facing criticism from 
all sides. Opponents say tougher social 
restrictions are needed to suppress a 
second wave of Covid-19 that is already 
sweeping the country. But many in 
Johnson’s right-of-centre party argue that 
restrictions must be eased to save the 
battered economy.

Johnson told the BBC the government 
had to strike a difficult balance and he 
couldn’t “take a course that could expose 
us to tens of thousands more deaths in 
very short order”.

“It is a moral imperative to save lives   
. . . but on the other hand, we have to 
keep our economy moving. That is the 
balance that we are trying to strike,” he 
said.

Britain went into a national lockdown 

in March, with most businesses closed 
and all but essential travel barred. 
Restrictions began to be lifted in June 
as the pandemic tide receded. But like 
other European countries, daily new 
coronavirus infections began to rise again 
when pubs and restaurants reopened, 
children went back to school and students 
returned to university.

The UK is now under national 
restrictions on socialising, including a 
10pm curfew for bars and restaurants, 
and groups limited to six, with areas 
of high infection facing stricter local 
measures, which Johnson and other 
ministers have sometimes struggled to 
explain clearly. 

Critics say months of mixed messages 
and changes of advice on everything from 
wearing masks to whether or not to work 
from home has left people confused and 
exhausted. 

A national test-and-trace programme to 
find people who have been exposed to the 
virus has also had persistent problems, 
and is failing to reach more than a 
quarter of infected people’s contacts. 

Keir Starmer, leader of the opposition 

Labour Party, accused the government of 
“serial incompetence”.

“The prime minister is governing in 
hindsight,” Starmer told the Observer 
newspaper. “So he charges forward, not 
recognising the problem, has a car crash, 
looks in the rear mirror and says: ‘What’s 
all that about?’”

Britain recorded 12,872 new 
coronavirus infections on Saturday, by far 
the highest daily total since the outbreak 
began.

The number of hospitalisations and 
deaths in Britain is also rising, but 
remains far below the UK’s springtime 
peak. Another 49 Covid-19 deaths were 
reported on Saturday, compared to almost 
1000 a day at the height of the outbreak.

Johnson acknowledged that many 
people feel “fatigue” after months of 
restrictions and expressed hope that 
progress on vaccines and testing would 
“change the scientific equation” in the 
next few months, allowing a return to 
normality.

But he warned “it’s going to continue to 
be bumpy through to Christmas. It may 
even be bumpy beyond.” — AP

Johnson defends virus 
strategy as cases rise 

BETHESDA, Md. — President Donald 
Trump briefly left the hospital on Sunday 
(local time) in his car to wave to supporters 
gathered outside. 

The president’s visit came shortly after he 
promised his supporters “a surprise” in a 
video posted a video on social media.

“It’s been a very interesting journey,” 
Trump said in the video. “I learned a lot 
about Covid. I learned it by really going 
to school. This is the real school. This 
isn’t the let’s read the books school. And 
I get it, and I understand it. And it’s a very 
interesting thing.” — AP

Trump briefly 
leaves hospital to 
greet supporters

PILGRIMAGE BEGINS: Muslims practise social-distancing while praying around the 
Kaaba, the cubic building at the Grand Mosque during the first day umrah pilgrimages 
were allowed to restart, in the Muslim holy city of Mecca, Saudi Arabia on Sunday.  
 Saudi Ministry of Hajj and Umrah via AP
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Palmerston North greys at Manawatu  Tuesday  Jetbet 3  TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12  T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12  Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12  PL6 7-12

1 Formpro Ratings Free Every Tuesday  12.12
 $4735, C4/5, 457m

 1 35242 Big Time Jackson 26.13 Lisa Cole
 2 32733 Zipping Sarah 25.83 Angela Turnwald
 3 85688 Bigtime Daisy nwtd Lisa Cole
 4 22615 Big Time Harley 25.77 Lisa Cole
 5 76614 Big Time Maple 26.45 Lisa Cole
 6 64673 Big Time Kobe 25.89 Lisa Cole
 7 11661 Allegro Nixon 26.12 Lisa Cole
 8 56361 Bigtime Brody 25.64 Lisa Cole

2 Paul Claridge Electrical 12.30
 $4030, C4, 457m

 1 42184 Bigtime Bailey nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 61867 Big Time Jimmy 26.03 Lisa Cole
 3 34155 Bigtime Levi 25.75 Lisa Cole
 4 67722 Bigtime Archie 26.26 Lisa Cole
 5 51837 Big Time Dawson nwtd Lisa Cole
 6 65454 Big Time Seth 25.76 Lisa Cole
 7 78632 Big Time Mac 26.02 Lisa Cole
 8 23113 Big Time Trae 26.09 Lisa Cole

3 Red Snapper Seafoods, Christchurch 12.47
 $1450, C1, 410m

 1 26426 Oh Miss Jordie nwtd M S Clark
 2 27526 Slam It 23.93 John McInerney
 3 34825 Mitcham Nikorima nwtd John McInerney
 4 1365 Rhodes Worthy nwtd Maree Gowan
 5 85724 Mickey Mowhawk 24.23 David Denbee
 6 53344 Arm Turner nwtd John McInerney
 7 52663 Jetlag Jag nwtd John McInerney
 8 32567 Spring Fox 23.63 Maree Gowan
EMERGENCIES:
 9 44268 Wifi Wilbur 23.58 G & S Fredrickson
 10 38648 Opawa June nwtd Angela Turnwald

4 J P Print, Petone 1.05
 $1685, C1/2, 410m

 1 51354 Yasawa Lights 23.74 Angela Turnwald
 2 56464 Big Time Smile nwtd Lisa Cole
 3 87883 Mother’s Touch 23.41 J & D Bell
 4 74842 Jinja Might nwtd Udy & Cottam
 5 52781 Tap Out Reg nwtd Sean Codlin
 6 23222 Big Time Spot 23.43 Lisa Cole
 7 71825 Otis 24.01 Kellie Gommans

 8 41752 Here’s Hemi 23.62 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
 9 47544 Zipping Luther 23.46 J & D Bell
 10 67787 Homebush Jordie nwtd John McInerney

5 Bigtime Paddy At Stud  1.22
 $1685, C1/2, 410m

 1 87574 Double What 23.65 J & D Bell
 2 42363 Giraffe Club 23.65 Lisa Cole
 3 65127 Shrewdy 24.10 Kellie Gommans
 4 65271 Big Time Abbi 23.34 Peter Clark
 5 12674 Big Time Dusty 23.76 G & S Fredrickson
 6 62215 Homebush Maxi 24.06 John McInerney
 7 56641 Penny Mowhawk 23.76 David Denbee
 8 38552 Bigtime Honey 23.58 Lisa Cole
EMERGENCIES:
 9 36784 Midnight Molly nwtd Bill Hodgson
 10 38648 Opawa June nwtd Angela Turnwald

6 Affordable Pet Accesories 1.40
 $2390, C0, 457m

 1 45323 Big Time Boots nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 422 Shelly Pom nwtd Angela Turnwald
 3 6568 Bad Bro Bad nwtd Sean Codlin
 4 77445 Alfie Daman nwtd Peter Clark
 5  Vacant Box Five - n & a
 6 64 Big Time Jarred nwtd Lisa Cole
 7 7435 Big Time Greg nwtd Lisa Cole
 8 52452 Derry Blues nwtd Peter Clark

7 Greyhound As Pets 1.57
 $2505, C1, 457m

 1 21562 Behind The Sun nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 26533 Tuff Knight 26.78 Bernie Mitchell
 3 7633F Poppy Rocket nwtd M S Clark

 4 43633 Gazza’s Girl nwtd G & S Fredrickson
 5 45248 Plan Stan nwtd Lana Pearce
 6 55253 Odnoc Ankie nwtd J & D Bell
 7 54632 Bigtime Ava nwtd Peter Clark
 8 67s27 Woman No Cry 26.43 Angela Turnwald
EMERGENCY:
 9 78375 Tuff Temptress nwtd Bernie Mitchell

8 Total Bodyshop Supplies  2.17
 $2860, C1/2, 457m

 1 77645 Lionel Keeping nwtd Sean Codlin
 2 33454 Big Time Odette 25.96 Lisa Cole
 3 12488 Bigtime Alfie 26.25 Lisa Cole
 4 47333 Broke Brad 26.03 Angela Turnwald
 5 18575 Big Time Eden 26.32 Lisa Cole
 6 12612 Jilliby Sophia nwtd Lisa Cole
 7 15876 Bigtime Diesel 26.18 G & S Fredrickson
 8 12111 Murmur 26.09 Lisa Cole
EMERGENCY:
 9 78375 Tuff Temptress nwtd Bernie Mitchell

9 Outback Trading Company 2.37
 $3325, C2/3, 457m

 1 84457 Bigtime Rod 26.04 Lisa Cole
 2 38628 Big Time Rocket nwtd Lisa Cole
 3 66652 Silent Dismissal 26.11 Angela Turnwald
 4 56524 Rapid Fire 26.05 G & S Fredrickson
 5 27825 Electrical Storm 26.30 Mark Goodier
 6 23373 Bigtime Benji 25.74 Lisa Cole
 7 71655 Big Time Harper nwtd Peter Clark
 8 16466 Big Time Fuzz nwtd Lisa Cole

10 Kernow Construction 2.56
 $2860, C4/5, 410m

 1 41722 Big Time Kevin 23.34 Lisa Cole

 2 61345 Big Time Frosty 23.33 Lisa Cole
 3 62531 Big Time Gwyn 23.22 Lisa Cole
 4 23421 Sub Twenty Three 23.37 Lisa Cole
 5 23117 Big Time Lebron 23.31 Lisa Cole
 6 13673 Bigtime Puma 23.48 Lisa Cole
 7 31327 Allegro Will 23.26 Lisa Cole
 8 24382 Life Is Good nwtd Melissa Olden
EMERGENCIES:
 9 11578 Bigtime Banjo 23.10 Lisa Cole
 10 38367 Pick A Pascal 23.42 G & S Fredrickson

11 Doug Bradley Painters 3.13
 $2390, C4, 410m

 1 67463 Big Time Izzy 23.26 Lisa Cole
 2 37s63 Tap Out Bill nwtd Udy & Cottam
 3 22454 Big Time Billie 23.38 Lisa Cole
 4 53831 Bigtime Chris 23.35 G & S Fredrickson
 5 71387 Big Time Amie 23.17 Lisa Cole
 6 86416 Harpoon Harry 23.79 Maree Gowan
 7 38214 Bees And Birds 23.64 Lisa Cole
 8 11666 Big Time Angel 22.98 Lisa Cole
EMERGENCY:
 9 38367 Pick A Pascal 23.42 G & S Fredrickson

12 Pngrc Sectional Times @ pngreyhounds.kiwi 3.32
 $2035, C3, 410m

 1 66234 Prerogative nwtd Udy & Cottam
 2 23716 Fool’s Russian 23.33 Lisa Cole
 3 23728 Dynamite Danger 23.55 G & S Fredrickson
 4 66662 Big Time Flash nwtd G & S Fredrickson
 5 55271 Wild Kiwi nwtd Udy & Cottam
 6 88213 Little Scamp 23.33 David Denbee
 7 71574 Meandering 23.71 Angela Turnwald
 8 68165 Big Time Hazel 23.39 Lisa Cole

Selections
Race 1: BIG TIME MAPLE, BIG TIME HARLEY, ALLEGRO NIXON

Race 2: BIGTIME ARCHIE, BIG TIME TRAE, BIGTIME LEVI

Race 3: RHODES WORTHY, ARM TURNER, MITCHAM NIKORIMA

Race 4: BIG TIME SPOT, TAP OUT REG, HERE’S HEMI

Race 5: HOMEBUSH MAXI, BIG TIME ABBI, BIG TIME DUSTY

Race 6: SHELLY POM, BIG TIME BOOTS, DERRY BLUES

Race 7: ODNOC ANKIE, BEHIND THE SUN, TUFF KNIGHT

Race 8: MURMUR, JILLIBY SOPHIA, BIGTIME DIESEL

Race 9: BIG TIME HARPER, RAPID FIRE, ELECTRICAL STORM

Race 10: BIGTIME BANJO, BIG TIME LEBRON, BIG TIME GWYN

Race 11: BIGTIME CHRIS, BIG TIME ANGEL, HARPOON HARRY

Race 12: DYNAMITE DANGER, MEANDERING, LITTLE SCAMP

Christchurch greys at Addington  Tuesday  Jetbet 9  TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12  T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12  Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12  PL6 7-12

1 The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 3.05
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 47784 Jinja Twinkle 17.55 Allan Joyce

 2 F321 Suck It Up 17.68 Hart & Taylor

 3 25478 Jingili Jill 17.42 Mitchell & Smith

 4 44432 King Kali 17.19 Malcolm Grant

 5 18686 Sea Spray Ash 17.71 Barry Freeman

 6 78666 Pascale Jewel 17.66 Craig Roberts

 7 64234 Homebush Sayer 17.54 John McInerney

 8 86874 Chicago Head 17.40 John McInerney

EMERGENCY:

 9 64888 Call Me Joe 17.31 Alan Botherway

2 Garrard’s Horse And Hound Sprint 3.21
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 585s8 Call Me Flo 17.16 Alan Botherway
 2 632F5 Cold Affair 17.37 Lisa Waretini
 3 51 Romeo 17.56 John McInerney
 4 142 French Madam 17.61 Jason Dunn
 5 82656 Smash Dragon 17.49 Malcolm Grant
 6 58785 Goldstar Power 17.49 S & B Evans
 7 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney
 8 172 Hilton Headache nwtd Bruce Dann
EMERGENCY:
 9 64888 Call Me Joe 17.31 Alan Botherway

3 christchurchgreyhounds.co.nz Stakes 3.41
 $2505, C1, 520m

 1 34221 Diamond Crusade 30.62 Malcolm Grant
 2 31521 Sam And Si nwtd John McInerney
 3 47553 Diamond Dazzled 30.69 Malcolm Grant
 4 52588 Ohoka Megan 30.63 Lisa Waretini
 5 14312 La Rochelle 30.39 Jason Dunn
 6 31516 Fairly Able 30.22 J & D Fahey
 7 71652 Adelphi 30.69 J M  McCook
 8 27766 Homebush Carter 30.83 John McInerney

4 Hart Family Greyhound Racing Sprint 3.57
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 15641 Mustang Megan 17.37 Hart & Taylor
 2 85413 Goldstar Slater 17.51 S & B Evans
 3 71658 Smash Trust 17.66 Malcolm Grant
 4 54813 Homebush Kian 17.45 John McInerney
 5 23736 Jinja Cream Fizz 17.27 Allan Joyce
 6 75575 Paringi Pam 17.39 Mitchell & Smith
 7 1581 Hilton Jonesy 17.60 Bruce Dann
 8 57777 Yappy Yap 17.81 Robin Wales

EMERGENCY:
 9 64888 Call Me Joe 17.31 Alan Botherway

5 Swimming Goat @ Stud Dash 4.16
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 58627 Opawa Nash 17.70 John Rush
 2 22647 Know Burden 17.48 Garry Cleeve
 3 38862 Zola Black 17.65 Craig Roberts
 4 15667 Ghost Mode 17.51 Hart & Taylor
 5 18362 Denarau Delight 17.64 Malcolm Grant
 6 84788 Homebush Dream 17.68 John McInerney
 7 44472 Prince Rohit 17.47 John McInerney
 8 3261 Bruno Barbarelli 17.49 Bruce Dann
EMERGENCY:
 9 64888 Call Me Joe 17.31 Alan Botherway

6 Springston Hotel Dash 4.34
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 7678F Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney
 2 38381 Auto Speed 17.50 B J Middlewood
 3 35173 Hades 17.88 J M  McCook
 4 67856 Gracie Lee 17.30 John McInerney
 5 56228 Goldstar Aria 17.84 S & B Evans
 6 12688 Smash Zone 17.74 Malcolm Grant
 7 45723 Ohoka Carsen nwtd Lisa Waretini
 8 713 Hilton Hope 17.50 Bruce Dann
EMERGENCY:
 9 64888 Call Me Joe 17.31 Alan Botherway

7 Amber Cleaning Services Stakes 4.56
 $2505, C1, 520m

 1 7413 Diamond Rosette nwtd Malcolm Grant
 2 26553 Mayhem Made 30.67 Ashley Bradshaw
 3 75254 Bundy 30.91 J M  McCook
 4 54273 Bashful Buffy 30.55 John McInerney

 5 44211 Rock On John 30.05 J & D Fahey
 6 55576 Homebush Carra nwtd John McInerney
 7 15447 Nighthawk Thorn 30.72 Matt Roberts
 8 17687 Punch On Buzz 30.27 John McInerney

8 kiwikiwihounds.co.nz Adoption Sprint 5.14
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 78685 Father Leo nwtd John McInerney
 2 48574 Homebush Fairy 17.85 John McInerney
 3 14626 Railing Raccoon 17.56 Corey Steele
 4 2318s Beau View Winnie nwtd J M Lane
 5 57673 Goldstar Avalon 17.31 S & B Evans
 6 85773 Miss Honey 17.35 Robin Wales
 7 66722 Horse Range 17.49 Malcolm Grant
 8 84854 Eternal Debt 17.29 Garry Cleeve
EMERGENCY:
 9 64888 Call Me Joe 17.31 Alan Botherway

9 Clarkson’s Sign Studio Stakes 5.34
 $2860, C2, 520m

 1 32173 Nighthawk Frenzy 30.70 Matt Roberts
 2 35578 Goldstar Alaska 30.81 S & B Evans
 3 78211 Goldstar Whitey 30.35 S & B Evans
 4 36852 Darla Bale 30.24 Craig Roberts
 5 17482 Creme Brulee 30.25 Lisa Waretini
 6 58461 Dyna Xarvel 30.30 Craig Roberts
 7 17286 Lethal Lettie 30.30 Ashley Bradshaw
 8 85552 Goldstar Wynter 30.44 S & B Evans
EMERGENCIES:
 9 82474 Goldstar Vale 30.55 S & B Evans
 10 53738 Dyna Monty 29.94 Craig Roberts

10 Flair Feature 5.51
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 183 Bella Fortuna 17.64 Bruce Dann

 2 F2117 Amuri Mystic 17.49 John McInerney
 3 54234 Platonic Affair 17.47 Lisa Waretini
 4 8F438 Final Affair 17.24 Jason Dunn
 5 41227 Taieri Finn 17.52 Ray Casey
 6 22256 Khatia 17.50 John McInerney
 7 83672 Iylah Jewel 17.61 Craig Roberts
 8 21213 Tweet About It 17.44 Hart & Taylor

11 Crate & Barrel Hotel Sprint 6.09
 $1800, R/A, 295m

 1 72812 Taieri Breeze 17.33 Ray Casey
 2 22172 Homebush Glitch 17.35 John McInerney
 3 2F357 Mitcham Usain 17.21 John McInerney
 4 41621 Crystal Cindi 17.47 John McInerney
 5 12351 Taieri Missile 17.20 Ray Casey
 6 23126 Mitcham Boult 17.28 John McInerney
 7 32164 Mitcham Magic 17.23 John McInerney
 8 21415 Amuri Batman 17.30 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
 9 43628 Crystal Candy 17.49 John McInerney
 10 61478 Homebush Poppy 17.52 John McInerney

12 Livamol Dash 6.28
 $1685, C2, 295m

 1 31344 Regal Jock 17.28 John McInerney
 2 42314 Billy Budd 17.51 Alan Botherway
 3 54211 Yanira Bale 17.33 S & B Evans
 4 14674 Prince Zulu 17.31 Lisa Waretini
 5 22412 Cadillac Mack 17.43 John McInerney
 6 211F2 Know Farewell 17.37 Garry Cleeve
 7 21111 Tiggerlong Demon 17.22 Daniel Roberts
 8 15454 Mulberry Rock 17.37 Ken Cassidy
EMERGENCIES:
 9 55215 Opa’s Dream 17.36 Ray Casey
 10 31361 Our Cook 17.15 Robin Wales

Selections
Race 1: SUCK IT UP, KING KALI, SEA SPRAY ASH

Race 2: FRENCH MADAM, HILTON HEADACHE, ROMEO

Race 3: SAM AND SI, LA ROCHELLE, FAIRLY ABLE

Race 4: HILTON JONESY, HOMEBUSH KIAN, GOLDSTAR SLATER

Race 5: BRUNO BARBARELLI, GHOST MODE, DENARAU DELIGHT

Race 6: HILTON HOPE, AUTO SPEED, GOLDSTAR ARIA

Race 7: NIGHTHAWK THORN, PUNCH ON BUZZ, ROCK ON JOHN

Race 8: HORSE RANGE, RAILING RACCOON, BEAU VIEW WINNIE

Race 9: LETHAL LETTIE, NIGHTHAWK FRENZY, GOLDSTAR WHITEY

Race 10: AMURI MYSTIC, BELLA FORTUNA, TWEET ABOUT IT

Race 11: TAIERI MISSILE, CRYSTAL CINDI, TAIERI BREEZE

Race 12: TIGGERLONG DEMON, BILLY BUDD, REGAL JOCK

New South Wales races at Goulburn  Tuesday Jetbet 18  TAB doubles 2-4, 5-7  Trebles 2-3-4, 5-6-7  Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 4-5-6-7

1 Doyles On The Beach Hcp 4.25

 $22,000, Maiden, 1400m

 1 32 Kowloon Treasure  (4)  59 98  K Jennings 

 2 32 Westgrove  (6)  58 93  B Ryan (a)

 3 37s3 Diorissima h (2)  56 100  S Guymer 

 4  Hamilton Place  (5)  55.5 89  L Magorrian 

 5 6 Iciafox b (8)  55 94  S Clipperton 

 6 — Naughty Miss Nic SCRATCHED

 7 06 She’s Justified  (1)  55 90  C Reith 

 8 0068s Son Of Duke  (3)  55 85  B Loy 

2 Jack Wicks Century Hcp 5.05

 $22,000, Class 1, 1400m

 1 730s8 Significance  (9)  61.5 85  B Loy 

 2 62442 Temple Run b (5)  61 86  B Mc Dougall 

 3 7s031 O’Mudgee w (8)  59.5 89  J Ford 

 4 s6442 Oribella  (1)  58.5 90  S Clipperton 

 5 13s22 Sweet Reply w (6)  58.5 100  K S Latham 

 6 3416s Kippax w (2)  58 83  C Reith 

 7 48s68 Francisco Pizaro  (3)  57 83  L Magorrian 

 8 9s1 The Empire dw (7)  56.5 91  Ms K O’Hara 

 9 1 Fortune Seeker w (4)  55 95  Ms W Costin 

3 Swiftwood Tiles/Bathrooms 5.40

 $22,000, Maiden, 1600m

 1 34863 Principatus  (3)  58 92  B Spriggs 

 2 7s832 Al Sahara b (7)  57 96  L Magorrian 

 3 s7s32 Namarari h (2)  57 94  S Clipperton 

 4 4s78 Stylebender  (8)  57 94  B Loy 

 5 542 All Too Rio  (4)  56.5 96  T Sherry (a)

 6 3s55 Bella Violet  (10)  56.5 99  K S Latham 

 7 85 Discreet Star  (1)  56.5 89  A B Collett 

 8 4 Bedford Square  (5)  56 89  B Mc Dougall 

 9 79 Himiko h (11)  56 100  J Ford 

 10 8s476 Naughty Miss Nic  (6)  56 90  K Jennings 

 11 995s6 Paradiso  (9)  56 92  Ms C Graham (a)

 12 6 Zurla  (12)  56 97  Ms K O’Hara 

4 Purple Heart Defibs 6.20

 $22,000, Benchmark 58, 1000m

 1 4214s Azoustic th (9)  60.5 91  Ms K Nisbet 

 2 16s Private Agent dwh (7)  59 99  S Clipperton 

 3 8s517 Shanaya cdwh (11)  58 97  C Lever 

 4 41054 Denim Street twh (5)  57.5 93  

    Ms K O’Hara 

 5 16s4 Dozer Bay  (2)  57.5 100  B Ryan (a)

 6 s4023 Rozburg dh (3)  57 88  S Miller 

 7 7107s Fantasy Belle twh (1)  56 93  Ms W Costin 

 8 7349s Jellies  (10)  55 85   

 9 s0997 Greyt Weekend dw (8)  55 89  

    B Mc Dougall 

 10 598s7 Gohan w (4)  55 89   

 11 00009 Sugar Bay Leonard w (6)  55 85  

    Ms E Hennessy (a2)

5 Douglass Blinds & Security Plate 6.55
 $22,000, Maiden SW, 1200m

 1  Louisette  (18)  57 88  B Mc Dougall 

 2  Yugosphere  (12)  57 88  B Griffiths (a)

 3 26 Astero  (14)  56.5 96  B Loy 

 4 — Barren Jack SCRATCHED

 5 — Falcon SCRATCHED

 6  Gallant Mist  (7)  56.5 89  J Innes Jnr 

 7  High Supremacy  (13)  56.5 90  C Reith 

 8  Invincible One  (5)  56.5 89  K Jennings 

 9  Peekays Legacy  (3)  56.5 90  L Magorrian 

 10 633s Remorseless  (8)  56.5 99  J Penza 

 11  The Burning  (6)  56.5 92  J Ford 

 12  Hasty Duchess  (11)  55 89  Ms J Taylor 

 13 2 Premosphere  (9)  55 100  Ms K O’Hara 

EMERGENCIES:

 14 93s Beans  (15)  57 85   

 15 3368s La Reconquista  (1)  57 88  S Clipperton 

 16 s06s4 Faethm  (16)  59 89   

 17 s644s Bottoms Up Babe b (10)  57 90  

    K S Latham 

 18 74 Seeker Of Fortune h (4)  56.5 96  

    B Spriggs 

 19 626s5 Eliana Star  (2)  57 90  B Ryan (a)

6 Revolution Print 7.30

 $22,000, Benchmark 66, 1300m

 1 s7232 Tessera w (3)  62 94  Ms E Hennessy (a2)

 2 06s00 Bocelli th (9)  61.5 89  J Ford 

 3 04427 Art Of Excellence tw (2)  60.5 95  

    T Sherry (a)

 4 4087s Accoy dw (11)  59 94  B Mc Dougall 

 5 46s49 Ons Vier dw (13)  59 95  B Loy 

 6 s0140 All In Rhythm tw (10)  59 90  A B Collett 

 7 08577 American Salute dw (15)  59 96  C Reith 

 8 15831 Bride Of Vengeance cw (12)  58.5 97  

    Ms W Costin 

 9 1070s Classic Bright tw (1)  58.5 96  Q Krogh 

 10 s5652 Vee Eight tdwh (5)  57.5 93  

    Ms R Freeman-Key 

 11 s2004 Ameares dh (4)  57 95  S Guymer 

 12 11481 Mr Kylin cdwh (14)  57 100  Ms K O’Hara 

 13 s0008 Maibeasy dw (8)  55 92  K S Latham 

EMERGENCIES:

 14 6434s Freaky Freckles b (7)  55 97   

 15 730s8 Significance  (6)  59.5 95   

Selections
Race 1: KOWLOON TREASURE, ICIAFOX, DIORISSIMA

Race 2: FORTUNE SEEKER, SWEET REPLY, O’MUDGEE

Race 3: AL SAHARA, ALL TOO RIO, NAMARARI

Race 4: AZOUSTIC, ROZBURG, JELLIES

Race 5: ASTERO, BOTTOMS UP BABE, REMORSELESS

Race 6: MR KYLIN, FREAKY FRECKLES, TESSERA

A GALLANT effort for third 
by Kiwi-bred galloper Riodini in 
Saturday’s Gr.1 Epsom Handicap 
(1600m) gave co-owner and breeder 
Alan Galbraith a massive thrill.

Galbraith, who shares in the 
ownership of the four-year-old Proisir 
gelding with wife Liz, daughter Celia 
and her husband Mike, was cheering 
hard throughout the race as the 
family’s pride and joy took over 
approaching the home bend before 
battling on gamely for third behind 
New Zealand-bred mare Probabeel.

Successful at his first four starts 
in New Zealand when trained by Nigel 
Tiley, including the Gr.3 Bonecrusher 
Stakes (1400m) at Ellerslie, Riodini 

was sent to the spelling paddock 
after finishing third in the Gr.1 Levin 
Classic (1600m) in January.

Galbraith made the decision to 
send Riodini to the Sydney stable of 
Gai Waterhouse and Adrian Bott for 
his four-year-old campaign where he 
finished ninth first up at Group Two 
level over 1300m before a narrow and 
luckless defeat to I Am Superman in 
the Gr.2 Shannon Stakes (1500m) at 
Rosehill.

Reports from the stable leading 
into Saturday saw the horse ready 
to run a big race although Galbraith 
was naturally apprehensive about his 
chances in tackling the elite at Group 
One level. 

“Winona (Costin, jockey) said the 
pacemakers went a bit quick in front 
so he didn’t really get a chance to 
have a breather during the running.”

Galbraith believes the next 
assignment for Riodini will be the 
A$7.5m Golden Eagle at Rosehill on 
October 31. 

“His rating is high enough now 
that he will make the field without 
any problems so we just have to wait 
four weeks now, which is the hard 
part. 

“If he can get a chance to relax in 
that race, I think he will be right in it 
as the 1500m suits him best.”

Riodini was bred by Galbraith from 
his Rich Hill Stud stallion Proisir, a 

mating selected by his wife Liz. He is 
out of Perfectly Ready mare Giardini, 
who won three races and is closely 
related to Gr.2 Hawke’s Bay Guineas 
winner Sir Andrew and Gr.1 All Aged 
Stakes (1400m) winner Des’s Dream.

Riodini’s sire Proisir is fast making  
a name for himself as one of New 
Zealand’s most up and coming young 
stallions. With his eldest progeny 
just four, Proisir has already had 
three Group One performers, with 
Oaks placegetters Feel The Rush and 
Vancooga also by the son of Choisir, 
while the Ken and Bev Kelso-trained 
Levante is Group Two placed and 
looks to have plenty of upside.  
 — NZ Racing Desk

Golden Eagle target ideal for Riodini 

GEARING UP: Riodini will next be 
seen in the A$7.5m Golden Eagle at 
Rosehill on October 31.  NZH picture 
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PAY TV

TVNZ 1

SKY 5 DISCOVERY
CHOICE

MOVIES PREMIERE

TVNZ 2 THREE PRIME MAORI TV

RNZ NATIONAL

BRAVO

KEY  0 Closed captions;  3 Repeat;  (HLS) Highlights;  (RPL) Replay;  (DLY) Delayed;  16 Approved for persons 16 years or over;  18 Approved for persons 18 years or over;   
C Content may offend;  L Language may offend;  M Suitable for mature audiences;  PG Parental guidance recommended for younger viewers;  S Sexual content may offend;  V Contains violence.

MONDAY—TUESDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE

 5pm The Chase 3 0  

A quiz show where 

contestants must stay 

one step ahead of The 

Chaser.

 6pm 1 News At 6pm 0 

 7pm Seven Sharp 0 

 7.30 Backing Business 0 

 7.35 Fair Go 3 0 

 8pm Kids: An Instruction 

Manual 0   

Nigel Latta presents 

a modern, science-

based guide to solving 

problems in families.

 8.30 Criminal Minds 16C 0   

The kidnapping of a 

father and daughter 

leads an old enemy 

of the BAU back to Dr 

Reid, with a very specific 

request.

 9.30 World’s Deadliest 16L 0   

A humanitarian must 

survive the pit of a 

volcano; an urban free 

climber turns harmless 

hangouts into near-death 

experiences.

 10.30 1 News Tonight 0 

 11pm Code Black M 3 0   

Willis and Rox go to 

the scene of a wildfire 

in the mountains of 

Los Angeles to tend to 

injured firefighters, and 

choose to stay to look 

for a missing boy.

 11.50 Q+A With Jack Tame 0   

Local political-affairs 

programme.

  TUESDAY  

 1am Te Karere 3 

 1.25 Infomercials 

 5.35 Te Karere 3 

 6am Breakfast 0 

 9am The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show 0 

 10am Tipping Point 3 0 

 11am The Chase 3 0 

 Noon 1 News At Midday 0 

 12.30 Emmerdale PG 0   

Jamie is worried about 

Andrea and Millie; 

Rhona is uneasy about 

her betrayal; Brenda 

wants an apology.

 1.30 Fair Go 3 0 

 2pm The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show 3 0 

 3pm Tipping Point 0 

 4pm Te Karere 

 4.30 Fish The Dish 0   

Chef Spencer Watts 

cooks his favourite 

seafood dishes, with 

recipes for any occasion 

using a wide range of 

ingredients and cooking 

techniques.

 5pm The Chase 3 0 

 5pm Wheel Of Fortune 

 5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG 

 6pm Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It 

Away MVL 

 7pm The Force MC 

 7.30 NCIS: LA MV   

For the team’s safety, 

Callen must cut all ties 

with NCIS after his cover 

is blown.

 8.30 Northern Cops MV 

 9.30 Trauma Rescue Squad M 

 10.30 NCIS: LA MV 

 11.15 NCIS MV 

  TUESDAY  

 12.05 Hardcore Pawn PGL 

 12.30 Hardcore Pawn PGL 

 12.55 Wheel Of Fortune 

 1.20 Jeopardy! 

 1.40 The Force MC 

 2.05 Trauma Rescue Squad M 

 2.50 Northern Cops MV 

 3.40 NCIS MV 

 4.25 Hardcore Pawn PGL 

 4.50 NCIS: LA MV 

 5.35 The Simpsons PG 

 6am Jeopardy! 

 6.25 Wheel Of Fortune 

 6.45 The Simpsons PG 

 7.10 Combat Dealers PG 

 8am The Force MC 

 8.25 Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It 

Away MVL 

 9.15 Hardcore Pawn PGL 

 9.40 NCIS: LA MV 

 10.25 NCIS MV 

 11.10 Combat Dealers PG 

 Noon Raw Live MVC 

 3.05 Combat Dealers PG 

 4pm The Simpsons PG 

 4.30 Jeopardy! 

 5pm Wheel Of Fortune 

 5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG 

 5.06 Elizabeth Harvest  

16VLSC 2018 Thriller. Abbey 

Lee, Ciaran Hinds.

 6.55 Into The Ashes  

16VLSC 2019 Thriller. Luke 

Grimes, Robert Taylor.

 8.30 The Hate U Give  

MVLSC 2019 Drama. After 

witnessing the fatal 

shooting of her 

childhood friend by a 

police officer, a woman 

faces mounting pressure 

from all sides of her 

community. Amandla 

Stenberg, Regina Hall.

 10.43 Miss Bala MVC 2019 Action.

  TUESDAY  

 12.24 Richard Says 

Goodbye 16LSC 2018 Comedy 

Drama.

 1.52 Crazy Famous MVLC 2017 

Comedy.

 3.07 21 Bridges 16VLC 2019 

Action.

 4.44 An Affair To Die For 16VLS 

2018 Thriller.

 6.04 Elizabeth Harvest 16VLSC 

2018 Thriller.

 7.49 The Hate U Give MVLSC 

2019 Drama.

 9.58 Miss Bala MVC 2019 Action.

 11.40 Richard Says 

Goodbye 16LSC 2018 Comedy 

Drama.

 1.11 Crazy Famous MVLC 2017 

Comedy.

 2.30 High Moon 16VL 2018 Action.

 4pm Love On The Vines PG 

2017 Romantic Comedy.

 5.24 The Catcher Was A 

Spy MVLS 2018 Drama.

 5.40 Outback Opal 

Hunters PG 

 6.35 Aussie Lobster Men PG 

 7.30 Top Gear 

 8.30 Overhaulin’ PG Land 

Cruisin’ for a Bruisin’.

 9.25 Nascar All In: Battle 

For Daytona PG A New 

Season Is Dawning.

 10.15 Car Crash Global 

Caught On Camera PG 

 11.05 Naked And Afraid MLC 

Stomping Grounds.

  TUESDAY  

 12.45 Car Crash TV PG 

 1.10 Car Crash TV PG 

 1.35 Gold Rush PG 

 2.25 Moonshiners M 

 3.15 Gold Rush: Parker’s 

Trail PG 

 4.05 Expedition Unknown PG 

 4.55 Naked And Afraid MLC 

 6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 7.30 Expedition Unknown PG 

The Legend of Jesse 

James.

 8.20 Top Gear 

 9.10 Aussie Lobster Men PG 

 10am How Do They Do It? PG 

 10.25 How Do They Do It? PG 

 10.50 How It’s Made PG 

 11.15 How It’s Made PG 

 11.40 Outback Opal 

Hunters PG 

 12.30 A Crime To Remember M 

 1.20 Evil Kin M 

 2.10 Top Gear 

 3pm Gold Rush: Parker’s 

Trail PG 

 3.50 Gold Rush PG 

 4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 5.40 Outback Opal 

Hunters PG 

 5.05 The Simpsons PG 3 0 
 5.30 The Big Bang Theory 3 0 
 6pm Neighbours 0 
 6.30 Home And Away PG 0 
 7pm Shortland Street PGS 0 
 7.30 MasterChef Australia: 

Back To Win M 0 
 8.40 The Farmer Wants A 

Wife M 0   
At a country ball, one 
farmer must send a 
woman home and another 
introduces his potential 
partners to his former 
wife.

 10.10 F The Walking 

Dead 16VC 0 
 11.10 2 Broke Girls M 3 0 
 11.40 Motherland: Fort 

Salem 16V 0 

  TUESDAY  
 12.30 First Time Call Girl MS 3 0 
 1.15 Shortland Street PGS 3 0 
 1.40 Infomercials 

 2.45 The Russell Howard 

Hour 18L 3 
 3.35 How To Get Away With 

Murder M 3 0 
 4.20 Scrubs PG 3 0 
 4.40 Emmerdale PGC 3 0 
 5.05 Neighbours 3 0 
 5.30 Infomercials 

 6.30 Book-Hungry Bears 3 0 
 6.50 Maia The Brave 3 0 
 7am We Bare Bears 0 
 7.25 Beyblade Burst Rise 3 0 
 7.50 Miraculous: Tales Of 

Ladybug And Cat Noir 0 
 8.15 Rainbow Rangers 0 
 8.35 Moon And Me 3 0 
 9am Infomercials 

 10am Neighbours 3 0 
 10.30 Murphy Brown PG 0 
 11am Grey’s Anatomy PGC 3 0 
 11.55 MasterChef Australia: 

Back To Win M 3 0 
 1.05 Judge Rinder PG 

 2.05 The Middle 3 0 
 2.35 Home And Away PG 3 0 
 3.05 Shortland Street PGS 3 0 
 3.40 Power Rangers: Beast 

Morphers PG 3 0 
 4.05 Brain Busters 0 
 4.35 Friends 3 0 
 5.05 The Simpsons PG 3 0 
 5.30 The Big Bang Theory PG 3 

0 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm 

 7pm The Project 

 7.30 Grand Designs NZ PG 0   

Kim Powell and Boon 

Yap search Northland 

for the perfect spot to 

build a Feng Shui home 

with a zen garden, 

cupboards to contain 

naughty energy,       and 

beds facing away from 

the view.

 8.30 Westside 16 0   

Cheryl deals with 

the devil; Wolf tries 

parenting; Rita gives 

death an old-fashioned 

West family middle-finger 

salute.

 9.35 Magnum PI M 0   

On Halloween, Magnum 

and Jin search for a skip 

tracer at a Halloween 

party; Katsumoto tracks 

an escaped killer going 

to the same party; 

Higgins and Rick spend 

the night at an allegedly 

haunted house in order 

to debunk it.

 10.30 NewsHub Late 

 11pm The Hui 3 0 

 11.35 NewsHub Nation 3 0 

  TUESDAY  

 12.45 Infomercials 

 6am The AM Show 

 9am The Café PG 

 10am Infomercials 

 11.30 Face The Truth PG 3 

 Noon Dr Phil PG 3  (Part 1)

 1pm M Dim Sum 

Funeral PG 0 2008 Drama.  

Lisa Lu, Bai Ling, 

Russell Wong, Talia 

Shire, Kelly Hi, Steph 

Song.

 2.55 Restoration Man PG 0 

 4pm Taste Of Australia With 

Hayden Quinn 0 

 4.30 NewsHub Live At 

4:30pm 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 5pm Frasier 3 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 6pm Rugby Nation 

 7pm The Crowd Goes Wild 

 7.30 American Pickers   

The guys look through 

a Detroit warehouse 

packed with vintage 

searchlights; Frank risks 

everything on a game of 

Space Invaders.

 8.30 The Red Stag Timber 

Hunters’ Club MVLC 0   

With the potential for 

record low temperatures 

in the South Island, can 

Anto and Sam withstand 

them and bag a couple 

of chamois bucks?

 9.35 Demolition NZ ML 

 10.05 M Universal 

Soldier 18V 3 1992 Action. 

Genetically engineered 

super soldiers start to 

go out of control. Jean 

Claude Van Damme, 

Dolph Lundgren.

  TUESDAY  

 12.15 King In The Ring M (HLS) 

 2.15 Closedown 

 6am Ben 10 3 0 

 6.25 Top Wing 3 0 

 6.50 Butterbean’s Café 3 0 

 7.15 Women’s Cricket: 

ODI (HLS) 

 8.20 Danger Mouse 3 0 

 8.30 Batman: The Animated 

Series 3 0 

 9am A Place In The Sun 3 

 10am The Doctors PGC 

 11am Ice Road Truckers PGL 0 

 Noon Hot Bench PGC 

 12.30 The Great Australian 

Bake Off 3 0 

 1.30 Married… With 

Children PGL 3

 2pm The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PG 

 3pm Wheel Of Fortune 3 

 3.30 Jeopardy 3 

 4pm American Pickers PG 

 5pm Frasier 3 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 5pm Pipi Ma 

 5.05 Takaro Tribe 3 

 5.20 Kia Mau 3 

 5.30 Takoha 3 

 5.40 Te Nutube 

 5.50 ZooMoo 

 6pm Cube 

 6.10 Huritua 

 6.20 Paia 

 6.30 Te Ao Marama 

 7.30 F Skindigenous 

 8pm Te Ao With Moana 

 8.30 The Land Of The 

Enlightened ML 

 10pm Ki Tua 

 10.30 Waka Huia 3 

 11pm Iwi Anthems 3 

 11.30 Closedown 

  TUESDAY  

 6.30 Pipi Ma 

 6.35 Takaro Tribe 3 

 6.50 Kia Mau 3 

 7am Te Ao Tapatahi 

 8am Takoha 3 

 8.10 Te Nutube 

 8.20 ZooMoo 

 8.30 Darwin + Newts 3 

 8.40 Purakau 3 

 8.50 Paia 

 9am Easy Eats 

 9.30 Opaki 3 

 10am Whakatauki 3 

 10.30 Whanau Living 3 

 11am Tales From The Trails 

 Noon Hamu And Tofiga PG 

 12.30 Matau Bros Gone 

Fishing PGL 3 

 1pm Nga Pari Karangaranga 

O Te Motu 3 

 1.30 Ako 3 

 2pm Toku Reo 3 

 3pm Korero Mai 3 

 3.30 The Stage: Haka 

Fusion 3 

 4pm Te Mana Kuratahi 3 

 4.30 Ahorangi: Next 

Generation 3 

 5pm Pipi Ma 

 5.05 Takaro Tribe 3 

 5.20 Kia Mau 3 

 5.30 Takoha 3 

 5.40 Te Nutube 

 5.50 ZooMoo 

 5.30 Mysteries At The 

Museum 

 6.30 Salvage Hunters 

 7.30 Amazing Hotels: Life 

Beyond The Lobby 

 8.30 Lost Treasures Of Egypt   

Hunting Egypt’s lost 

treasures in the valley of 

the Kings.

 9.30 Arabia With Levison 

Wood PGCL 

 10.30 Salvage Hunters 

 11.30 Mysteries At The 

Museum 

  TUESDAY  

 12.30 River Cottage Every Day 

 1.30 Stars In Their Cars 

 2am A Place In The Sun: 

Summer Sun 

 3am Dogs With Extraordinary 

Jobs 

 4am Lost Treasures Of Egypt 

 5am Mysteries At The 

Museum PGC 

 6am Gardeners’ World 

 7am River Cottage Every Day 

 8am Dogs With Extraordinary 

Jobs 

 9am Hotel Impossible 

 10am Stars In Their Cars 

 10.30 Mysteries At The 

Museum PGC 

 11.30 Salvage Hunters 

 12.30 Lost Treasures Of Egypt 

 1.30 Amazing Hotels: Life 

Beyond The Lobby 

 2.30 Arabia With Levison 

Wood PGCL 

 3.30 Grizzly Bear Cubs And 

Me 

 4.30 Choccywoccydoodah: 

Starstruck 

 5.30 Mysteries At The 

Museum 

 5.30 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians PG 3 

 6.30 Million Dollar Listing Los 

Angeles 3 

 7.30 Snapped M 

 8.30 An Unexpected Killer 16 

 9.30 Accident, Suicide Or 

Murder? 16 

 10.30 Snapped M 3 

 11.25 Buried In The Backyard  

16 3 

  TUESDAY  

 12.15 Infomercials 

 10am Judge Jerry 3 

 10.30 How Do I Look? 3 

 11.25 Million Dollar Listing Los 

Angeles PG 3 

 12.25 The Kelly Clarkson Show 

 1.30 The Real Housewives Of 

Orange County PG 3 

 2.30 Below Deck: Sailing 

Yacht PG 3 

 3.30 Southern Charm PG 3 

 4.30 Millionaire Matchmaker PG 

3 

 5.30 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians PG 3 

5pm Checkpoint  

News and current affairs 

programme.  

6.30 Trending Now  

Programme highlighting the RNZ 

stories people are sharing online.  

7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.  

10pm News At Ten  

A roundup of today’s news and 

sport.  

10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.  

11.04 Nashville Babylon  

TUESDAY   
12.04 All Night Programme  

5am First Up  6am Morning 

Report  

9.06 Nine To Noon  

10.45 The Reading  

Noon Midday Report  

1.06 Afternoons  

4.06 The Panel  

5pm Checkpoint  

The Farmer Wants a Wife 

 8.40pm on TVNZ 2

Westside 

 8.30pm on Three

Universal Soldier 

 10.05pm on Prime

Compiled by5Oct20

© TVNZ 2020 © TVNZ 2020

 5pm Rugby Nation 

 6pm Skipper Cup (DLY) 

 8pm French Top 14 

Highlights Show 

 8.30 Classic Bledisloe (RPL) 

 10.30 French Top 14 (RPL) 

Toulon v Toulouse.

  TUESDAY  

 12.30 Guinness Pro 14 (RPL) 

Connacht v Glasgow.

 2.30 Farah Palmer Cup (RPL) 

Northland v Taranaki.  

From Semenoff Stadium, 

Whangarei.

 4.30 Mitre 10 Cup (RPL) 

Ranfurly Shield: Otago v 

Hawke’s Bay.  

From Forsyth Barr 

Stadium, Dunedin.

 6.30 French Top 14 

Highlights Show 

 7am Rugby Nation 

 7.40 L French Top 14  

Lyon v Bordeaux.

 10am Mitre 10 Cup (RPL) 

Counties v Manawatu.  

From Navigation Homes 

Stadium, Pukekohe.

 Noon Rugby Nation 

 1pm Skipper Cup (DLY) 

 3pm French Top 14 

Highlights Show 

 3.30 Skipper Cup (HLS) 

 4pm Farah Palmer Cup (HLS) 

Northland v North 

Harbour.

 4.30 Farah Palmer Cup (HLS) 

Canterbury v Wellington.

 5pm Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

Canterbury v Wellington.

 5.30 Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

Counties Manukau v 

Manawatu.

SKY SPORT 1
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ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

100% WOLF (PG)

MON-TUE 10am,
12.05pm, 2.10pm
THE WAR WITH
GRANDPA (PG)

MON-TUE 12.05pm,
4.10pm, 6.25pm
THE SECRET GARDEN
(PG) MON-TUE 10.15am,
12.30pm, 2pm, 6.30pm
HOPE GAP (M) MON-
TUE 12.45pm, 6.30pm
THE BROKEN HEARTS
GALLERY (M)

MON-TUE 4.15pm,
6.15pm, 8.35pm
CATS & DOGS 3: PAWS
UNITE (G) 

MON-TUE 10am, 2.10pm
ASTRO KID (PG)

MON-TUE 10am,
12noon, 4.15pm
PAW PATROL: JET TO
THE RESCUE (G)

MON-TUE 10am,
11.20am, 2.50pm
DEAD (M)

MON-TUE 8.40pm
SAVAGE (R16)

MON-TUE 4.15pm,
5.40pm, 8.30pm
AFTER WE COLLIDED
(M) MON-TUE 8.40pm
TENET (M) MON-TUE
2.40pm, 7.50pm

Times may vary subject
to late changes

WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

UNITY THEATRE
Arthur Miller’s

THE CRUCIBLE
By arrangement with

Music Theatre
International Australasia

Pty Ltd, on behalf of
Dramatists Play

Service Inc.
Directed by

Norman Maclean
Tues-Sat 7.30pm

Book Eventfinda
or i-SITE

KITE, multi-coloured,
found Aberdeen Rd/
Botanical Gardens area.
Ph 867 7094.

PAIR waders, size 6,
overall waders, size 7,
used 1 season, whitebait
net, long tail, $120 the
lot. Ph 867 6014.

CARPET or vinyl lay-
er, fulltime req. for
Gisborne region. Offer-
ing good hourly rate
and vehicle. Ph Dave
021 491 655.
W A N T E D : Van,
shuttle, owner drivers.
Well established opera-
tion, essential workers.
Please leave details
with Bob, 0275 702
702.

A L T E R A T I O N S .
Renovations & build
work. Ph 0273 618 863.
ELECTRICIAN . All
works certified. 10%
off hourly rate. Paul,
0226 783 024.
HOUSE plans drawn,
alterations, extensions.
Ph 0273 618 863.

MESSY GARDEN??
"Let us do it for you."
Ph 027 659 2915.
QUALIFIED builder
looking for employ-
ment, immediate start.
Ph 0274 388 537.
TREE removals, tree
trimming, greenwaste
removed, 027 466 8201.

2  BDRM flat, refs,
2wks in advance. Ph
0210 685 945.

2M3 Pine $120, 4m3
$220, 6m3 $320, 8m3
$430, 12m3 $640. 2nd
grade Pine 4m3, $100.
Ph 862 8876. www.
macsfirewood.co.nz

DOUBLE bed & matt-
ress, good cond, $70,
14" colour TV, $40,
deep fryer, unused, $40
ono, 4 slice toasted
sandwich machine, very
good cond, hardly used,
$40. Ph 863 2710.
KR OSN O red wine
glasses, 5 for $50 or 10
for $90. Oak china
cabinet, Art Deco sun
theme, 114h x 90w x
36d, $350 ono. Dble
bed, very dark Maho-
gany, 2 side cabinets &
tallboy, $350 ono. Ph
022 391 8511.
ROYAL Daulton Old
King Cole Toby jug,
large, excell cond, $60
ono. Carltonware 3 leaf
dish, apple blossom
design, 25cm, $45 ono.
Bellefiore dinner set,
pieces from $5. Ph 022
391 8511.

ROCHELLE. Natural
beauty. Maori/Scottish
lady. Ph 0210 505 947.

EntertainmentNOTICE BOARD

Entertainment

Gisborne District Council

Public Notices

LOST & FOUND

Found

Situations

Vacant

Work Wanted

HOME & LEISURE

Firewood

Readers
Bargains

Livestock

FARMING

Livestock

PROPERTY

Real Estate

AT YOUR SERVICE

Private Escorts

Readers
Bargains

TE WHĀNAU A KAI 
REVISED NOTICE OF PSGE RATIFICATION POLL  

Phone 0800 922 822

Invitation to Register

Te Whānau a Kai invites qualiied persons aged 18 years or over, who have not already 
registered, to apply for inclusion on the Te Whānau a Kai Register. Registrations can be 
completed online at www.tewhanauakai.com or hardcopy registration forms can be obtained 
from the Pātūtahi Dairy, Park Road, Pātūtahi, Gisborne, or from the Te Puni Kōkiri Ofice, 
295/299 Gladstone Road, Gisborne. 

Te Whānau a Kai is nearing a settlement with the Crown concerning the Mangatū Crown 
forest licensed land. In readiness for the settlement, Te Whānau a Kai must establish a Post 
Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE) to receive and manage its portion of the Mangatū 
forest settlement. 

It is proposed that Te Whānau a Kai Trust be the Post Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE) to 
receive and manage the Mangatū Crown forest licensed land settlement redress on behalf of 
Te Whānau a Kai.

Adult registered members of Te Whānau a Kai now have the opportunity to vote for or against 
the proposed PSGE.

Dated at Auckland, 5 October 2020

Dale Ofsoske, Chief Returning Oficer  
Independent Election Services Ltd 
for Te Whānau a Kai

Method of Voting

A ratiication pack will be posted to all adult registered members of Te Whānau a Kai 
from Wednesday 7 October 2020, which includes explanatory information regarding the 
ratiication process and a voting document. 

Voting documents must be returned no later than 5pm Friday 13 November 2020 to the 
Chief Returning Oficer, Te Whānau a Kai. Members may vote by either:
(i) completing their voting document and posting it back using the pre-paid envelope 

provided. Voting documents must be received by the Returning Ofice by 5pm Friday 13 
November 2020; or

(ii) voting online by following the instructions on their voting document. Online voting must 
be completed by 5pm Friday 13 November 2020; or 

(iii) in person by delivering their voting document to a ballot box at a ratiication information 
hui.

Ratiication Information Hui

The ratiication information hui for the PSGE will be held as follows:
. 11am, Sunday 11 October 2020 at Pākōwhai Marae, 402 Lavenham Rd, Pātūtahi, Gisborne; *
. 11am, Saturday 17 October 2020 at Te-Poho-ō-Rāwiri Marae, Queens Dr, Kaiti, Gisborne; *
. 7.30pm, Thursday 22 October 2020 via Zoom meeting (Meeting ID: 812 345 6767);
. 11am, Saturday 7 November 2020 at Mangatū Marae, Te Whiwhi Street, Whatatutu **

*    these ratiication information hui will also be livestreamed and will be on the Te Whānau a Kai Youtube            
      channel. Information will be available on Facebook and the Te Whānau a Kai website. 

**  this ratiication information hui will be available online from Sunday 8 November 2020.

A ballot box will be available for the hand-delivery of voting documents at the above-mentioned 
hui (excluding the hui on Thursday 22 October 2020, to be held by Zoom meeting only). 

www.gdc.govt.nz 

15 Fitzherbert Street
PO Box 747 Gisborne 4040

PHONE 06 867 2049
FREEPHONE 0800 653 800

EMAIL service@gdc.govt.nz

bert Street
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TE ARAI DOMAIN, MANUTUKE

The sportsield and surrounds at Te Arai 
Domain in Manutuke will be sprayed 
with Fairway herbicide to treat the 
thistles and will be completed within 
the next two weeks as it is weather 
dependent.

Matawhero Cattle 
Sale, Gisborne

Tuesday 6th 
October 2020, 11am

Comprising approx 
2470 Cattle:

    40 MA Cows
    20 R3yr Strs
  180 R2yr Strs
    40 R2yr Ang Bulls
  160 R2yr Hfrs
1100 Ylg Strs
  800 Ylg Hfrs
    30 15mth Hfrs
    40 Ylg Hfd Bulls
    60 Ylg Bulls

Several lines of 
quality home bred 
hill country cattle

Enquiries to:
Jamie Hayward

0274 347 586

Bell Road Auction
121 Bell Road

Matawhero
Saturday, 10th 

October 2020, 10am

  40 Pigs
  20 Sheep
  10 Mixed Sex 

Feeder Calves
     Various Poultry

Equestrian: 1926 
original Butterly Gig 
plus 2 full nickel-
plated harness sets, 
spring cart saddles, 
heavy draft collars, 
haines and spare 
buggy collars, also 
a full set of shoeing 
gear, saddles, bridles 
& halters.

Tandem lat deck 
trailer, 32 ton wire 
rope winch, 2x 
800ltr tanks, Onga 
petrol pump with 
hose & accessories, 
Landcruiser chains, 
reels & hoses, spray 
guns, 3 furrow plough, 
Duncan discs, s/s bike 
tool trailer, longdrop 
loo, 3x recon Davies 
pumps & hoses, 2x 
submersible pumps 
& ittings, desks, 
cupboards, small bird 
brooding cages, pedal 
organ, plus other 
items.

For all enquiries:
Pete McGrannachan

Ph 027 598 6530 

Upcoming Sales:  
Matawhero Cattle 
Sale, Tuesday 6th 

October 2020, 11am
Bell Road Auction 

Saturday, 10th 
October 2020, 10am

A&P SHOW 
IS ALL GO

16/17 OCT 2020!
Get your Pig

Competition entries 
to Alex Chrisp

Ph 027 801 0104

in Gisborne

EAT 
PLAY 
SHOP

With 2020 being like no other year, and
New Zealanders having to stay home, and not 
go overseas, this is our time to bring people to 
Gisborne, and show them what they have been 
missing. While they  are here, let’s give them 
this glossy guide to make their ‘eat, play,shop’ 
experience even better.
This publication will be distributed over 12 months in our region. 

Bring visitors right to 
your door with

Gisborne’s shopping, 
dining and activity 

guide!

Please contact your 
advertising consultant or 
Jane Smith 869 0617



MOTORSPORT

KIWI Scott Dixon 
remains confident of a sixth 
IndyCars title despite his 
points lead being trimmed 
even further, going into the 
final race late this month.

Dixon led the series by 
120 points after a flying 
start to the year, but that 
has been cut to 32 by 
American Josef Newgarden 
after the latest two races 
at Indianapolis over the 
weekend.

It was opportunity lost 
for Dixon, who could have 
wrapped up the title before 

the final showdown on 
Labour Weekend.

And adding to the 
pressure, defending series 
champion Newgarden won 
the Firestone GP at St 
Petersburg last year, ahead 
of Dixon.

“There’s still a lot of 
hard work — as always 
the IndyCar comes down 
to the final race,” Dixon 
said, after finishing eighth 
in the weekend’s second 
race, where Newgarden 
was fourth. “It’s nice still 
to be leading, it’s still a 
good margin, it still gives 
us a bit of a window. He 

has to get most laps led, all 
the bonus points, and we 
have to finish ninth. “But 
they’ve been very good at 
St Petersburg over many 
years so we definitely have 
our work cut out.”

Australian Will Power 
won the second 75-lap 
Harvest GP race this 
weekend, with Dixon’s car 
suffering some damage 
after a touch with Ryan 
Hunter-Reay. But Dixon’s 
team reported that it had 
little influence on the race.

Dixon won the IndyCar 
series in 2003, 2008, 2013, 
2015 and 2018. — NZ 

IndyCars down to the wire

CYCLING

LIEGE, Belgium — Tour de 
France runner-up Primoz Roglic 
won the Liege-Bastogne-
Liege single-day classic today 
after rival Julian Alaphilippe 
celebrated too soon.

To add insult to injury for 
world champion Alaphilippe, 
he was then penalised for an 
irregular sprint and dropped 
from second to fifth. 

That was for swerving into 
the path of Marc Hirschi during 
the frenetic final sprint of the 
6½-hour race.

A photo finish showed Roglic 
narrowly beat Alaphilippe after 
the Frenchman lifted his arms 
in celebration and coasted to 
the line.

“It’s unbelievable. It was so 
close,” Roglic said. “Just never 
stop believing.”

Hirschi moved up to finish 

second and Tour champion 
Tadej Pogacar got third.

Last month, Roglic was 
leading the Tour until fellow 
Slovenian Pogacar swiped away 
the lead in the penultimate 
stage by winning a time trial.

“Finally I managed to win 
something,” Roglic said.

British rider Lizzie Deignan 
won the women’s edition of the 
race ahead of Grace Brown of 
Australia. — AP

Premature celebration costs rider
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        JUMBO CROSSWORD SOLUTION 1457

ACROSS: 1 Discuss, 4 Magistrate, 9 Prepare, 13 Riot, 14 Salmon, 15

Ensure, 16 Maestro, 19 Statistics, 20 Nauseate, 21 Tipsy, 24 Unique, 
25 Vacuum, 27 Overtaken, 32 Delegate, 33 Meagre, 34 Agitate, 38 

Intrepid, 39 Go into, 40 Idol, 41 Helix, 42 Doped, 45 Full-scale model, 
52 Other, 55 Stout, 56 Felt, 57 Acidic, 58 Caffeine, 61 Disease, 62

Joined, 63 Stealthy, 66 Intestine, 68 Moaned, 69 Acting, 73 Piste, 74 

Bludgeon, 76 Gratifying, 81 Prophet, 82 Sextet, 83 Awning, 84 Free, 
85 Heading, 86 Borderline, 87 Happens.  
DOWN: 1 Darts, 2 Sporadic, 3 Scatty, 4 Mimic, 5 Gone, 6 Sternum, 7
Rescue, 8 Terse, 10 Reap, 11 Pastime, 12 Rarest, 17 Figurehead, 18 

Stark, 22 Numerous, 23 Mango, 24 Untried, 26 Away, 28 Vertigo, 29

Relief, 30 Cajole, 31 Stripe, 33 Mania, 35 Theft, 36 Stop, 37 Cove, 43 

Outfit, 44 Elude, 46 Uses, 47 Letdown, 48 Chains, 49 Laird, 50 

Mainstay, 51 Liable, 52 Off the cuff, 53 Heir, 54 Reeling, 59 Asset, 60 

Cede, 64 Stall, 65 Filigree, 67 Notepad, 68 Monitor, 70 Pierce, 71 

Vetted, 72 Stench, 75 Due to, 77 Range, 78 Guess, 79 Vein, 80 Sari. J
U
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Tuesday, October 6, 2020

 THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY 

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Jeremy Sisto, 46; Amy Jo Johnson, 50; Elisabeth Shue, 57; Britt Ekland, 78.

Happy Birthday:
Take more time to do things that make you happy. Discuss your intentions 
with the people you want to be involved in your plans. Look for viable 
solutions that will help you dismiss situations you no longer want to have as 
burdens. Concentrate on learning, discovering and enjoying enlightenment. 
Take action, and make changes to the way you handle and earn money. Your 
numbers are 8, 13, 23, 28, 31, 38, 47.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Consider what you've been doing to earn your keep and how you can adjust 
your daily routine to suit your needs. Striving for a healthier, happier lifestyle 
will ease stress and bring you closer to someone who shares your values. 4 
stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Safe socializing will be a must if you want to maintain good health. Physical 
improvements will lift your spirits and prompt someone you love to notice. 
Romance is in the stars and will lead to talks about intentions and long-term 
plans. 3 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Avoid getting into a standoff with someone you love. Listen, and look for 
solutions that will not jeopardize a meaningful relationship or your integrity. 
Channel your energy into creative ideas and pastimes. Don't do anything for 
people who won't do it for themselves. 3 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Don't react irrationally regarding something you cannot change. Look for the 
positive in whatever situation you face, and you'll come up with a workable 
solution that will encourage you to look, be and do your best. Romance is 
encouraged. 3 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Calm down, stay focused and avoid emotional confrontations. Don't feel you 
have to get involved in other people's melodramas. Consider what's best 
for you and how to use your skills to get ahead. Channel your anger and 
frustration into achievement. 4 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Put emotional matters aside, and focus on whatever brings the highest 
return. Use your intelligence to come up with a unique way to use your skills 
to improve your personal and professional life. Romance will encourage a 
positive lifestyle change. 2 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Uncertainty at home will change the way you live and how you do things. 
Address shared expenses to maintain equality. Pulling your weight will make 
a difference in the way others treat you. 5 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Emotional spending will lead to trouble. Don't subject yourself to individuals 
who have not been social distancing. A change regarding how you take care 
of your responsibilities will affect your income. Be proactive, and suggest 
alternatives that are just as eficient. 3 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
An emotional situation will surface if someone challenges your beliefs and 
values. Listen carefully, but don't reveal your opinion. It's best to keep the 
peace and go about your business. Silence is golden and will help you avoid 
interference. 3 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
A change you make will upset someone, but it will be beneicial. Offer 
compensation for what someone has to give up so you can get your way. 
Maintaining equality will encourage a better relationship as you move 
forward. 3 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Take care of your home, family and yourself. Rest, proper diet and exercise 
will help you stay healthy. Refuse to let a change someone puts into play 
cause stress and anxiety. Do your own thing, and focus on self-improvement. 
5 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Emotional upset will interfere with your productivity if you give in to 
someone's manipulative tactics. Make changes that suit your needs and help 
you protect your position, reputation and inancial security. Money or a gift is 
heading your way. 2 stars

Birthday Baby:

STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold. 

FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects. 
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals. 

TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help. 
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.

 DOUBLE CROSSWORD  No 11,111

ACROSS

CRYPTIC CLUES

QUICK CLUES

DOWN

 1. Self-assertive (9)
 8. The sun (3)
 9. Commendable 

(11)
 11. Obscurity (7)
 12. Clear (5)
 13. Stock (6)
 15. Anger (6)
 17. Build (5)
 18. Is relevant (7)
 20. Instructive (11)
 22. Idiot (3)
 23. Farthest point (9)

 2. Consume (3)

 3. Heading (5)

 4. Assault (6)

 5. Dilated (7)

 6. Society (11)

 7. Mildness (9)

 10. Unremitting (11)

 11. Scattering (9)

 14. Trespass (7)

 16. Unoccupied (6)

 19. Cost (5)

 21. Deed (3)

DOWNACROSS

QUICK
Across: 7 Wraith; 8 Squash; 10 
Welcome; 11 Exile; 12 Rout; 13 
Seize; 17 Court; 18 Maze; 22 
Limit; 23 Trinket; 24 Chance; 25 
Manner.
Down: 1 Awkward; 2 Callous; 3 
Stoop; 4 Squeeze; 5 Cavil; 6 
Shrew; 9 Penetrate; 14 Contact; 
15 Backing; 16 Per turb; 19 
Slack; 20 Smear; 21 Vital.
CRYPTIC
Across: 7 Bounty; 8 Bridge; 10 
Selfish; 11 Vales; 12 Veer; 13 
Delta; 17 Cheap; 18 Nile; 22 
Alarm; 23 Torture; 24 Ladies; 25 
Screen.
Down: 1 Abusive; 2 Builder; 3 
Strip; 4 Private; 5 Idols; 6 Tease; 
9 Three acts; 14 Chamber; 15 
Minutes; 16 Demeans; 19 Vault; 
20 Wards; 21 Brace.

SOLUTIONS TO 

PUZZLE 11,110
Quick Crossword answers 

also fit the large grid

 1. Assume one stage 
character and end up 
with a number of 
pieces (4,5)

 8 & 2Dn.  Presumably this 
would leave geologists 
cold (3-3)

 9. Remained composed, 
like the man reprieved 
from the block (4,3,4)

 11. Street winding around 
one Italian port (7)

 12. Nothing found in the 
bamboo craft (5)

 13. Bed made of rubbish (6)
 15. Pelmet ruined in 

church (6)
 17. Description of a senior 

citizen is not so new (5)
 18. Lower quarters for 

tradesmen, we hear (7)
 20. I can trace C.O. to polar 

region (6,5)
 22. Complete every new 

device, initially (3)
 23. Asked for a pleasure trip 

in shocking need (9)

 2. See 8 Across

 3. Pest that ruins a ship (5)

 4. The south wind is 

almost severe (6)

 5. Translation of “Electra” 

is sweet stuff (7)

 6. Where one may take 

cover from a location 

used for beatings? (6-5)

 7. Stupid description of the 

boxer on the canvas (9)

 10. Highly coloured Madam 

Butterfly! (7,4)

 11. Requisition for a  

sky-scraper, for 

instance (4,5)

 14. Partly bear a cheerless 

affliction (7)

 16. Writing dramatic text (6)

 19. One who escapes will 

break this (5)

 21. Spot headless fish (3)

SUDOKU
SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made 

up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row, 

column and 3x3 grid within the 
larger grid must end up containing 
each number from 1 to 9, and 
each number can only appear 
once in a row, column or box.

A sudoku grid has a single 
unique solution, which can be 
reached without using guesswork.

 SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.



Surprise London win to Kitata
ETHIOPIA’S Shura Kitata outsprinted Kenya’s 

Vincent Kipchumba to win a thrilling men’s 
London Marathon as world record-holder Eliud 
Kipchoge faded late to finish eighth.

In cold, wet conditions, Kitata edged clear to 
win in 2 hours, 5 minutes and 41 seconds. Sisay 
Lemma of Ethiopia was third, with Kipchoge 
eighth.

Kenyan world record holder Brigid Kosgei 
cruised to a dominant victory in the women’s 
race, overcoming her rivals to triumph in 2:18.58.

Running her first marathon since setting the 
world record of 2:14.04 in Chicago a year ago, 
Kosgei forged clear at the 32km mark  to open a 
lead of about 50m within a couple of minutes.

The race, postponed from April because of 
Covid-19, was run over 19.8 laps of a fenced-off 
course in a “controlled secure biosphere” . — AP

Aussies cruise to ODI victory
A CAPTAIN’S knock by Meg Lanning moved the 

Australian women’s cricket team a step closer to 
setting a record-breaking winning streak.

Lanning struck an unbeaten 62 off 70 balls in  
Australia’s seven-wicket win over New Zealand in 
their three-game ODI series opener in Brisbane 
on Saturday for Australia’s 19th straight victory.

After the White Ferns were bowled out for 180 
(Maddy Green 35, Katrie Perkins 32), Australia 
cruised to 3-181 in just the 34th over.

Australia are on track to equal the ODI record of 
21 consecutive victories held by Ricky Ponting’s 
side in 2003.  They can seal yet another series win 
in game 2 today. — AAP

First LPGA Tour win to Reid
GALLOWAY, New Jeresey — Mel Reid felt her 

first LPGA Tour victory was a long time coming, 
and her celebration showed it.

The Englishwoman rapped in a 2-foot birdie 
putt on the final hole today at the ShopRite LPGA 
Classic, immediately dropped her putter and ran 
into the arms of her caddie, Ryan Desveaux. 

In her first start since losing the final-round lead 
in Portland, Reid seized control with four birdies 
in a five-hole stretch around the turn and closed 
with a 4-under 67 for a two-shot victory over 
Jennifer Kupcho and Jennifer Song. — AP

Parker bout could be in doubt
AN issue could disrupt preparations for the 

eagerly-anticipated Joseph Parker-Junior Fa 
boxing fight set to be announced this week.

With only a few more i’s to be dotted on what 
has been a long but by boxing standards fairly 
ho-hum negotiations, Parker’s camp has been hit 
by a shot they never saw coming.

Parker recently learned his sparring partner, 
Italian heavyweight Guido Vianello, has been 
denied dispensation to enter the country to help 
prepare him for the fight. They have appealed the 
decision but if that too comes back negative, they 
will look to postpone the fight. — NZ Herald

Englishman wins Scot Open
NORTH BERWICK, Scotland — English golfer 

Aaron Rai needed only one playoff hole to 
beat compatriot Tommy Fleetwood and win the 
Scottish Open for his second European Tour title 
on Sunday.

Fleetwood (67) birdied the last hole of regulation 
to match Rai’s total of 11-under par but then 
missed from three feet for par on the first extra 
hole. 

The 25-year-old Rai had set the clubhouse target 
after a superb 7-under 64. —AP

SPORT BRIEFS

FOOTBALL

BIRMINGHAM — Premier League 
champions Liverpool were humiliated 7-2 
by Aston Villa to end their perfect start to 
the title defence today.

Ollie Watkins scored a hat-trick and 
Jack Grealish grabbed a double as Villa 
made it three wins out of three after only 
surviving in the league on the last day of 
last season.

Liverpool became the first reigning 
Premier League champions to concede 
seven in a game. 

The last time it happened in English 
football’s top division was in 1953.

With Alisson Becker out with a shoulder 
injury, Adrian was in the Liverpool goal 
and his mistake allowed Watkins to open 
the scoring in the fourth minute.

A poor attempt at a pass was pounced 
upon in the Liverpool box by Grealish, 
who laid the ball to Watkins for a simple 
finish.

Villa doubled their advantage when 
Watkins, again set up by Grealish, cut 
inside Joe Gomez and fired past Adrian 
into the top corner.

Liverpool reduced the deficit in the 33rd 
as the ball came to Mohamed Salah in the 
box and he cracked it in.

But within moments the visitors had 

conceded again, with John McGinn’s volley 
going past Adrian via a deflection off 
defender Virgil Van Dijk.

Watkins completed his treble in the 
39th by heading home Trezeguet’s cross.

Ross Barkley then got his debut goal 
after joining on loan from Chelsea in the 
55th, hitting a shot from outside the box 
that flew in off Trent Alexander-Arnold, 
with Grealish again the provider.

Salah fired in at the other end five 
minutes later to make it 5-2, but Villa 
were not finished, with Grealish adding 
a brace as Villa moved to second place 
alongside Liverpool, Leicester and Arsenal.

The quartet are three points behind 
Liverpool’s Merseyside rivals, Everton, 
which Juergen Klopp’s side faces at 
Goodison Park in their next match on Oct. 
17. — AP

MANCHESTER — Tottenham tore 
apart Manchester United for a 6-1 
victory at Old Trafford today, exposing 
the defensive weaknesses in Ole Gunnar 
Solskjær’s side by inflicting the team’s 
joint-heaviest Premier League defeat at 
home.

Only once since 1930 has United 
conceded six at home — to Manchester 
City nine years ago. Not since 1986 has 
United opened the league season with 

back-to-back home losses.
It was a crushing defeat to a Tottenham 

side managed by Jose Mourinho, who was 
fired in 2018 to make way for Solskjær.  
And against a team who have played 
eight games in 22 days across three 
competitions and were trailing after two 
minutes at Old Trafford.

But after Bruno Fernandes’ penalty, 
United’s wretched defence allowed Tanguy 
Ndombele to level in the fourth minute 
and Son Heung-Min to net again inside 
three minutes.

United can be aggrieved Erik Lamela’s 
apparent play-acting led to Anthony 
Martial being sent off in the 28th minute. 
But the team were already being run 
ragged by Tottenham.

Harry Kane scored his first on the half-
hour, Son netted again in the 37th, Serge 
Aurier was on target in the 51st and Kane 
wrapped up the rout from the penalty spot 
in the 79th.

The coronavirus pandemic kept fans out 
of the stadium — sparing Solskjær boos 
from his own supporters. — AP

OTHER RESULTS: Chelsea 4 Crystal Palace 0, 
Everton 4 Brighton 2, Leeds United 1 Manchester 
City 1, Newcastle 3 Burnley 1, Leicester City 0 
West Ham 3, Southampton 2 West Brom 0, Wolves 
1 Fulham 0, Arsenal 2 Sheffield United 1.

HUMILIATION

TENNIS

PARIS — On a Sunday of upsets 
among the women at the French Open, 
revenge was a dish served up in an 
autumnal chill by a Polish teenager.

And it was only partially business as 
usual for the men, too. 

Rafael Nadal advanced, but his 
opponent in his 14th quarterfinal at 
Roland Garros will be dangerous 
debutant Jannik Sinner. 

By making the men’s last eight as 
a newcomer, the 19-year-old Italian 
matched a feat last achieved by Nadal 
himself, in 2005, on his march to the 
first of his 12 titles in Paris.

So impressive has Sinner been on 
the clay that his 6-3, 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 win 
against US Open finalist Alexander 

Zverev hardly seemed like an upset, 
despite the 68-spot gulf separating 
them in tour rankings. 

Sinner pulled the sixth-seeded 
German this way and that with 
precision groundstrokes and unfurled 
his wingspan to make 21 winners at 
the net.

Zverev said he was sick, so feverish 
and short of breath that “I shouldn’t 
have played.”

Against fourth-round foe Sebastian 
Korda, a 20-year-old qualifier who 
idolizes him so much that he named 
his cat “Rafa,” Nadal was — excuse the 
pun — practically purr-fect, winning 6-1, 
6-1, 6-2.

Korda lapped it up. His long-term 
sights are set on winning at least two 
Grand Slam titles, one more than his 

dad, 1998 Australian Open champion 
Petr Korda.

Meanwhile, the spanking from Nadal 
was “definitely the best moment of my 
life.”

Nadal has yet to drop a set in his 
pursuit of a 13th French Open crown 
that would be his 20th major title 
overall, tying Roger Federer’s record.

Against the player who humbled her 
6-1, 6-0 at the same stage last year, 
19-year-old Iga Swiatek turned the 
tables on top-seeded Simona Halep, 
sending the 2018 champion packing 
6-1, 6-2 to advance to her first Grand 
Slam quarterfinal.

Halep, who also lifted the title at 
Wimbledon last year, never got into her 
stride under the roof on Court Philippe 
Chatrier and was unable to exert any 

pressure on the now-confident Polish 
player who wilted with nerves in their 
fourth-round meeting last year that was 
over in just 45 minutes.

Swiatek used that defeat as fuel.
“A huge lesson,” she said. “I knew 

that I can, like, play differently and I can 
finally show my best tennis.”

“She was everywhere,” said Halep, 
who had been on a career-best winning 
streak of 17 matches.

That upset was followed by another 
moments later. Italian qualifier Martina 
Trevisan ousted fifth-seeded Kiki 
Bertens, winning 6-4, 6-4. 

Swiatek and Trevisan will play each 
other in what will be a first Grand Slam 
quarterfinal for them both.

Argentinian qualifier Nadia 
Podoroska also advanced, beating 

Barbora Krejcikova, ranked No. 114, 2-6, 
6-2, 6-3. 

The 131st-ranked Podoroska, who 
lost in the first round at her only 
previous Grand Slam, the US Open 
in 2016, will face third-seeded Elina 
Svitolina from Ukraine. 

The semifinalist last year at 
Wimbledon and the US Open advanced 
6-1, 6-3 against Caroline Garcia of 
France. — AP

Two-time French Open runner-up 
and US Open champion Dominic Thiem 
survived a spirited comeback by French 
wildcard entry and 239th-ranked Hugo 
Gaston before winning 6-4, 6-4, 5-7, 3-6, 
6-3. Thiem next faces No.12 seed Diego 
Schwartzman, who reached his fourth 
major quarterfinal with a 6-1, 6-3, 6-4 
win over Lorenzo Sonego. — AP

Nadal spanking ‘the best moment of my life’

Prem champs 
crushed 7-2

RUGBY LEAGUE

SOUTH Sydney hooker Damien 
Cook leaves defenders in his 
wake as he heads to the tryline 
against Newcastle Knights in 
week 1 of the NRL playoffs.

Cook starred as the Rabbitohs 
fought back from a 14-0 deficit 
to score 46 consecutive points 
in the NRL elimination final in 
Sydney, winning 46-20 at ANZ 
Stadium.

Cook’s 75-metre sprint for 
the final try of the afternoon 
was rugby league poetry and 
capped off a brilliant but tough 
performance.

The Rabbitohs set up a week 
2 knockout match against 
Parramatta Eels, who lost 36-24 
to Melbourne Storm.

The Storm moved towards a 
sixth straight NRL preliminary 
final but a knee injury to five-
eighth Cameron Munster is a 
concern.

The win was the Storm’s 19th 
in a row in Queensland.

Coach Ricky Stuart praised 
Canberra’s resilience after Jack 

Wighton helped them pull off the 
great escape and end Cronulla’s 
season with a dramatic 32-20 
win at GIO Stadium.

Wighton put on two of the 
biggest plays of the Raiders’ 
year to set up a grand final 
rematch with the Roosters next 
week, averting a shock upset in 
the process.

Halves partner George Williams 
also bagged a double, as the 
Raiders went from 14-6 down 
just before the break to 32-14 
leaders late in the second half.

Led by Nathan Cleary’s first-
half hat-trick and 77th-minute 
field goal, Penrith Panthers held 
off Sydney Roosters 29-28 on 
Friday. 

RESULTS: Panthers 29 
Roosters 28 (Panthers advance 
to week 3 semifinals), Raiders 32 
Sharks 20 (Sharks eliminated), 
Storm 36 Eels 24 (Storm 
advance to week 3 semifinals), 
Rabbitohs 46 Knights 20 
(Knights eliminated).

Week 2 draw: Roosters v 
Raiders, Eels v Rabbitohs.

 AAP picture

NRL FINALS, WEEK 1
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RUGBY by Jack Malcolm

PERFECT weather for running rugby 
produced a sensational game between 
Heartland teams Poverty Bay and 
Wairarapa Bush in Napier on Saturday. 

The Bush won 46-26 to retain the 
Jeremy David Memorial Cup played for 
between the sides.

Civil Project Solutions Poverty Bay 
were in with a shot for most of the game 
but three unanswered second-half tries to 
Wairarapa Bush made the difference.

 It was a disappointing result, said 

Poverty Bay head coach Tom Cairns.
“The game was a lot closer than 

the score looks . . . Wairarapa Bush 
capitalised on their opportunities.

“There were areas that we did really 
well; they had a good maul last year and 
we managed to nullify their drive.”

The Bay came out firing, scoring in the 
first minute of both halves, but they were 
unable to withstand the pressure from 
the Bush, who made strong metres up the 
middle.

Poverty Bay second five-eighth Louis 
Devery made his mark on the game in his 
first appearance in the scarlet jersey this 
season. 

Looking dangerous every time he 
touched the ball, Devery made several line 
breaks and ended with two try assists and 
one five-pointer himself.

Unfortunately for the Bay, Devery’s 
influence in the second half was largely 
nullified by the Bush’s defence. 

They put pressure on the Bay at ruck 
time, disrupting the ball and not letting 
them play the way they wanted to.

The green and reds upped the pace of 
the game, taking several quick taps and 
fast lineouts that put Poverty Bay on the 
back foot.

They hit the ruck in numbers and 
recycled ball quickly throughout. Their 
forwards marched down the pitch on 
the back of strong front-foot ball and 
dangerous, attacking runs.

Poverty Bay stayed within touching 
distance on the scoreboard and played 
well for long stretches, but their accuracy 
at key moments let them down.

They started the second half with a try 
to fullback Kelvin Smith to get in front, 
19-18. 

Smith was able to get on the outside of 
the defence through quick passing from 
the set-piece, which gave him space to 
score in the corner.

The Bay’s lead was short-lived, though. 
Wairarapa Bush answered quickly 
through second-five Nikora Ewe. 

Under mounting pressure, the Poverty 
Bay defence rushed forward to try to 
disrupt the ball. However, using his 
strength and power, Ewe fended off 
reserve loose forward Jesse Kapene and 
scored.

The pressure the Bush were exerting on 
the Bay was evident in their next try, to 
reserve prop Tupou Lea’aemanu. 

They continuously broke tackles and 
advanced down the ground as Poverty 
Bay scrambled to hold back the waves of 
attack before Lea’aemanu, at first receiver, 
was left unmarked close to the line and 
scored. 

Poverty Bay were down but not out 
after Lea’aemanu’s try and mounted an 

attack that was looking dangerous. But 
a wayward long pass was snatched up by 
Ewe, who ran 80 metres to score.

Cairns said it was a 14-point try as the 
Bay had numbers and space out wide. 

Ewe’s try looked to have finally taken 
the wind out of Poverty Bay’s sails. 

Cairns said it was a 14-point try as the 
Bay had numbers and space out wide 
before the loose pass. 

But they fought back and were 
rewarded with a try to reserve winger 
Matt Raleigh, who used his pace to get 
around his marker.

A final try to Wairarapa Bush sealed 
the win. 

The pace of the game had started taking 
its toll on both teams, and reserve Bush 
halfback Inia Katia capitalised around the 
ruck. He darted through a hole and in for 
a try, off the back of a sustained build-up.

Poverty Bay had their moments but 
were let down by lapses in concentration.

Wairarapa Bush’s Sam Morrison kicked 
beautifully from the tee, sending the ball 
through the uprights on all seven of his 
attempts. One of those was a penalty from 
his own side of halfway.

POVERTY BAY 26 (Jack Lewis, Louis Devery, 
Kelvin Smith, Matt Raleigh tries; Kelvin Smith 3 
con).

WAIRARAPA BUSH 46 (Nikora Ewe 2, Lewis 
Bush, Joseva Tako, Tupou Lea’aemanu, lnia Katia 
tries; Sam Morison 5 con, 2 pen).

HT: 18-12 (WairarapaBush).

n NGATI Porou East Coast lost 34-22 to King 
Country in Opotiki on Saturday. The Rams led 
20-10 at halftime. Match report in tomorrow’s 
Herald. The NPEC women were beaten 52-27 by 
Opotiki in the curtain-raiser.

Bush defence repels Bay

RUGBY

THE Ranfurly Shield has returned to Hawke’s 
Bay in eerily familiar circumstances.

A 28-9 victory over Otago in Dunedin yesterday 
saw Hawke’s Bay become the fourth team to hold 
the Shield this season, with Otago’s tenure ending 
just seven days after they had won the Shield off 
Taranaki.

Their first defence was against Hawke’s Bay at 
Forsyth Barr Stadium, as it was in 2013. 

And, just like in 2013, their defence was short-
lived.

Seven years ago, Hawke’s Bay claimed a 20-19 
victory to steal the Shield away after Otago had 
held it for only eight days. 

This time, it was a mere seven-day reign — the 
second-shortest in Shield history.

It was a deserved victory based on their 
second-half performance but Otago would have 
been scratching their heads as to how the visitors 
led at halftime.

Otago had the majority of possession and on 
multiple occasions were dragged down just short 
of the line — or held up over it — before Hawke’s 
Bay struck just before the break with a sweet 
passing move finished off by Lolagi Visinia to 
claim a surprise 7-6 halftime lead.

Folau Fakatava had helped spark that try 

and after the interval he added his own piece of 
magic, cutting the Otago defence to shreds with a 
mazy individual run to extend their lead. 

A Josh Ioane penalty kept Otago in touch 
but that was as close as they would come, with 
fullback Vilimoni Koroi sinbinned for taking out 
Caleb Makene in the air, before they were reduced 
to 13 men when forward Slade McDowall was sent 
off after his attempted tackle connected with the 
head of Jonah Lowe.

Tries to former Gisborne Boys’ High student 
Isaia Walker-Leawere and Kurt Baker sealed the 
deal.

Hawke’s Bay captain Ash Dixon, playing his 
100th match for the union, credited his team’s 
first-half fight — and a bit of luck — as key to 
victory.

“I’m very excited, very pumped. My kids 
couldn’t make it down here but they’re probably 
more pumped than I am. I’m just really grateful 
and stoked with the team’s ticker tonight,” said 
Dixon. “For the first half we were under the pump, 
for 38 minutes. We got a bit of a lucky break and 
managed to take our opportunity. We scrambled 
hard. We lost the breakdown, at times our scrum 
was OK, but we fought as hard as we could and 
managed to get a couple of lucky breaks. That’s 
what happens in footy. We were fortunate and I 
don’t think the score reflects how the game was. 

It was bloody tough out there.”
The victory also put Hawke’s Bay atop the 

Championship ladder, with both divisions tightly 
contested after North Harbour pulled off an upset 
over Tasman in the Premiership.

Harbour went into the match winless through 
three games while Tasman had a perfect record, 
with three bonus-point victories having extended 
their unbeaten run to 15 games. But a superb 
performance, featuring 20 points from first-five 
Bryn Gatland, led to Harbour’s 40-24 victory.

Tasman’s defeat means that there are no 
undefeated teams left in the Mitre 10 Cup, 
though they still hold a one-point buffer atop 
the Premiership ladder ahead of Auckland and 
Waikato, who edged Southland 10-9 in an ugly 
clash in Invercargill. — NZ Herald

MITRE 10 CUP RESULTS — Bay of Plenty 16 
Auckland 20, Counties Manukau 36 Manawatu 
30, Northland 35 Taranaki 25, Canterbury 31 
Wellington 26, North Harbour 40 Tasman 24, 
Southland 9 Waikato 10, Otago 9 Hawke’s Bay 28.

FARAH PALMER CUP WOMEN’S RESULTS: 
Northland 65 North Harbour 5, Auckland 22 Bay 
of Plenty 19, Waikato 34 Counties Manukau 28, 
Canterbury 54 Wellington 12, Tasman 5 Hawke’s 
Bay 62, Otago 14 Manawatu 28.

History comes back to haunt Otago

SMITH AWAY: Poverty Bay fullback Kelvin Smith, in action against Ngati Porou East 
Coast, was among the points in the Bay’s clash with Wairarapa Bush on Saturday in 
Napier. Smith scored a try and kicked three conversions in the Bay’s 46-26 loss.

Picture by Liam Clayton
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DRAW No. 2000   

WINNING
NUMBERS

PRIZE MONEY
No. OF

WINNERS

TOTAL
Four out of Four

Three out of Four

Two out of Four

One out of Four    

$200,000
$804
$72
Bonus Ticket

1
58

3591
94,207

WINNING NUMBERS 30   39   02    32

Total Strike 
prizes $599,391

 02 09 23 30 32 39 03

WINNING NUMBERS
BONUS

NUMBER

The Gisborne Herald does not make any assurances as to the accuracy 
of this information. Please check your tickets at a Lotto shop.

Total Lotto 
prizes $3,133,080

$1,000,000
$27,722
$620
$54
$30
$22
Bonus Ticket

PRIZE MONEY
No. OF

WINNERS

1
9

399
1044

16,317
22,065
216,031

DIVISION 
ONE

6 winning Nos

TWO
5 winning Nos

plus the Bonus No.

THREE
  5 winning Nos

 FOUR
4 winning Nos

plus the Bonus No.

FIVE
4 winning Nos

SIX
3 winning Nos

plus the Bonus No

SEVEN
3 winning Nos

Total Powerball 
prizes $4,337,001

07

WINNING NUMBER

DIVISION ONE
Lotto Division 1 + 

winning Powerball No.

TWO
Lotto Division 2 + 

winning Powerball No.

THREE
Lotto Division 3 + 

winning Powerball No.

FOUR
Lotto Division 4 + 

winning Powerball No.

FIVE
Lotto Division 5 + 

winning Powerball No.

SIX
Lotto Division 6 + 

winning Powerball No.

SEVEN

PRIZE MONEY
No. OF

WINNERS

1
2
30
80

1139
1679

16,354

$5,000,000
$35,104
$1,141
$100
$57
$38 
Bonus Ticket + $15.00

3
5
3
6
8
-0

1



Campion College student Andre 
Riley, who turns 17 next month, 
was in exuberant form at leftback. 
Confident on the ball and quick to 
intercept when danger threatened, 
he didn’t shirk the knocks.

Centrebacks Charlie Morris and 
Janai Randall did exceptionally 
well against high-quality strikers, 
and rightback Gaurav Chetan 
Kashyap looked to set up play from 
the back, as did Fletcher Stewart-
Hill when he came on in the second 
half.

In central midfield, Frooms was 
always likely to spring a surprise, 
and Ashley McMillan performed 
a similar role to that of United’s 
Graham, popping up where needed 
and keeping the engine running 
smoothly.

Flank players Merlin Parsons, 
on the right, and Charles Morrison 
had their hands full getting forward 
in attack while helping contain 
their opposing wingers, Damon 
Husband and Marfell. In the second 
half, though, Parsons instigated the 
move that brought Al-Jammali his 
second goal.

Thistle also had the boost of 
former Team Gisborne midfielder 
Max Logan being available. He 
came on for the second half, in place 
of Morrison, and fitted easily into 
the team pattern.

Up front, Al-Jammali and Lytton 
High School student White showed 

pace, skill and spirit. The finishing 
was off on Saturday, but that can 
be fixed.

Al-Jammali’s aggressive 
running into the box had drawn 
the foul from Andrew Bristow for 
the penalty, which Al-Jammali 
dispatched efficiently into a corner 
in the 15th minute.

Never-say-die running from 
Cranswick stopped the ball from 
going out for a goal-kick in the 
37th. He cut back and slammed it 
in from close range to make it 1-1 
at halftime.

United first-team regulars 
Adams, Marfell and Kieran Venema 
added significant value to the team 
effort on Saturday.

Marfell never gives less than full 
noise, and Venema’s no-nonsense 
approach settles things in midfield.

Adams rejoined the fray with one 
explicit instruction from Wrigley: 
“Get us a goal.”

Not exactly unsung, but heroes 
for United nevertheless, were 
fullbacks Ben Hansen and Bristow, 
centreback Shaw and keeper Al 
Knight.

Rightback Hansen has a handy 
turn of pace that he used to 
outstanding effect on Saturday. 
Bristow impressed with his 
covering and Shaw was a combative 
stopper in the middle.

Knight’s strength is that he saves 
everything he should and a bit 
more besides.

It was a great weekend for the 

Knight family. Al’s wife Mel was in 
goal and their daughter Kayley in 
midfield for the United team who 
clinched the women’s competition 
with a 2-0 win against Riverina 
yesterday.

On Saturday, left-winger 
Husband thought he had put 
United 2-1 up with a header in 
the 50th minute, but the goal was 
disallowed for an infringement in 
the penalty area. Husband was 
later replaced by Sam Royston, 
who kept the work rate high on 
that flank.

Wrigley said the game could 
have ended “six or seven-all”.

“We knew if we could get the ball 
in to our forwards, we had a shot,” 
he said. “At halftime I told them 
they’d been No.1 the whole year, 
they deserved to be there and today 
was the ‘cup final’.”

Thistle Reserves stand-in coach 
Ron Young said he couldn’t have 
asked for more from his players.

Many of the team were training 
for an under-19 tournament. They 
had shown they were up to the 
challenge of such an intensely 
contested game.

The match was well controlled by 
referee Chris Niven.

■ In the Lytton High School-
Wainui Sharks game, Steffan 
John scored a hat-trick and 
Jaiden Ibbetson and Olly Tilley 
scored a goal each in a 5-0 win 
for Wainui.

Inspired by coach’s ‘cup final’ speech
FROM BACK PAGE

WINNING 
GOAL: 
Gisborne 
United’s 
Josh Adams 
slips the ball 
past Thistle 
reserves 
keeper Kaelle 
Straatman to 
put his side 
ahead 3-2 
with just two 
minutes to go 
in the Eastern 
League 1  
title-decider 
on Saturday. 

Pictures by 
Paul Rickard
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Adelaide fine 7 18
Amsterdam showers 10 14
Bangkok rain 25 30
Beijing fine 6 20
Berlin cloudy 9 17
Brisbane fine 16 28
Buenos Aires fog 8 20
Cairo fine 22 34
Canberra rain 9 20
Cape Town fine 15 21
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Singapore thunder 23 31
Stockholm rain 12 16
Suva thunder 23 28
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Toronto showers 7 17
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1989 –  A tornado cut a path through 

part of Matamata, leaving a trail of 

damage in its wake. A large roaring 

sound was heard and corrugated iron 

was tossed 15m in the air. Several 

trees were uprooted and one (twelve 

metres high) was blown almost 

100m into a neighbouring paddock.
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win over Bay
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RUGBY INSIDERUGBY LEAGUE

FOOTBALL by John Gillies

A GOAL two minutes from time 
won football’s Eastern League 1 title 
for Gisborne United at Childers Road 
Reserve on Saturday.

Josh Adams broke free of the Thistle 
Reserves rearguard and planted his shot 
past goalkeeper Kaelle Straatman to give 
United a 3-2 win.

It was the first time Heavy Equipment 
Services United had hit the front in a 
game that had an abundance of chances 
and a smattering of shots on target.

United marksman Stu Cranswick had 
scored twice to level the scores after 
Lebanese striker Hammy Al-Jammali put 
Thistle 1-0 up from the penalty spot and 
2-1 up at the end of a clever right-wing 
move.

Sunshine Brewing Wainui Sharks had 
already beaten Lytton High School 5-0 
in the early game at Lytton. If Thistle 
Reserves and United drew, Wainui would 
leapfrog United into first place.

Coach Dean Wrigley and injured 
centreback Jonathan Purcell (ruled out in 
a pre-match fitness test) were a study in 
frustration on the sideline. 

United, having spent most of this 
shortened season at the front of the title 
race, were in danger of falling at the last 
hurdle.

But Wrigley had a game-changer at his 
disposal.

First-team striker Josh Adams had 

started the game and been replaced by 
Aubrey Yates in the 34th minute.

Rolling subs are allowed in Central 
Federation local football so Wrigley was 
free to bring Adams back on.

In the 67th minute, with United 2-1 
down, Adams went on for centreback Carl 
Shaw.

United shuffled things around to make 
do at the back; the important thing was 
that they now had three strikers.

Five minutes after he came on, Adams 
had the first chance of his second spell. It 
went just past the post.

Two minutes later, in the 74th, his 
right-wing inswinging corner found 
Cranswick, who headed in at the near 
post to make it 2-2.

In the 76th, it was Cranswick on the 
right, feeding Adams, whose first-time 
shot was well saved by Straatman.

Fifteen-year-old Straatman — he turns 
16 in January — was a late replacement 
for Thistle’s Argentinian goalkeeper 

Gabriel Garnica, who had to work.
Straatman was outstanding. His 

handling and shot-stopping were first-
class. He also ventured far from his 
penalty area to ensure United’s pacy 
strikers had few opportunities for 
breakaways, and he made some crucial 
tackles as last man.

For the past 14 months he has  
attended the Olé Football Academy in 
Porirua, and he intends being there next 
year, as well. 

He goes to school at Tawa College and 
looks to be well on the way to being a top-
class goalkeeper.

United made a concession to defensive 
requirements in the 77th minute. Jimmy 
Holden came on at the back, replacing 
box-to-box right-winger Malcolm Marfell.

The final stages of the match were 
frantic.

In the 79th minute, United central 
midfielder Aaron Graham — having a 
stormer alongside fellow workhorse Craig 
Christophers — played a nicely weighted 
ball in to Cranswick. He turned and shot 
in one movement . . . it went just over.

In the 80th, Thistle playmaker Tomek 
Frooms played a wall pass with a 
teammate just outside the United penalty 
area and sent Travis White clear on the 
left side of the goal. White’s snapshot hit 
the junction of the post and bar.

In the next movement, Adams was 
being foiled by Straatman’s intervention 
at the other end, and Cranswick’s follow-

up went wide.
In the 85th, Thistle gave the ball away 

in a dangerous area but Cranswick’s shot 
was off target. 

In the 87th, Frooms produced a deft 
flick to lift the ball over the legs of the 
United defenders and put White in the 
clear, but he shot past the post.

United immediately took play to the 
other end and produced a winner.

This match had tension and drama 
comparable to the game between the 
clubs’ first teams three weeks before, 
when United lost 3-1 to Thistle but 
denied them the extra goal that 
would have given the Jags the Pacific 
Premiership title.

This time it was Thistle who 
threatened to spoil United’s big day, and 
for 88 minutes it looked as if they might.

With Frooms the only regular first-
team starter in their line-up, Thistle 
Reserves showed what they could do with 
their full complement for 90 minutes. But 
they exist as a breeding ground for first-
team players.

That means some of them have to come 
off before the end of their reserve-team 
games to be subs for the first team.

On Saturday they held their own 
against a hard, bustling United outfit 
who — with Thistle Massive — have 
dominated the Eastern League for the 
past decade.

Late United goal clinches Eastern League title

2020 EASTERN LEAGUE 1 CHAMPIONS: Gisborne United celebrate after clinching the Eastern League 1 men’s football league title in dramatic fashion with a 3-2 win 
over Thistle Reserves on Saturday. Back row (from left) are coach Dean Wrigley, Ben Hansen, Jimmy Holden, Damon Husband, Karl Shaw, Alan Knight, Josh Adams, Sam 
Royston, Jonathan Purcell, Malcolm Marfell and Kim Perano. Front: Kieran Venema, Tama Wirepa, Andrew Bristow, Stu and Toby Cranswick, Hollie and Aaron Graham, Craig 
Christophers, Atawhai Wirepa-Hei, Aubrey Yates, Jack Holden and Kyran Lasenby.  Picture by Paul Rickard

IN THE NICK OF TIME

  P W D  L  F  A GD  Pts
Gisborne United 15 12 1  2 58 19  39 37
Wainui Sharks 15 12 0  3 49 22  27 36
Thistle Massive 15  9 1  5 39 26  13 28
Gisborne BHS 15  5 1  9 33 46 -13 16
Thistle Reserves 15  4 1 10 30 46 -16 13
Lytton HS 15  1 0 14 17 67 -50   3
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